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Wi)t ^pnapsiisi
^cHcuing as luc So, tliat tliis aumtal rompilation
is to scruc in a capacity aUeg0ricaUi; shittlar to
tiic attatoiittc unit in tliat tt is to cucr cont-
munxcatr the pcrsonttcl atti» actiuitirs of one
phase of aniiitatcit cxistmtcc to aiiotlicr more
rcntotc; that it shall traxisutit in tlic absence
of a corporeal assoriattoix; attit tltat its preser-
uatiott luill make for an orijaiiiseti,co-or&iitateii,
integrateii, osteopathic lul^ole; lue, representing
anil execnting tl^e luill of tl)e iUtnior Class of
1924-25, Do iiientifg it *'(ri|e Synapsis-" iiHag
the snpplications for its longeuity, solicitatioxis
for its maintenance, anii beseccl^ings for tl|e
realisation of its salnbrions pnrposes enronnter
coriiialitg in tl7e hani»s of onr snccessors.
VBc present for gonr inspection, luitlii tl?e l^nmble
felicity of achieuement,
^\)t ^pmp^i^
^i^ubltsl7r^ by
Slip iUtuior Class of the piitlaiiclplita GToUcgc
of (Dstcopatliy
{Jlliln^rlpl1t^, Primayluanin
llolumr the ifirst
1925
(J. ,^
Jforeluorb
5^hc priuilcgc of partiripattitg in so jirofomtti
au ruHraunr aiii» rxpertcitrtng tlir ultiiitatc
spusatinn ai xutriitaic ioy, is for but a feiu.
fflr nrr truly happy.
Hlr hauc hrrciti cssayrfi to tabulate auti ac-
curately portray tbr iJiucra existences ani>
cneryies of this, our clierislieft Alnta iMatcr.
If such seems not complete, let us l^'re preclulle
any possibility of such recurriuy by pleiiyiny
onrselucs to support in eoery measure, tlje
labors of our luortl^y successors—tl^e Class of '2T.
WaUt of Content!^
i



<LO
Br. 0, 5- ^npber
Jfouuticr, Jfirat Dean, anil Aftuiaor cif \J. C (D-
ftn lur iicttiratc, in Inunlilc rimcrcnre, this
initial p^ition of ''(The Synapsis."

tiittor-tii-(L'liii'f
JJaul 05. Morris
iSttsinrss fHnnagcr arrnsurrr
Paul ?S- iitatrh
Assnrintr tititotJ
Sftiwr tC- (Topp Jflmriirr A. t£ucrbnrt
tCillinu IL ifrvncl} tLrn (£. lITaaurr
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Ot/r Alma Mater
m
^
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In response to a manifestly growing demand for an institution ui u.-,u-iii)atliic
instruction, Dr. O. J. Snyder, leading- a small band of votive disciples in 1899.
formally founded and IcQall}- chartered the Philadcl]ihia College of Osteopathy.
Through the ensuing years, growth has been uniformly progressive. The
college has consistently taken the commendable initiative in elevating the scholastic
criterion of Osteopathy: and the essential present reveals for insjiection an Alma
Mater . . . firml\- established at tlie center of the osteopathic sphere of
the East and
si'.xi(>i>: HALL IX tiil; nl\ix collI'.cI': iumldlxc
affording the ijrcifi-ssidiial as|)irain every assuraiux- and facility essential \u his useful
iiess and success in the world of rational tlierajieulics.
/V
I. \Ki )|< \-|-()RV nV l',l()L(ir,ICAl. SCIHNXE
Classroom didactic work is subst;intially supported by practical, reassuring deiiiouslra-
tioiis in \vell-ec|uipped. properly proportioned laboratories. Particularly emphasized to the
student during the eleineiitary phases of his training are the fundamentals which underlie all
life—the adaptations, the compensations and specializations
$
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/•) LABORATORY OF HISTOLOGICAL SCIENCES
]i]
for it is held that a comprehension of basics is an asset indispensable to the subsequent
phases of scientific development. Therefore, too, the liistological sciences dealing with Ihc
various physiological and pathological anatomies of the cellular unit of structure are stressed
iKlYi
HAST W.M.l. OF THE CIIEMISTRV I.AIK JRATOKV
and chemistry is so presented ami demonstrated in its several forms thai its application
ultimate analytical endeavors may yield revealing diagnostic data.
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BACTERIOLOGY I.AKi H^\ I i )R\'
The import of microorganisms in the production of disease cannot be rationally ques-
tioned. Bacteriology as propounded in P. C. O. involves a well-established didactic course
and an absolute hitxjratory application thereof, for
i
iDISSECTION' ROOM
Hi
the value of practical work cannot be (loul)tcd. For that reason a course in human
dissection is presented. Elaborate prosections arc made as a guide to the student, and
subsequent iiulividual induliicnce is insisted upon. .\n iniiniaey with structure is essential,
for
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l'IIVSIUL(ii,V LAbUKATORV iX THE t.'OLLEGli AX.\I£X
when incorporated into a practical working acqiiaintancesliip of physiology, a function-
ing mechanism is recognized ; and such knowledge, properly applied, can but lead to the most
desirable forms of therapeutic success.
MiM'A
mI. \I)IKS' RKST ROOM
A liiiini;iii.t; nmiii lias Ihi-m |)rnviili.'(t liy tin- culk-iic at a i-mivriiii-iu 1' calinii in ihc main
collc.uc Imililins;. The (niartcrs an- availal'lc to all women students.

m1'^
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( )iic i)t tlie most salient features and irrefutable advantages to the student in
the Philadelphia College of Osteopathy, is the availaliility of a modern, sixty-bed
liosi)ital, ec|uip])e<l with all the inslitutiimal details which determine efficiency
and modernism.
This asset aM(ird> ihe professional aspirant ihe opportunitv to practically
.qply, umkr ];roficient supervision, the clinical melhdd.- and therajieutic princi])les
ac luircd in liic classroom and laboratory.
"WSSSra^ -f^f-'AT:.^
e-^JJljlt^
HOSPITAL FOYI'.R
The student's introduction into the actual scholastic practice of Osteopathy is accom-
plished through supervised association with the Out-Patient Clinic. Here the ret|uisilc
abundance of clinical material is afforded, as only a city of Philadelphia's size can jjrovide.
In conjunction with a series of properly furnished Ircatinn rcjoms at student disposal is
22
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KMEk(;KX(, V AX!) OUT-PATIHXT CLIXIC KXAMIXATIOX ROOM
an alnindancc of facilities to assist in his guided examinatinn of the cases wliich are
presented fur his study and attention— facilities which may be
\:V\
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the means of revealing the constantly subtle, and olttimcs obscure, character of
anatomical and physiological perversions of the human mechanism.
25
SYNAPSIS
Vff
B FLOOR CORRIIMJR. LOOKING SOL'TH
I'urthcr priming in the rcnim of practical tlierapcutics, and particularly in the acute
liedsidc phase, is accorded the Senior as an interne in the Hospital. In this capacity
26
i
\\().M1-:.\'S WARD. L0C1KIXG WEST
the individual is conducted through a series of cases and allowed occasion in a
proper environment to develop those vital assets, diagnosis and treatment. Not alone is
attention confined to acute and post-operative cases, hut as well, and particularly
iiH
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OBSTETRICAL ROOM
the inaiiagemcnt of pregnancy and management of labor. It is tlic ixcclliiiix- nf lliis
(ihasc of Osteopathy which has won for its practili(>ners, merits nf which In lie iinmil.
28
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SURGICAL AMPHITHEATRE
Surgery plays an important role as the radical form of treatment in Osteopathy.
Students are rigidly drilled in its selection, preparations and precautions, and general operative
phases of its divers forms. Interncsliip includes active assistance in practical surgery.
29
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PRIVATE ROOM IX THE OSTEOPATHIC HOSPITAL Oh' I'HI I,AUKLl'l 1 1
A
The prtSL-iit capacity of the Osttopatliic II().s])it:il (.1 I'hilacKliihia is sixty beds. This
includes eight private and nine semi-private rooms, as well as four wards.
The staff feels itself well equipped to render an ult.ra form of thcraiHiitic service to
a confident clientele.


rDean Edgar O. Holden,
'to"
A. B.. D. O.
Sigma Phi Epsilon ; Iota Tau Sigma,
A.B., University of Pennsylvania,
1916; D.O., Philadelphia College of
Osteopathy, 1922. Served 1 ' _• years,
A. E. F., Sergeant Major, 538th Engi-
neers. Head of Department of Natural
Sciences. Chairman of Hospital Staff
Committee; Member of Advisory
Board; Member of Board of Directors.
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CHARLES J. MUTTART, D.O.
Professor of Osteopathic Diagnosis and Tcchnic.
Professor of Gastroenteroloarv.
Atlas Club; D.O., A.S.O., T902; Gastroenterology at
Hahnemann Med. College; Orificial Surgery under Dr.
E. H. Pratt. Chicago ; Proctology under Dr. H. V. Ire-
land. Des Moines, and at the Boston Dispensary; Physi-
cal Diagnosis under Dr. Robert H. Nichols, Boston,
Mass.; First President Phila. Co. O. A.; Past Vice-
President. Penna. O. A. ; President, Eastern O. A. ; Past
Secretary and Ex-Dean of P. C. O.
A-
D. S. B. PEXXOCK, D.O., :\I.D.
Professor of Major Surgery.
Professor of Clinical Surgery.
Atlas Club; D.O., A.S.O., 1902; Gastroenterology at
M.D., Hahnemann I\Ied. College, 1904; Post Graduate,
Hahnemann Med. College, 1915; University of Vienna,
1923; Vice-President, P. C. O., 1905-15; Board of Direc-
tors, P. C. O., 1919-22; Member Advisory Committee, P.
C. O. ; Surgeon-in-Chief of Phila. Osteop. Hospital since
1919.
;o-s.9 V-'^^-^^-^-e^
J. IVAN DUFUR, D.O.
I'rofcsscjr of Nervous and Mental Diseases.
.Mlas Club; D.O., A.S.O., 1899; Secretary, Penna U.
A., 1909; Treasurer, Phila. Co. O. A., President, Phila.
I
,,. O. A. 1906; Registrar, P. C. O., 1907-12; Chief of
ilinic, 1907-19; Prof. Osteop. Principles, 1907-12; Prof.
Osteon. Symptoms and Practice, 1909-12; Prof. Pediat-
rics, '1910-12; Prof. Med. Jurisprnd., 1910-12; Prof.
.\<Tvous and Mental Diseases, 1913-19, latter nflicc re-
sumed in 1922; Vice-President, Osteopathic Hospital,
1911-16; Planned and financed liospital construction;
Asst. Secretary, A. O. A., 1915 ; Chairman Nerv. and
.Ment. Section, A. O. A., 1915; Founded Dufur Osleo-
patiiic Hospital for Nervous and Mental Diseases, August
I. 1919.
\J- ^ihst^c^
ARTHUR M. FLACK, D.O.
Professor of Anatomy.
Hrolcssor of Pathology.
Professor of Practice of Osteopathy.
Phi Sigma Gamma; D.O.. P.C.O., 1906; President
I'liila. Coimty Osteo. Society. 1910-11; Past Sect. Phila.
I'ciunty Osteo. Society; Memlier of American Society of
Inioteriologists ; Member of the American Acadcmv of
I'c.litical and Social Science; Past Dean P.C.O., 1911-24;
.\Uiiilnr of Faiulty, 1906-25; Incorporator and Charter
.\leiiil:cr of Phila. Osteo. Hospital; Member of Present
Hospital Staflf ; Past Member Board of Directors. P.C.O.,
1' 1(16-22.
W 1I.[.I.\M S. XICHOLI.. D.O.
Professor of Principles of Osteopathy.
Iota Tau Sirma; D.O., A.S.O.. 1905; President.
I'bila. Co. O. A., 1912-13; President, F.astcrn O. A.,
V>2.\: Vice-Pres.. Penna., O. A., 1916; Special Kye Work
:il Hahnemann Med. College; Ear, Nose and Throat
Work at Dr. Geo. W. Mackenzie Clinic.
EDWARD 11. IKITSCHE, D.O.
Professor of Phvsiulocical Clumistry.
Iota Tail Sigma ;' D.O., P.C.O., 1907.
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C. D. B. BALBIRXIE. D.O.
Professor of Clinical Osteopathy.
Professor of Comparative Therapeutics.
Iota Tau Sigma; D.O., P.C.O., 1911; Medical E.xam-
iiier, British Recruiting Mission; President, Phila. Co.
Soc, 1914-15; Professor of Bacteriology, 1911-24.
PETER H. BREARLEY, D.O.
ProfessO|{/\if Phvsiologv.
Iota TaH^teliema ; D.O., 'P.C.O., KUl; Phila
PcdagogyiM895.
School of
kOV K. ELURIDGE, Pli.G., D.O.
Associate Professor of Comparative Therapeutics.
Ph.G., Phila. Coll. of Pharmacy. 1904; D.O., A.S.O.,
1910 ; Post Graduate, P. C. 0., 1916 ; Owner and Direc-
tor of Ye Olde Mille Lodge Osteopathic Cainp for Junior
lioys.
CHARLES R. HEARD, D.O.
Professor of Nervous Physiology.
Sigma Epsilon; D.O., P.C.O., 1916: Commissioned
Second Lieutenant Aviator witli Handlcy-Page Bombing
Squadron No. 1.
FRANCIS J. S.MITH. B.S.. D.O.
.\ssociate Professor of Anatomy.
Professor of Anesthesia.
Iota Tau Sigma : B.S.. Phila. School of Pedagog\',
l'»n6; D.O., A.S.O., 1916; Post Graduate. P. C. O., 1917;
I 'list Secretary, Eastern O. A.; Secretary, College Fac-
nllv.
jSCE©^
i
JOHX H. BAILEY, Ph.G., D.O.
Professor of Special Osteopathic Therapeutics, Diseases
of Ear, Nose and Throat.
Iota Tan Sigma.
WILLIAM OTIS GALBREATH, D.O.
Professor of Diseases of Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat.
Iota Tail Sigma; D.O., P.C.O., 1905 ; Post Graduate,
C. C. O., 1914; A. S. O., 1915.
SARAH W. RUPP, D.O.
Professor of Nervous Anatomy.
Kappa Psi Delta; D.O., P.C.O., 1914; West Cluster
State Normal; University of Sorhcuiiie, France; Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania.
G. H. HECRMANX, M.A.. D.O.
\.ss(jciate Professor Cliiiic:il Osteopathy.
lii Sigma Gamma.
^5*
II. W.M.TER EXAXS, D.O.
Professor of Bacteriology.
.Associate Professor of 01).stctrics and Gynecolog>'.
Iota Tau Sigma: D.O.. P.C.O., 1917; First Class Ser-
geant. Base Hospital, Camp Humphrey.
MILTON FRANCOIS D'EUSCU, B.Sc, D.P.E.
Professor of Hygiene and Sanitation,
rofessor of Physiotherapy; Director of .Vthlctics.
Sigma Nu ; Kappa Epsilon ; Phi Epsilon Kappa,
ohiinbia University; University of Maine; University
i Peniisyl^nia.
/ (>)
m EMAXUEL JACOBSON, D.O.
Associate Professor of HistoIog>'.
Associate Professor of Pathology.
Honorary member Atlas Club, ' D.O., P.C.O., 1925;
member Sigma Alpha Omicron Organizatiuii Committee.
Pathologist to Dr. Chas. !Muttart's Gastro-Enterologist
Clinics and Dr. lyzn Dufer Hospital.
i
RALPH L. FISCHER, D.O.
Associate Professor of Physical Diagnosis.
Associate Professor of Cardio-Vascular and Resiiira-
torv Diseases.
Phi Sigma Gamma ; D.O., P.C.O., 1921 ; First-class
Priv.ite, U. S. M. D., during- war ; Secretary A. A.
;
I-'aculty Representative on Student Council; member
Sigma Alpha Omicron Organization Committee.
FOSTER C. TRUE, D.O.
Associate in Surgery.
Phi Sigma Gannna, D.O., P.C.O., 1922.
1^
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mELIZABETH R. TIN" LEV, U.O.
Associate in Pediatrics.
Axis Club, D.O.. P.C.O., 1923.
JAMES McGUIGAX, D.O.
Associate Professor of Applied Anatomy.
Iota Tau Sigma, D.O., P.C.O., 1923, University of
Pennsylvania; Sergeant of Ordinance, U. S. A., durmg
war ; Secretary P. C. O. Alumni Association.
K'OBEKT A. LICHTENTHAELER, B.S.. M.S., Sc.D.
Associate Professor of Chemistry.
.Vssociate Professor of Physiology.
.Vssociate Professor of Physiological Chemistry.
.Associate Professor of Bacteriology.
B.S., 1902; M.S., 1904. at Univ. Xorth Carolma; Sc.U.
Icffers'on iMed. College, 1918; Post Graduate work Penn.
Slate, R. I. State. Yale, Jefterson Med. College ; Research
Cliemist at Univ. of Florida,, Pcnn. Slate, R. I. State;
Assoc. Prof, of Biochemistry, Graduate School of Medi-
cine of U. of Penna. ; Research Assoc Dept. of Physiol.
Clicm., leflferson Med. College; member Phila. Physiol.
Si 'I-., .Xiiier. Clicm. Soc, London Soc. of Chem. Industry:
Menilier and Fellow of Amor, .\ssoc. for Advance, of
."Science.
G. H. NEWAIAN
Professor of X-Radiaiue.
u
ROBERT PEEL NOHLE, Ph.B., M.A., Ph.G.
Associate Professor of Chemistry.
Associate Professor of Physics.
Phi Beta Kappa; Delta Kappa Epsilon; Pli.B., 1801;
M.A., 1894; Ph.G., 1916, Johns Hopkins; Univ. of Chi-
cago ; Chemical Trade Advisor on War Trade Board,
Wash., D. C. ; former Secretary, Indiana section of Anier.
Chem. Soc. ; former Pres. of New Mexico School of
Mines ; member Executive Com. of Amer. Cheni. Soc.
;
Fellow Amer. Institute of Chemicals.
^^yv^^c^
PAUL TURXM'k Ll.(ni), D.O.
Instructor of Obstetrics.
Instructor of Gynecology.
I 'hi Sigma Gamma; D.O., P.C.O., 192J ; Resident Phy-
sician in Phila. Osteopathic Hospital, 1923-24; Cor|)oral,
l-ourlh Inf. Band, U. G. U. J., 1918; Treas., P. C. 6.
Ahnnni Assoc; .Secretary, Delaware O. A.
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mELISHA T. KIRK, B.S., D.O.
Instructor in Anatomy.
Phi Sigma Gamma; B.S., Penn. State. 1919: D.O.,
D.M.S.C.O., 1924; Post Graduate Penn. State, 1920.
EDWARD G. DREW, D.O.
Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology.
Associate Professor of Surgcrv.
Tota Tau Sigma, D.O., P.C.O.. 1911.
^^^'^i'^^'V^
WILLIAM P. .MASTERSOX. D.O.
Professor of Medical Jurisprudence.
Phi Sigma Gamma.
JAMES B. ELDOX. D.O.
Associate Professor of Anatomy.
Iota Tau Sigma.
CHARLES W. BARBER, D.O.
Associate Professor of Clinical Osteopathy.
Iota Tau Sigma: D.O., .V.S.O., 1912; Po.st Graduate,
•p. C. O., 1914.
H. WILLIARD STERRETT, D.O.
Professor of Genito-Urinary Diseases.
Professor of Dermatology.
Iota Tau Sigma.
MARY PATTOX HITXER. D.O.
Professor of .\cule Infectious Diseases.
Kappa Psi Delta; D.O.. P.C.O., 1918; Secretary.
Phila. Co. Osteop. Soc. 1922-24.
A. D. CAMPBELL. D.O.
Demonstrator of Osteopathic Technic.
11. McD. G. BELLEW. D.O.
Professor of Psychology.
Associate Professor of Osteopathic Technic.
D.O.. P.C.O.. 1920; Post Graduate work with Drs.
John H. Bailey, C. H. Bailey, Thomas Xorris.
EDWARD A. GREEX, A.B.. D.O.
Associate Professor of Anatoniv.
Iota Tau Sigma; D.O., P.C.O., Vm.
(^^Lk-aJ-CL^^. C\ C-C , ^Z^a_t_£..-<_-* .
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SYNAPSIS.
Alma Mater
H
Hail, Alma Mater, dear.
To thee our love deelare;
To us be ever near,
Through all the years.
Help us thy truth to sec;
Teach us staunch sons to be.
Striving continually,
P. C. 0. for thee.
When ive depart from thee,
Serving where need zve see,
Strengthen our loyalty,
Our triist in thee.
Guide us in all aright.
Give us through wisdom, sight;
Grant us to ever fight,
P. C. 0. for thee.
And zi'hen our work complete,
Our course on earth is ceased,
Judge us thy sons and mete
Our task well done;
Increase from day to day.
Daughters and sons, we pray.
To serve and live for thee,
P. C. 0. for thee.
46
Greetings to the Class of 1925
"I slept and dreamt that life ivas Beauty;
I zvoke and found that life was Duty!"
I
\ ¥*
E*
)l\ four years \cu have lived in your own distinct microcosm-cuUege, more
or less unmindful of the world outside. Your interests have heen inten-
sive; your tendencies. intros])ective. Commencement marks the drop from
your tiny world back to earth again.
Here at the Philadelphia College you have learned the need of application
and study; you have felt the stimulus of scientific training. I'.ut if you have
not learned the principles of true democracy, then college for you has been a
failure. Toleration without patronage, the abilit}' to see things through another
man's eyes, a sincere outlook on the world with principle, not policy, as a basis
—these are more necessary than anatomy and chemistry, and more potent
tlian a strong back and arms.
Of the current views of life we select the highest and strive to transcend
the average thought and tone. Education is thus a distinctly personal work
and varies between wide extremes of effectiveness and worth. Xo state is any
stronger than its individual citizens; its physical power is the sum total of their
fitness and readiness ; its mental worth is reckoned by the amount of their diligence
and effort; its moral strength is the direct result of their attitude one toward
another.
The reward of your diligence is the commission to go forth and serve, ^'our
labor will be the labor of love for mankind and your purpose the betterment of
humanity. Go where duty calls. It is the end and aim of the highest life.
Graduation is the time of "Farewell" to Alma Mater and college associates
and associations ; yet. there have been welded bonds of loyalty and mutual interests
too mighty to be torn asunder.
"Where your treasure is, tlu-ru will your heart be also."
You leave behind you a Faculty sincerely interested in your welfare. You
are moving forward to join with them in devotion to worthy ideals and in service
to others.
May loyalty to .\lnia .Matrr and duty to mankind attend your journey!
De.\x Edg.vr O. IIoloen.
,^
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oYNAP:>iS
William S. Spaeth
Secretary
Paul C. JIengle
Historian
P Harold L. Coi.purn
President
Lawrence R. Tkvmblll
Senior Class History
iir^rrH only a few more months ahead of us, we begin to reahze how difficult
fly it is to apply the knowledge we have so painfully acquired in the past four
years of digging and grinding. Even now faint recollections of the first
encounters with Anatomy fleet across our minds and slight traces of dissection
room odors register in the proper centers of the encephaion. Long- since have
we ceased to throw out our chests at the expense of several vest buttons, when
our patients call us "Doctor."
' ' Of the eighty-five of our matriculating class, there remain sixty-one, includ-
<'J\i ing a number who have joined us from sister institutions. During our Sopho-
\ iV more year the I'"reshman greetings were furthered and regulations were levied,
(jnl This will long Ije remembered Ijy many of our class as well as by the Class of 1926,
upon whom regulations were imposed. It was during this time that an unfore-
seen class fight took place in the neighborhood of Spring Garden Street, between
the college on the south, I'hi Sigma Gamma Fraternity House on the north, and the
Iota Tau .Sigma House a few squares west of these. It was ai memorable day
when the Class of 1926 laifl siege to the Class of 1925, who were barricaded
. , in a Fraternity House at 203S Spring Garden Street. All classes were automati-
(ji\ cally suspended for the day antl the contest lasted from early in the morning
until late in the afternoon, when it was abruptly ended by the I'acultv of the
College.
The Junior From was established by our class and has been diligently
carried on by the Class (A 1926.
SO
ia',
During our third year, Carl I'isclier succeeded in winning the intercollegiate
tennis championship. It was also during our third year that one member of the
class was married. During tlic following summer, three more men followed
suit.
k-d In the fourth year, distinction was gained through winning the interclass
H
Mi
,-- „- ^ „.. „
11; baseball championshi]). In this year the first extracurricular Senior Society was
loi formffl in thf rnllffi'p witli n tntal nf tfn rli,-irtpr mpniliprc
a
f
med e co lege th a o o e charte embers.
There have been many improvements in the college buildings, classrooms
and laboratories within recent years as well as an increase in the number of
Faculty members, all of which have inspired us to do better in preparing our-
selves for the great work which lies so short a distance before us.
'>\ In passing, we believe that our class has contributed loyally to the history of
i\Y our college. May she carry her common sense, her wisdom, her enterprise, her
-f'' sense of duty, her every virtue into new fields and prove that what has occurred
f
within the college walls is but the merest forecast of her future labors in the
professional world.
% I
s
v;ti
\'
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EDWIN J. S. ANDERSON
Philadelphia, Pa.
Phi Sigma Gamma.
Central High School.
Manager Class Baseball (2).
JOHN W. ALLEN
Springfield, Ohio
Phi Sigma Gamma.
Mount Hermon Prep.
Williss Business University.
University of Pennsylvania.
Varsity Tenriis (1, 2, 3, 4).
52
.Sluyvcsant Hiyh .Schonl.
President Junior .\ew ^clrk Soi-iely (3).
HOWARD E, BOWMAN
Mifflinville, Pa.
Phi Sigma Gaiimia.
Mifflinville High School.
Berwick High School.
Massacliusetts College of Osteopathy.
Class Basketball (1).
Varsity Track (3).
r^ii
Di:wn"T 11. 1',k.\kh:
Xcw London, Conn.
Kim Alpha Mu.
Norwich Free .Xcadcmv.
i
LOUISA 1!, r.KOWX
Water Mill, X. V.
Kappa Psi LX'lla.
l!ritl.ge Hampton High School.
Junior New York State Society.
Assistant Manager Basketball (3).
Varsity Basketball (3. 4).
Manager Basketball (4).
Captain Track (3).
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CHARLES \V. CATTAXEO
South Norwalk, Conn.
Xorwalk High School.
A.vone Staff (4").
f
A
HAROLD L. COLBURN
Montclair, \. J.
Iota Tau Sigma.
Clark School, Hanover, X. H.
Class Historian.
ADAM K. COLE
I'hiia.lcliihia, I'a.
Phi Sigma Gamma.
Boston College High School.
St. Anselm's C.'ilk'KC
u n
RALPH F. H. COSSABOOM
Sea Bright, N. J.
Phi Sigma Gamma.
Akron (Ohio) Central High School.
Atlantic Highland High School.
Dickinson Seminary.
Dickinson College.
Neuron Society.
Varsity Baseball (1).
Captain Class Basketball (1).
Class Basketball H, 2).
Class Baseball (4).
ELLKX .\1. CROSLEY
Philailelphi:i, Pa.
Axis Club.
Cheltenham High School.
Wilson College.
.1xo)ie Staff (2, 3).
Vice-President \eurone Society (3, 4).
Junior Prom Committee.
Student Council t4).
m
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MARGARET L. CROSWELL
Xfw Jersey
A.xis Club.
Rock Islanil ( 111.) Ili«h School.
Savage School of Physical Ivlncation.
Varsity Kaskeiball {\^.
Swimming Team (2. 3, 4). :
Manayor Women's Swimming Team (4)
^i!a»ii'»i^J>^".'i*i'i»iMi}^
MYFAXWY EVANS
Plainsville, Pa.
Axis Club.
West Chester Stale Normal.
C!ass Vice-President (1).
Student Council (2).
JAMES S. ENT
Bloomsburg, Pa.
Phi Sigma Gamma.
Tlieta Chi.
Bloomsburg High School.
Bloomsburg State Normal School.
Dickinson College.
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Iota Tau Sigma.
Neo Senior Society.
Lower Merion High School.
University of Pemisylvania.
Tennis Team (1, 2, 3, 4).
Captain Varsity Tennis (3, 4).
Intercollegiate Tennis Champion (3).
>»JfSSSSii^.
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GEORGE W. GERLACH
Philadelphia, Pa.
Phi Sigma Gamma.
Phi Epsilon Kappa.
Neo Senior Society.
Northca.sl: High School.
Temple University.
Varsity Baseball (1, 2, 3, 4).
Varsity Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4).
Captain Basketball (3, 4).
.t.vom- Staff (3).
Chairman Junior Prom Committee.
President Student Council (4).
President Athletic Association (4).
f
EDWARD 11. Gir.BS
South Orange, X. J.
Iota Tau Sigma.
Beta Thcta Pi.
Neo Senior Society.
South Orange High School.
Colgate University.
A.voiu- Stafr (4).'
Varsitv Basketball (1.3).
Varsity Baseball ( 1, 2, 3, 4).
Captain Varsity Baseball (2, 4).
Manager Varsity Baseball (2).
\'ice- President Athletic .Association (3).
^
TVCE GKI.WVIS
Passaic. X. J.
Iota Tau Sigma.
Xeo Senior Society.
Drake's Business College.
Springfield Prep.
Springeld College.
President (1).
Vice-President (4).
President Xcuron Society (3).
Chairman Senior Year Book Committee.
Class Baseball (4).
Class Basketball (3).
WALTER M. HA]\IILTON
Roselle Park, N. J.
Iota Tail Sigma.
Roselle Park High School.
Secretary Xeuron Society (2).
M.\RY R. HILLER
Flushing, N. Y.
A.xis Club.
Junior \ew York Society.
Flushing High School.
Varsity Basketball (3).
Varsity Swimming Team (3. 4).
JOHN N. HTNES, Jr.
Baltimore, Mtl.
Phi Sigma Gamma.
Neuron Society.
Montclair High Schoul.
Axone Staff (4).
ERNEST U. HUNT
Cross River, N. Y.
White Plains Higli School.
Columbia University.
G. H. Q., A. E. r'
Editor-in-Chief A.vone (4).
1
M.\RJ0RI1-: K. HUNT
Philadelphia, Pa.
Kappa Psi Delta.
We^ Philadelphia Ciirls' liij;h Schnn
m
PF.TER P. I.\TEGLI.\
Xcwport, R.
Phi Sisnia Gamma.
Xewpiirl Hi.ijh Schnol.
Boston University.
Naval Reserve.
Varsitv Baseball (1).
Varsity Basketball (1).
Track Team 1 1, 2).
Penn. Relays (1, 2).
^APSlOl
ARTHUR H. JEXSKX
Jamaica, N. Y.
Phi Sigma Gamma.
Xeo Senior Society.
Jamaica High School.
Neuron Society.
Captain Varsity Track (2, 3, 4).
Penn. Relay Team (1, 2).
Fraternity Relay Team (1, 2, 3, 4).
Class Track (2, 3, 4).
EM.\NUEL J.ACORSON
Philadelphia, Pa.
Honorary member Atlas Club.
Associate Professor of Histologj'.
Associate Professor of Pathology.
'^>»^^*c^^-^^^^^::^^^^ •
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Axis Chil).
Neurone Society.
Bancroft Sclmol.
South High School.
Becker's Business College,
Class Secretary (1).
Student Council ( 3 ).
Junior Prom CoininiUic
'.l.voiir Staff (4).
IntcrfrMlcTiiity Council (4)
u%
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ERNEST A. JOHNSON
Providence, R. I.
Phi Sigma Gamma.
Neo Senior Society.
Neuron Society (1, 2, 3, 4).
Technical High School.
Class Treasurer (1).
President Athletic .Association (3).
President Masonic Club (3, 4).
Student Laboratory Instructor C2, 3, 4).
Chairman Senior Week Committee.
Assistant Manager Baseball (1).
Manager Baseball (2, 3).
Manager Track (2|.
.Assistant Manager Track (3).
SYDNEY M. KA\i:V
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Lambda Omicron Gamma.
Brooklyn Commercial High School.
Conductor College Orchestra.
11 \zi;i. K. l.\c'ii.\i-:r
I'.ilcrson, .\. J.
A.xis Club.
Patcrson High School.
Class Secretary (3').
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mJ. WALTER LARKIN
Xorristown, Pa.
Iota Tau Sigma.
Phi Sigma Kappa.
Neo Senior Society.
Norristown High School.
Franklin and Marshall Academy.
Dartmouth College.
Class Treasurer (2).
Student Council (2).
Class President (3).
ALEXANDER LEVITT
Corinth, N. Y.
Lambda Omicron Gamma.
Corinth High School.
New York State College for Teachers.
Junior Prom Committee.
Business Manager Axonc (3, 4).
Treasurer Junior \cw York Society (3)
President Junior \ew York Society (4).
Intcrtraternity Council (4).
JOHN \V. LINDSAY
Frceland, Pa.
Iota Tau Sigma.
Masonic Cluh.
Mining and Mechanical Institute.
Bethlehem Prep.
Conductor Glee Club (1).
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J. HORACE LOSCALZO
Cape May Court House, X. J.
Thcta Psi
Middle Township IliKli Scliool.
\i
••7/«
WILBUR P. LUTZ
Pliiladelpliia, Pa.
Xorthcast High School.
Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and Science.
Art Editor of Axoitc (4).
^ '
THELMA G. i[AGINNIS, B.S
Steelton, Pa.
Axis Club.
Steelton Hifih School.
Albright Collcfic.
Junior Xcw York Society.
Student laboratory Instructor (2, 3, 4).
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LORETTA U. McGRENRA
Roxborough, Pa.
Kappa Psi Delta.
Catholic Girls' High School
hi
PAUL C. MEXGLE
Port Clinton, Pa.
.\uhiirn High School.
Schuylkill Haven High School.
Instructor Jefferson Community School.
Class Prophet.
Class Secretary (4).
Neuron Society (1, 2, 3, 4).
/>Ci< ,...4L.i^ c/.T^
ADI'.I.AIDI': I. AlUl.LI'.l'
I'liila.lrlphia, Pa.
Kappa Psi Delia.
Frankford High School.
Temple University.
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J. LLOYD OLIVF.R
Hooiitoii, X. J.
Iota Tau SiKina.
Neo Senior Socict\
.
A. E. F., 27tli Division.
Boonton High School.
President Intcrfratcrnal Council (4).
Junior Prom Committee.
Treasurer Athletic .Association (i).
Manager Basketball (3).
Class Baseball (4).
v\
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JOHN w. po\vi-:l
Downingtown, I'a.
Thela Psi.
Downingtown lliuh School.
Varsity Basketball (1).
Class Basketball (1).
ALLAN r.. RANDALL
(;u-ti Ki<ii;i-. X. ;^
Iota Tau Sigma.
Alpha Tau Omega.
Bloomficld High School.
Pennsylvania I.Iilitary College.
Gettysburg College.
Secretary Neuron Society (3).
Class Track (3).
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DOUGLAS J. RATHBUN
Springfield, Mass.
Iota Tau Sigma.
Springfield High School.
Treasurer Neuron Society (2).
A. LLOYD REID
Englishtown, X. J.
Theta Psi.
Freehold High School.
Rutgers University.
.Ixoiic Staff (1).
Manager Class Basketball (2).
Secretary .Athletic Association (3).
Cheer Leader (2).
M
JAMES E. RISHELL
Johnstown, Pa.
Theta Psi.
Johnstown lligli .Schunl.
College Orchestra.
Class Basketball (3).
Class Baseball (4).
Class Track {!;.
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HAROLD M. ROBERTSON", D.O.
Jersey City, N. J.
Thcta Psi.
Stevens School.
American School of Osteopathy.
A. T. Still College of Osteopathy and Surgery.
Post Graduate P. C. O.
EDWIN D. SIXSAP.AUGII, 1X0.
Whitestone Landing, N. Y.
Thcta Psi.
American School of Osteopathy.
Post Graduate P. C. O.
JAMES E. SHAW
Chestnut Hill, Pa.
Thcta Psi.^
p Senior Society,
ron Society (1, 2. 3, 4).
Germanlown High School,
University of Pennsylvania.
Class \'ice-Prcsident (2).
Interfraternity Council (.1, 4).
Junior Prom Coirmiltee.
Axonc Staff (4).
Varsity Baschall (1, 2, 3, 41.
\\J
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PAL'L P. SMITH
Montclair, X. J.
Phi Sigma Gamma.
Stevens Academy.
MontclaT .Academy.
Class liaskelhall (1, 2).
GEORGE B. SUPER
Philadelphia, Pa.
Phi Sigma Gamma.
Neo Senior SocietJ^
Northeast High School.
Temple School of Physical Education.
Class President (2).
Student Council (3).
Advertisinsj I^Ianager A.voiic (3).
ClIARLI'S 11. SOnF.K, D.O.
Gilines. .\. V.
Phi Sigma Gamma.
JCgbcrts High School.
State Teachers' College.
A. T. Still College of Osteopathy .iiid Sin-gcry.
Student Instructor (4).
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WILLIAM S. SPAETH
Drexcl Hill, Pa.
Tola Tail Sigma.
West Philadelphia High School.
Class Treasurer (3, 4).
m
ROBLRT \V. STOLLLin
Chatham, X. J.
Chatham High School.
Columhia L'niversily.
LF.SI.II', V. STRI\"(;h:R
Dover, X. J.
rhi Sigma Gamma.
Dover High School.
College Orchestra.
Manager Frosh Baskclhall.
Class Trai-k Team (.',).
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aLAWRENCE R. TRUMBULL
Pulaski, N. Y.
Phi Sigma Gamma.
Delta Tau Delta.
Phi JNIu Alpha.
Pulaski Hig]i School.
Syracuse Universitj-.
Corporal U. S. Marines, A. E. F.
Class President (4).
THEODORE W .van de SANDE
Lebanon, Pa.
Theta Psi.
Lebanon High School.
Lebanon Valley College.
%
l':.\RI(.JL'l': (i. VKRGARA
Philippine Islands
Phi Sif,'nia Gamma.
Alpha Beta.
University of Philippines.
University of St. Jhomas.
Loyola Medical College.
Columbia University.
Student Laboratory Instructor (1, 2, 3, 4).
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HELEN J. WILCOX
Clean, N. Y.
Kappa Psi Delta.
Little Valley High Sclionl.
Rocliester Athenaeum and Mechanics Listitute.
Junior New York Society.
Junior Prom Committee.
Vice-President (3).
Axoiie Staff (3, 4).
Senior Year Book Committee.
JAMES M. WOODS
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Iota Tau Sigma.
Peabody High School.
Columbia University.
RUTH H. WINANT
New York City
A.xis Club.
New York State Society.
Interfraternity Council (3).
Chairman Freshman Regulation Committee (2).
Student Laboratory Instructor (3, 4).
Editor .Ixoiie (3).
President Neurone Society (3).
Manager Varsity Basketball
.{2, 3).
Manager Varsity Swimming; (3).
SOLOMON E. YODER. B.A.
Belleville, Pa.
Belleville High ScJio<il.
Goshen College, Indiana.
Instructor Biology Topeka High School.
Princip.il Topeka High Schi'ol.
Instructor Belleville schools.
Relief work in France and Germany.
Student Laboratory Instructor (2, 3, 41.

CMi»'(/<^. (j\»s(^4
Secretary
BERT R. Lewis
Syl. J. O'Brien
Historian
William F. Dunn
Vice-Presidcitt
Jean L. Sheperla
i
Junior Class History
XX SEPTEMER, 1922, the ship of the present Junior Class sailed into theport of P. C. O., the first lap of their four-year venture on Osteopathic
Seas. Within the Port of Freshmania, our officers were elected for the
first year
:
I'aul H. Hatch, President.
Ralph A. Pierpont, \'ice-President.
Dorothy Galbraith, Secretary.
McClellan F. llashline. Treasurer.
The seas laid calm before us, stretching- away to the far horizon and
promising much.
Three years iiave we been upon the Seas of Osteopathic training' with many
heavy, weary, stormy nights passed through, some of the crew becoming- discour-
aged and deserting at intermediate points and ports. Most of us, however, have
weathered the storms like true sailors, and as the future lodms before us we are
determined to stick by the ship until she comes safely In anchor in llu' redeeming
Port of Graduation.
As we swung into the Ice of P. C. O., there were some swaggering pirates
who attacked us and essayed to enslave us. They tried to make us wear rakish
clothes anrl do uncivilized acts; hut our crew to a man rebelled. There were
several lively skirmishes with a mutual list of casualties and a liberal distribu-
tion of iodine aiul methylene blue. A "rush" was decided upon to determine
whether we shoud go free or remain enslaved to the Sophs. The night before
the .set day, several of our crew were seized and placed in chains, and dci)rived
%m
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(jf their essential L;arnieiUs in tlie camj) of ihe enemy. The next day our men
attacked the stronjj;hold of the Sophs and such flighting ensued tliat the officials
of the port called a halt to it . . . just before the Sophomores were about
to be scalped.
In the ensuing months, a i^reat deal of entertainment was afforded us by
our late enemies and we in return acted as host at a dance of peace.
At the end of the year we set sail for Sophomorania. As we arrived a closely
scudding ship was sighted, heading for Freshmania. We halted them without
bloodshed and upon learning their intentions, admonished them and instructed
them in what to wear and how to conduct themselves when they arrived. They,
fearing for their safety, lived up to every rule and regulation ... a peace-
loving tribe they were. While in Sophomorania, we elected to succeed our first
staff:
Paul G. Norris, President.
Irma A. Davis. \'ice-President,
Dorothy Galbraith, Secretary.
i)'A Syl J. O'Lirien. Treasurer.
J <
I
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We passed through several severe storms and many high seas in the second
'
' year, but they but strengthened our confidence in our leaders and enhanced our
determination to stand together as a unit.
As we left the port of Sophomorania, and set sail for Junioria we realized
yj what lay behind us and were uncertain of the seas ahead, but were confident that
:'f,\ a real fighting crew had been developed. Through the stormy days of the recent
)
}
'. past we never once lowered our sails, making progress even when the waves
:
'.\^ were the highest. The officers so nobly leading us this year are
:
'
' *'i
William O. Kingsbury, President.
Jean L. Sheperla, \ice-President.
Robert R. Lewis, Secretary.
\7S-{ Syl J. 0'P>rien, Treasurer.
Jt^A' As we near the port of Seniora, we realize that the shoals and undercurrents
\ \\ are not yet entirely behind us and even after we become citizens of that promising
</ •
j
world of Osteopathy, we will be called upon to show more of that real seaman-
X"/ . shi]5 which has so marked our jiast. We are now standing in the bow with winds
i'
,'
./ of the future filling our sails, looking for the light of the promised land.
i
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DONALD K. ACTON
Philadelphia, Pa.
Iota Tail Sigma.
Don is one of our representatives
on the tennis team which is lobbing
our college to f^me. His voice in
matters, though seldom, is always
appropriate.
CARSON L. ADAMS
Philadelphia, Pa.
Iota Tau Sigma.
One of the daddies of our class,
who has attained the singular dis-
tinction of being Hazelton's sparring
partner. Ted's out-of-school activi-
ties consist mainly of selling Chrys-
lers and taking care of Junior.
C. OONALD AMIDON
Rome, N. Y.
"Ami" cuts a long figure in both
baseball and basketball, but must let
it all out on the diamond, for he's
quite subdued around school.
McCLELLAN F. BASHLINE
Lawsonham, Pa.
Tlie honorable, reverend M'cClellan
lends us his name, that we may be
more intimately related to the re-
nowned up- State surgeon.
JAIVIKS F. BATES
Paulsboro, N. J.
"Ijozo" thinks maybe his rating as
a not-yet Senior warrants his indulg-
ence in bubbling boisterousness, but
wen; it not for a few like him our
class would 111' |)i(lly ilead.
gi,
LAURA A. BERNARD
Clintondalc, X. Y.
Axis Club.
Laura has enjoyed the enviable role
of teacher, and probably learned there
that cute little giKK'e- Or perhaps
she caught it from "Billy." Who
knows?
^L'\RY G. BISHER
Philadelphia, Pa.
Kappa Psi Delta.
Mrs. Mary is one of our most con-
scientious students, and we reverence
her pluck, for she shows many of us
what can be done under genuine
adversities.
CHARLES A. BLADES
.\von-by-llie-Soa, X. J.
Thcla Psi.
One of our few outstanding con-
scientious workers. Don't mind that
ministerial air; that's an hereditary
iiitlucnce.
\ IJ .XAXDER BOTHVVl-.LL
Bristol. Conn.
".\1" is a dynamic sort and a genius
at salesmanship. His offerings to the
clinic are numerous, and certainly
inrlicativc of scholastic effort.
W l-.SLi:V B. BRADLEY
Albany, X. Y.
"ISr.-id" was the class delegate on
the briny depths last summer, and no
doubt trained for his position as class
"outlook," for which he is bv nature
tilted.
lu
WILLIAM B. BUXTON
Utica, N. Y.
Iota Tau Sigma.
The fame of the Duke of Upper
York has spread to foreign lands,
and it may be said of him that he is
Cupid's international disciple. How
does L^tica get along without him?
EGBERT M. COLLARD
Ocean City, N. J.
Atlas Club.
"Bart" is the "Hairbreadth Harry"
of our class, but vows that Palmolive
soap has nothing to do with it. A
capital chap and conscientious in his
j^ CLARENCE R. COOK |K
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Theta Psi.
Clarence has distinguished himself
as a laborer in the interests of the
class. He holds a seat in most of
the committees, and docs his bit
loyally.
FLORENCE A. COLTON
Northfield, Mass.
Kappa Psi Delta.
One can always isolate these semi-
nary girls in any crowd. Perhaps it
is this preliminary training that ac-
counts for her demure reticence. A
gem for a quiet, interesting chat,
Ihougb.
I'-.DCAk L. COl'l'
liridgcwatcr, Mass.
I'lii .Sigma Gamma.
I'.ddii' sure can show the Profs a
nio.sl innocent physiognomy. He's one
nf (jur great co-operators, and has
(lur sincere wishes in all liis imdcr-
lakings.
.MILTON" J. CRAMER
Johnstown, Pa.
We have yet to sec the day when
Milt will arrive on time. Harking
back to Soph days, we wonder if his
spleen has recovered its normal posi-
tion.
EDWI.X H. CRESS.M.AN
Philadelphia, Pa.
Phi Sigma Gamma.
Here's a man that gets his stuff,
:\nd whose dignified carriage an-
nounces his success as a bone cracker.
IR.M.\ A. D.WIS
Camden, N. J.
Kappa Psi Delta.
.\ wondrous musician is she, and
.IS wondrous a student. If we clean
the keys, will you show us a little?
.\. RUSSELL DEAN
Closter, X. J.
Dean is only his name. We often
wonder what is happening behind
such an innocent, unconcerned visage.
.1. ROLAXD DRY
Dayton, K. J.
A lad that we are asking kind
things for. May his position in life
he as comfortable as that of the
classroom.
NAPSIS
DAXIEL DONOVAN
Bayonne, N. J.
Theta Psi.
Dan IS one of our athletic aces, and
can doff his hat to nobody behind
that olc bat. A princely chap, and
deserving of the world's best.
THOMAS V. X. DRUM
Williamstown, Pa.
Iota Tail Sigma.
A man whose conflicts in this game
have won our respect and admira-
tion. Ambition, pride and results
—
that's Tom.
WILLIAM F. DUNN
Keokuk, Iowa
Iota Tail Sigma.
We're not here to praise "Bill's"
pulchritude—others have done that
before us. We do, however, want to
Kimmend his tenacity ol purpose.
KKNNARD P. EDWARDS
Southampton, N. Y.
Phi Sigma Gamma.
A great little fellow, this "Pete"
chap, and as a live wire baskelball
manager he has no eipial. The old
zip! That's "Pete."
i'LORF.NCl': A. EVICRIIART
Athens, P,-i.
Kappa Psi Delta.
"Frank's" ability to "brush u|)
nasal doilies ha.s started her well on
the road to fame—th;it and a well-
deserved rep as chief cnok ;ui(l candy
vendor.
%[K
UAISV D. FLETCHER
New York City
Daisy's quiet, studious uiulcrstand-
ing and synipallictic manner has won
for her a place in all lieartsl Conse-
crated to the amelioration of an
afflicted humanity.
LILLIAN- J. FREXCH
New Brunswick, N. J.
Axis Club.
"Billy" has the reputation of being
-il)lc to vamp anything in sight. She
takes her getting-up exercises in the
form of a sprint to 8 o'clock classes.
WILLIAM FRIEDMAN
New York City
I-nmbda Omicron Gamrna.
.\ltcntion to business and—well,
"Bill" is like us allj he has a heart.
Keen observation and taciturnity are
tlic two factors assuring his success.
\VILLI.\M B. KRYE
Steelton, Pa.
A bar of "higli-tempered" true steel
is our classification of this chap. .V
mighty fine chap, and known to only
a few.
DOROT 1 1 Y GALBRAIT 1
1
Wyncote, Pa.
Kappa Psi Delta.
.\ girl whose alTability, energies
and sincerity command the respect of
those who know her. Her person-
ality is her asset.
isj
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CHARLOTTE D. GANTS
Philadelphia, Pa.
"Dunky" is our feminine athletic
representative, and we are certainly
proud of her. We hope her life will
lie a "swimming" success.
ROV \'. GERKEN
Iowa
A chap who, by his adaptations, has
earned that profound respect and ad-
mirntion that his fellow-classmates
hold for him.
PAUL G. GERMANN
Utica, N. Y.
Iota Tau Sigma.
"Dutch" can well boast the dis-
tinction uf being the Duke's tutor
and traveling companion a la Ford.
SAMUEL GETLEN
Trenton, N. J.
Lanilida Omicron Gamma.
Sammy, how do you lile so many
details into that crusty size 6.>4 ? A
walking, talking, teasing textbook,
this boy.
.\l.l'KI-:i) (i. GlI.l.lSS
Mcrch.-.ntvillc, N. J.
Here's to "Al," the big little man
whose drive as a pep-eni-up .md :i
great track manager lias wnn fnr bin
a niche in our Hall of I'.inic.
• fir.
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HARRY E. GILLIAND
New Brunswick, N. J.
Thcta Psi.
We have a few silver-toned war-
blers, and "Hank" is one. Due to
"Hank's" efforts, we may have a
football team next year. We're all
behind you, old peanut 1
.MARION GRISWOLD
iCast Orange, N. J.
ai)p;i Psi Delta.
"Bobbie Boy" has developed into
i|uitc a swimmer, and gives much
promise in that sport. We certainly
agree that the Profs set a mean pace
on assignments.
MORTON GROSSMAN
Brooklyn, N. Y.
.ambda Omicron Gamma.
'.\bic" is studying with the hope
"f establishing a non-medical healing
.irt for animals. He is the College
Prosector and a royal flunker, say
the .Sophs.
FRANCIS E. GRUBER
Philadelphia, Pa.
.\ pacific member of the Rear Row
Ranch and a hard worker. Some
say he's afraid of the Profs, but his
knowledge makes that unnece.>;sary.
l'.\LL II. ll.VTCH
.Montpelier, Vt.
Atlas Club.
.\ man whose physical frankness
has caused his many classifications.
But here's to "Tim," the man we have
come to know and love
!
'-'/V»
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CHARLES H. IIAWKINSON
El Paso, Texas
Iota Tail Sigma.
"Tex" was a member of tlic Senior
Class, but spent a year down on the
plains of tlie Lone Star State, and so
has cast his lot with ns. He must
iiave quite a memory, for he never
takes a note.
AZEL C. HAYMAN
Phihulelphia, Pa.
Axis Club.
A hard worker whose purposeful
tenacity has earned our sincere re-
spect.
"
ER.VNKLIN L. H.XZELTON
Clarion, Pa.
Iota Tau Sigma.
We have labored loni;- and hard
with ''Tiny," and are asking the world
to be kind to him. .\ man with a
dormant potential.
HOWARD P. IIENSEL
Steclton, Pa.
"Chick" is the boy who has done
so well at the managerial post of the
l>ascliall team, A man of push, and
well callable of handling tli'e Great
Conllicl.
(,I-.RALI)INI': JiCNNINGS
Water Mill, I^ing Island, N. Y.
Kappa Psi Delta.
"Jerry," though (|uiet, is a girl of
nuich enthusiasm. Let's not forget
I Ik- organizer of this, our great ole
Class o' '26.
r
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LEASOX H. JOHXSON'
Hudson Falls, N. Y.
".Tolinny's" unruffled mien has been
well classified as exemplan', yet we
insist that somebody must worry.
"Xot I," says "Johnny."
WILLIAM O. KTXGSBURY
Elmhurst, Long Island, N. Y.
Atlas Club.
Piloting a class through a first Year
\^<k and a Junior Prom has been
Il's" lot this year, and we're darn
u(I of him. May Fate be as kind
.IS in our next selection!
JAMES E. W. LANSIXG
Manasquan, X. J.
"Jim" has been one of our out-
standing stick-to-its, and we are ex-
pecting bie things of him. A man
with healfliy motives.
ROBERT R. LEWIS
Philadelphia, Pa.
The class photographic "bug," and
a dandy at it, too. "Bob's" a great
camper, and has shown many of the
class the island of his heart.
JEXXIE V. MARM(1R.\
Ardmore, Pa.
Kappa Psi Delta.
Jennie rccntly deserted the tliinnii\g
raiiks of the celibates. Congrats, Jon I
We hope the Sophs appreciate the
honor oi>iii'>'rnil on them.
1*0
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GEORGE J. MOESCHLIN
Sunbury, Pa.
Atlas Club.
Whene\er Paul has something that
must be done just right, "Buss" gets
the job. As a go-getter and a model
student, he has few parallels.
ANGELO NICOSIA
Lynn, Mass.
"Nick" gives the Freshmen a daily
example of superior Junior intellect,
:md is well capable of so doing. He
emulates Napoleon by getting his
stuff in thorough military fashion.
PAUL G. NORRIS
Lynn, Mass.
.A man who has sacriiied all for the
honor and glory of his class. The
success of this initial Year Book is
due entirely to his ceaseless, tireless,
conscientious driving.
SYL J. O'BRIEN
Johnstown, Pa.
I liberiiian pugnacity is herein exem-
pli lied. "01-iie" has always fought
fur what is right and just—-for the
treasury and for tlie Year I'.ook. Our
nliligations lo him are many.
TITO.MAS II. OXI.I'.Y
Philadelphia, I'a.
I'hi Sii^ma (lannna,
Toin held up his end in "da" Ambu-
lance Corps, and has been holding it
up ever since in the classronni and
(in the "campus."
APSIS
GEORGE L. PRICE
Woodbury, X. J.
We hereby dedicate this space to
the Monarch of Democracy. George
is the most out-of-school cuss in our
class. Wc like him a lot, and want
to see more of him in the future.
JOSEPH F. PY
Alanayunk, Pa.
No, that's not a dinnerpail Joe car-
ries, but a flock of books to check up
the Profs. He's a good student, Joe
is. His recitations are the envy of
the class.
HENRY A. SAWYER
Limerick, Maine
"Hank" hails from the "Maine"
State in the Union—ask him ! His
chief concerns are the repression of
hilarious outbursts, "paying atten-
tion" and preparing "before the class"
speeches.
.\NNA M. SEIDKRS
Philadelpliia. Pa.
.\xis Club.
.\nnc brings us the much-needed
experience of an R. X., and is willing
that we should profit thereby. Her
Gibraltic stand on stolid ecclesiastical
principles have gained for her an en-
viable esteem.
Ji:.\X I.. SIII'.PERLA
Philadelphia, Pa.
Jean's nursing experience puts her
:dKad of most of us. Attention to
business is her motto—and Lib's.
i
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FULLER SHERMAN
Woodbury, N. J.
Iota Tau Sigma.
"Dudley" is tlie quiz captain in
Freshman Chemistry, and his inherent
ability as a referee makes these boys
toe the mark.
ROBERT D. SIMPSON
Montclair, N. J.
"Bob" manipulates the musical
worries for the manic minority in
their minstrel mumblings. As a
crack student and a pre-exam saviour
his "rep" is enviable.
URSULA C. SMITH
Kappa Psi Delta.
"Bunny" has won much fame as a
child specialist to date. Her electric
personality assures her of a generous
measure .of osteopathic success.
LEONA E. SPICER
Meridcn, Conn.
Axis Club.
Leona is one of the few doctors'
daughters in the college. Inheritance
and a generous amount of sympa-
thetic personality are success's best
bets.
WILLIAM H. STRONG
New York City
Phi Sigma Gannna.
"Bill" is following his brother's
lead in the right direction. As a
symbol of acquired dignity, the boy is
I bore.
I
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ELIZABETH TOOMEY
Coatesvillf, Pa.
Kiippa Psi Delta.
All example of woniaiihooU to be
ailmirtcl. "Lib" represeiils the center
of liilarity ii; our class, and has won
her way to our conklcs by her per-
siinalitv.
Li:0 C. WAGXER
Pliiladelphia, Pa.
Iota Tau Sigina.
Leo has ever been an ardent worker
the interests of the school and for
hj^lass. His T. R. flashes a hand-
some set of tusks, believe us
!
DOX.M.I) WATT
Xcw R<x-helle. X. Y.
Theta Psi.
Don came in from the Middle
West, a typical, well-dressed Chica-
goan. His scliolastic ability and pro-
fessional altitude is noteworthy.
IN ADDEUS C. WEIMERT
jcr.scy City, N. J.
xt's live while the living's good,"
fj says "Tad." The boy always greets
one with the well-known grin, so
p'haps he's right.
\VI1.LL\M E. WELLBORN
I'ord City, Pa.
"Bill's" due for a bunch of credit.
His scholastic conflict has been a vig-
orous one, and we are proud of his
rallv.
V:'T
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JAMES K. WEST
Wilmington, N. C.
The folks seldom hear from "Jim."
1,1 fact, if it wasn't for an occasional
quiz, his voice would be strange. A
ureat boy, and with a real code of
nor.
ROBERT .M. WHITE
Dover, N. J.
Phi Sigma Gamma.
"The man who found himself," we
say as we proudly point to "Bob."
His class work is well up and com-
ing strong. Go it, "Whitey," ole cuss !
JOHN A. WHITEHOUSE
Tarentiim, Pa.
J. A.'s a local representative for
some sort of "boss feed"-
—
guaranteed
to strengthen even the hair follicles.
Proof? Look at his upper lip.
EDNA K. WILLIAMS
Philadelphia, Pa.
Wc Iiavc naught but praises for
ibis young lady as she pioneers in
(bis great science. She exhibits great
pluck in carrying on.
MA.WVI'.l.l. I',. WILSON
Wa.sbinglon, I'a.
"Max" is a great backer of all lliat
is constructive in the class. I lis voice
is rarely beard, bul his suiiport can
always be prcsunicd .is Ibnugb
shouted.
^i^.
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ON SEPTEMBER 11, 1923, 110 neophytes entered the portals of P. C. O.to delve into the intricacies of Osteopathj'. Representatives from Penn-
sylvania, ]Massachusetts, New York, Delaware, \'irginia, Illinois, Canada
and Belgium consolidated for one purpose and established the official Class of
1927. The officers selected to pilot the good ship '27 were A. H. Leeds, president
;
E. D. Tucl'cer, vice-president; Margot Schleiff, secretary, and C. L. Symington,
treasurer.
How firmly engraved on our minds is the first Assembly whereby we met
Dean Flack and the members of the Faculty. We feel it to Ije the beginning, of
the end when Dr. Bellew nonchalantly informed us that there were some 500
muscles, 206 bones and about 10.000 medical terms to be mastered before the
semester ended. It wasn't so bad, though, and practically all of us survived.
The Sophs soon levied a list of "advice" and '27 reacted with true sports-
manship. \ye scrul^lied walks, did manual la1)or on the tennis courts and made
ourselves generally useful. In fraternal retaliation, liowevcr, we trimmed the
Sophs in an impromptu baseball game, and we did it again when the superiority
nf the class at the national game was requestioned.
On November 23, 1923, at the Hotel Adelphia, the class initiated what
we hoped would be an annual Frosh banquet. .\t this affair the heretofore
unknown officers of the class were introduced.
During the Hospital Drive, '27 redisplayed its merits by an energetic solicita-
tion of donations and by donating SIOOO as a class.
The athletic su]Mcmacy of the class was again displayed when '27 won tlie
interclass relay cham])ionship at the Annual Track Meet.
Then a matrimonial epidemic broke out in P. C. O. The siege raged along
and claimed many victims—may they ever be so infected.
The Glee Club and Poverty Dance were the bright lights of the second
semester and were assurances to the college that '27 was a real class, with class.
On September 11, alter a summer of leisure (for some), labor and brush-
selling, the class reassenilicd and noted the ravages of that old "iiarness maker,"
Cupid.
Realizing tliat thv \'rn^\\ needed aiU'iition, '27 ]iroceedeil to show them
their place and soundly trounced their team and O'l'.rien, of '26, in tiie annual
baseball game. Dr. "Full-o'-Pep" D'Eliscu arranged a tug-of-war and it was
too easy.
Let us rest now and pledge tlie Class of '25 to nauglit but tiic worthwhile
in life.
I
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Sophomore Class
Anderson. Margaret ^^'orcester, Mass.
Apatoff. T. B. .^ Philadelphia, Pa.
Bachrach. David T ^'ew York City
Bassett. Tefft T : Syracuse, N. Y.
Beck, ^^"illiam M Sunbury, Pa.
Bierals. Carl J Arlington, N. Y.
Broberg, Roval C Kingston, N. Y.
Brown. Donald S Greenfield, Mass.
Cady, Francis L Spencerport, N. Y.
Calafiore, Joseph Johnstown, Pa.
Clarkson. Grace E Worcester, Mass.
Collum, Sydney Concord. N. H.
Colvin, John .' Dover, N. J.
Conwav! Helen B Philadelphia, Pa.
Cook. Carl M Syracuse, N. Y.
Copp. Orrin G Everett, ]\Iass.
Crawford, Glen F Oakland, 111.
D'Alonzo. H. Enrico Philadelphia, Pa.
Deiter, Oswald B New Brunswick, N. J.
Dick, Marion B St. John, N. B., Canada
Eberly, Russell X Philadelphia, Pa.
Fitzwater. Frank P Brooklyn, N. Y.
Flannigan. James S Binghamton, N. Y.
Frey, Everett C Norwalk, Conn.
Friedlin, F. J Portsmouth, Ya.
Gants, Frank A Providence, R. I.
Gants, William A Providence, R. I.
Garino, Pauline V. Paterson, N. J.
Gearheart, Kenneth G Overbrook, Pa.
Gehman, H. Mahlon Bethlehem, Pa.
Grinold, John J Meriden, Conn.
Harvev. Sterling L Easton, Pa.
I laskeil. .Albert T Portland, Me.
Haves, Joseph L Philadelphia, Pa.
Herbst, Henry B Philadelphia, Pa.
I lerr, 1 larrv J Lampeter, Pa.
I lolcomb, i'.evcrnc W Buffalo, N. Y.
I lonsaker, Charles C Philadelphia, Pa.
1 lough, Mary I Media, Pa.
I furtubise, C. A. W Philadelphia, Pa.
l/on, James 1! T'.loomlieid, N. J.
Jackson, Mabel C Philadelphia, Pa.
Jenkins, Elmer R I Mains, Pa.
kauffman. I larold D 1 larrisburg. i'a.
Kennedy, Eflward J Ottawa, Canada
Ketner, William A Sligo, Pa.
Kline, George D Tarentum, Pa.
Kohn, I ferman Philadelphia, Pa.
Leeds, Alvah H Yonkers, N. Y.
%
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ILewis. 1 -iiiculn A Ijingliamton, N. Y.
Liebert, Henry S Richmond, \ a.
Lipscomb, Lcnord C Wilmington, Del.
Master, Floyd B Knox, Pa.
Maxwell, F' Ralston, Pa.
MelnicolT, Samuel .\ I'iiiladelphia, Pa.
Mentzner, Mary R Altoona, Pa.
Met ford, Ellis H Toronto, Cinada
Minch, ^'rma M I 'liiladelphia, Pa.
Mcllenry, John J Philadelphia, Pa.
Nelis, I). ( ieorgc Ikthlehem, Pa.
Noakcs, ( i. Ixennetli Syracuse, X. Y.
Oswald, Girard Lebanon, Pa.
Parks, Kenneth R Sherrill, X. Y.
Perkins, Mildred E East Orange, X. J.
Peters, Frank D L'tica. X. Y.
Pisano, Joseph E Gloversville, X. Y.
Ramey, Frank W I larrisbiirg, Pa.
Riceman, Earl F Philadelphia, Pa.
Roberts, David M El Paso, Texas
Robins, Alton N Purlington, \'t.
Rogers, Fred P Xorth Troy, X. Y.
Rosenblatt, Harry Philadelphia, Pa.
Ross, Robert R Syracuse. X. Y.
Rothmcyer, George S Ellwood City, Pa.
Scally. Regina M Philadelphia, Pa.
Schleiff, Margot A Meriden, Conn.
.Shaub, Clarence W Steelton, Pa.
.Sherburne, Hermon K Rutland, \'t.
Smedlcy, Roscoe D .Xarberth, Pa.
Smith. Joseph F St. John. .\. B., Canada
Spencer. 1 lilti^n G Rochester. X. Y.
Spitznagel, Edward L Rochester, X. Y.
Stephens. William R.. Jr Wilkinsburg. Pa.
Stieglcr. Theodore W Wilmington, Del.
Sullivan. Joseph H Ilion. X. Y.
Tillotson, C. Xorton I'lOOTiton. X. J.
Treacy, Joseph D Piiiladelpiiia. Pa.
Tucker. E. De\'cr .Spencerjiort. Pa.
L'lricb. J(.hn Af Steelton. Pa.
Wagner, .\lv.ui 1) I Icrkimer. X. Y.
Wahzing. i'mile \rlon. I'.elgium
Weisbecker. William C Philadelphia. Pa.
Werst. \\'est(in 11 Philadelphia. Pa.
\\bitebread, Flovd 1'. ( ireenville. Pa.
Wiley. Edge! W'. McLean. \"a.
\\'ilkins. O. Joseph JetTersonville. X. ^'.
Williams. Martin J Madison. X. Y.
\\ riuhi. William C Lancaster. Pa.
Wylie. Robert J lUoomfield. .X. L
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Anna C. Sollekburceb
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Walter P.
Treasurer
Joseph Hadjeliii
Hisloria
Freshman Class History
^^'^EAIJZIXG that the success, if not the very existence, of our class was
l^f hu-,t,''ely dependent on its early organization, a meeting was called for that
purpose on September 25, 1924. This first class meeting was presided
over by Air. A. H. Leeds, President of the Sophomore Class, who first of all
took the opportunity of expressing the attitude of friendship and helpfulness
which his class extended to the newcomers. Following Mr. Leeds' welcome
address was the election of class officers, and Mr. Florenz Smith was elected
president; Mr. Harry Hessdorfer, vice-president; Miss Anna C. Sollenberger,
secretary, and Mr. Walter Spill, treasurer. On the following day Mr. Herbert
Talmage was chosen to represent the class on the . Ixoiic, and Miss Gladys Smiley
and ]\rr. George Prison were elected to rci')res(.-nt the Freshman Class on the
Student Conncil.
The next .steji in the formation of our class government was the adoption of
a conslilutiun. .\ committee of seven, with Mr. George Darrohn as chairman,
was appointed by the president to draw up and submit a constitution and neces-
sarj' by-laws. The committee labored long and conscientiously, and their efforts
were rewarded by the acceptance of the class of our present Constitution on Octo-
ber 30. On November 20 Mi-. T,oonard Smith was appointed scrgeant-at-arms. and
at the sanu- tinu' .Mr. jusipii Ihidjelhi was elected class historian.
^^M
m
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I'roni the very first, nothing but the most sanguinary hopes were held in
the athletic possibiHties in the Class of '28. Even before the first class meeting, we
met the Sophomore Class in a game of baseball, and some weeks later the two
classes met in a tug-of-war at Strawberry ^Mansion. The time following this
last event was given to basketball practice, and on December 6 we played the
first game of the season with the Freshmen of the University of Pennsylvania.
Four days later saw our team matched againsf that of the Germantown Academy,
resulting in a score of 40-22 in favor of the College of Osteopathy Freshmen.
This victory' is of special significance, it being the first time in four years that
our college has been able to defeat Germantown Academy. We met the Media
High School on their own floor on December 18, and our last game was with
the Swarthmore Freshmen. If we have not succeeded in defeating all our
opponents, it must be remembereil that three of our, classmates, Messrs. Brad-
ford, Laughton and Sullivan, are playing on the A'arsity Team, where they are
giving a good account of themselves.
While our social activities have not kept pace with our athletics, there
are many whisjjered rumors as to the pleasant surprises waiting for us this
coming semester. On Friday, September 19, the Neuron Society gave the Fresh-
man Class a reception and dance, which was greatly enjoyed. On Saturday, October
4, a goodly number of our class spent the day at Dr. Dufur's. Plans are now on
foot to give a ball on the last day of examinations, to which all the students of
the college are cordially invited.
Our class membership a jiresent is si.\ly-nine, nine of whom, we are privi-
leged to say, are of the fair se.x. Of this number. Miss Beryl Arbuckle is a
student from South Africa, having come to Phila(lel])hia expressly for the purpose
of studying ostcoijathy in this college.
1(>2
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Freshman Class
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Barnes, Edmund C. . .<^rfT./.
Bixby, F. Ivan cM^-O/V,
Ammerman, Richard C. ^^.'f<vw».<'*^C*. <^^i<^«««:'^:^M**-/=:<H'T^ ... Bethlehem, Pa.
Arbuckle, Beryl E.^Qg^'^. fi^.V<^«'Pf'?:^Pietermartzburg, Natal, South Africa
Atkinson, William I. . Ji^^J^lk,.4/i-rui'M^S^^iZ^ Bridgeton, N. J.
Baker, Irving i^A^^T^rT^^/^rrfr'J. .J-.r..'. Philadelphia, Pa.
-^^IXla Bultalo, X. Y.
V Canton, Pa.
Bowlby, George W. . .i^/^:1K Jf^^/0<S:^C7r.\V7'. ..P.: L(<».Middleton, Nova Scotia
Bradford, John C. . . J/^"^^. (L-i^/^Vt^i»^S^^ Del.
Cargill, Florence My^-t^-^^^sr^^^^^^Jf^.-fAy^^^C^^ Pa.
Clark, James A. . . .^.W<r'f<kt.^ . C<t i . . C^^L^4i^2<^ Lewiston, Me.
Clarkson, Amos P
,
\\'orcester, Mass.
Colvin, George .... .>^. . w... .><i-TArvrv Dover, N. J.
Cook, Sidney W. .^ .(^Ir^'JZrr^r^^T.^ , Carbondale, Pa.
Daiber, William F. Cj?^<(r'£^. . . IC^ C<f<<r<Uf/l^ Philadelphia, Pa.
Darrohn, George G. -!=&<nrUl. ^. . NTo^TY^niixS .' Stroudsburg, Pa.
Devine, John E ^.-rtv.vN. t,,- , . i^U^VVvw . .p.^ .C. Ocean City, N. J.
Doremu.s, .Arthur II. ). .
.
CLiH-A)i71L^y:?:t><A<y. Mountain Lakes, X. J.
Dressier, Otterbein ^0'Fv€iv>'J<-r/fi^<'?^^ Miilersburg. Pa
Eaton, James M
Fish. K. Wallace
.
Fiestal, E. Edgar . . . I^.
Prison, George W. . .
,
Galbraith, Harold F. ii
Gosper, Harriet M
. . . Kingston, Pa.
Mt. Kisco, X. Y.
. .Trenton, X. J.
,C . /^. : (^.'.-TTl^f^^r^^rf^-r-rr. . .Rome, X. Y.
C^^.k^i.!?,
.^.11.^* Syracuse. X. Y.
C^(y:PjU/Ti Elmira. X. Y.
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Gould, George K. . . .J /. J^^. : . . .Jr<<Vr^frf^ Buffalo, X. Y.
Gray, James R _^. . . ?:^^-:t&r?^-rr^^<i^>r< Honev Grove, Pa.
Gregor, Man- E. y^OAp^. C,.y^%f^J2A^. Glenside, Pa.
Hadjelhi, Joseph .."TTT.'y^.Trr.^.T.
.^
./. > •{• • \-/^^ila(ieIphia, Pa.
A^,..\ir^i(<r^^^ff^.\.j?^^^ Pa.
.&... ytOt^^^rr^. ..(...\.:. .-So-anton, Pa.
'"
Philadelphia, Pa.C.
Haupt, Har\e\- R
Hess, Alfred B. .
Hessdorfer, Harry
Harter, Frederick W.
Hughes, Roy E
|
James, George F. .-;
Jennings, Cora Lee .
.t
?7.
7
r<S*r>rv41(7 .
Syracuse, N. Y.
Johnstown, Pa.
Syfaeuiti, N. ^. ^^^f-Ltx.*^^ ^i>^i
Shelter Island, N. Y.
Jennings, Winston B
-/^^r' '(^"^ Southampton, L. I., N. Y.
Johnston, Jean W. .•. .<^^i&3-#^ . . \,/^C^i^^<t/:.. McConnellsburg, Pa.
.^^f^f^-^.'! Syracuse, N. Y.
, .New York, N. Y.
Laughton, L. Reid . C^-. ./.Ut<r-?=<-. . f^;j^^^C<.f<r<«^^^V5f?>r!r:; Kirklyn, Pa.
Maulfair, Conrad G. o-\<rwf»«^ . /'?CA*:*7ri^r*^w. . LXX^ Lebanon, Pa.
Ma.wvell, James D
vC^"'^**
Brooklyn, Sfi.N'Y-
^fS^. lyjy^y^Vt York, Pa.
Miller, Harold L. . . . Y^^/\J<Kv4. %...f\/lwij\ Newark, N. J.
O'Neall, Walter R. ^a^^^..7>f.. ^'.^C^aJ. 1 larrisburg, Pa.
Paine, Carroll G. . C . ' .~.'r7rT.<j::^'r?r>;-.-. Sharon, Mass.
Perkins, Wm. J. . Jt^. . D. . .(lZ<f<:<4<r*V?'. Carliondale, Pa.
Johnston, Judson W.
^
Kressel, Suskin
McCuUough, Ray R 1,.
-ft: • -/s Carlisle, Pa
McXellis, John J ><rT-Vi*'
yf Q Ju <'<:-'4<<*s^
.Shannon, Arthur T. . .(^'^ . . .V.^ffl^?^'^*^. r^'f^^ N. Y.
Sheperfl, G. Gordon
-A-n v,- Philadelphia, Pa.
Smiley, Gladys . . . f^b^U^<iu/,JLr^<^^ Albany, N. Y.
Coaa. Smith, Florence S. "W, . .T-^<>N«<^S., . .^ .V>vyV^.S Troy, N. Y,
VAX. V^XA-5,.' ---^-^ $J/:^^.>^lk.
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^'./rrMSmith, Leonard R. irr^^^r^vfv-i^l. X/V-^/S^'?^ Flushing, L. I., X. Y
Sollenberger, Anna Cd/t.^H^O'. .C'.\W<5L£t>M-yr<Jc^'d<X/. . . .Harrisburg, Pa.
Spear, Carl '. Rome, N. Y.
Spill, Walter P. . . .Offufe^V • .'. .^Vr^ Pittsburgh, Pa.
Sullivan, George D. ^Crt^T^^^t-. ^^^T^^r-^^r^^iC^k^ Mohawk. X. Y.
Talmage, Herbert
^(J.
.
yCrf'!W£M^- t^-'^--^^ Irvington, X. J.
Tilleman, \'la<liniir de .^^{^^Ut^Jt, .<* SAXttcA.^ft^t'!-^ Petrograd, Russia
Ulrich, Herbert E. C ^Ixf^^lYlll^^. Ha4rouck Heights, X. J.
Vaill, Anna W. . CZ^-prwr-i-^^^ . LU.: .U. fit-^-f-^r-. Goshen, Conn.
von Lohr, Morgan W. . }h ,W^. V0.W. L 'A h-^l^.^y. Glassboro, X. J.
Warren, John H. . . .^trr:^Cf<\^ . .;^TiK^.^;;^>r^('?r'i^r^»r^. Johnstown, Pa.
Wilce. Walter E. . <^^,<<^'^=2-^<;,^'j:J^ . iJ?^ . . 'yi^ Pa.
Young, Charles E. ^. bi<c,^fJ^^.
.
^<?r'<'f*r*^^.Q\
>
Zelienople, Pa.f«rv^.v^
_^^gggg^^ ''**"Bitf^" ;-^/^
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Fraternities: Their Uses and Abuses
iii
By O. J. S-WDER, .M.S., D.O.
^^^ HERE is no nobler human instinct, none of greater influence in shaping
4^) the social and spiritual progress of the race, than that which is denoted
^*^ by the word fraternalism. This may signify the broad relationship of men
as members of the human family, of a race or a nation: or the more particular
relationship of mutual loyalty, sympathy and helpfulness which binds those who
are drawn together by reason of common beliefs, activities or aims. Christianity
itself is a form of fraternalism, based upon the inseparable doctrines of the
Fatherhood of God and the Urotherhood of Man. Jnnumerable secular societies
and orders flourish as instrumentalities through which is expressed the human
impulse to unite for beneficent purposes.
.A notable manifestation of this spirit is seen in the widespread development
of the secret fraternities which constitute so prominent a feature of undergraduate
life in the higher institutions of learning of the L'nited States and Canada. The
.system, which is peculiar to the colleges and universities of these two cotuitries,
is as old as the American Republic. It was in 1776 that five students at William
and Mary, in \irginia, formed a social club designated by the Greek letters,
Phi lieta Kappa. Four years later chapters were established at Yale and 1 lar-
vard, and gradually other institutions took up the idea. For about a century,
however. Phi Beta Kappa has been a non-secret and purely honorary organiza-
tion, membership being an award for attainments in schloarship. Kapjia .\lpha
was the second Greek letter ,society to be formed; it originated just a hundred
years ago. Thereafter the cult spread until there are today more ihan thirty
fraternities for college men and nearly a score of sororities, with many hun-
dreds of chapters and chajjter houses.
These apparently insignificant organizations have strongly modified Ameri-
can colle.ge life, and have always e.xerted a wide influence. Students join them
at a susceptible age, and regard the obligations of membershi]3 with sentiments
of profound loyalty. Young men of similar tastes and aspirations, drawn into
close association in this manner, form enduring friendships. l>ut so strong is
the bond that loyalty to the fraternity not infrequently is rated above loyalty
to the college or the real advantage of the individual. The system tends, more-
over, to create the outlines (jf an aristocracy in ihr college community, a condi-
tion which in some cases promotes disci])iiiU' Iml in ulhcrs militates against it.
Jealousies and animosities provoked by the arbitrary jjrocesses of selection and
exclusion have occasionally altracled nnfavoral)le attention. In some' states
laws have been passed to prohibit college secret sociclics. and llic aulhoritics of
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not a few institutions have likewise barred them. Each student entering Prince-
ton is required to give a pledge to "have no connection whatever with anj' secret
society, nor to be present at the meetings of any secret society," so long as he
remains a meml)er of the university, exception being made for two specified
literary organizations.
It is clear, therefore, that the college fraternity is an institution with two
aspects. It is based upon a natural human instinct, and in general its aims are
legitimate and its influence salutary. Vet. exclusion of the system from some
universities and its limitation in others testify to the existence of defects in the
theory. Too often there is manifest a tendency to create divisions where there
should be unity, to set up group distinctions where the spirit of democratic
equality should prevail. However lofty the aims of such secret orders, they
frequently become instrumentalities used to promote the influence or advan-
tage of their members, to the detriment of non-members and consequently to the
impairment of college discipline and progress.
While any sweeping criticism of the fraternities in the Philadelphia College
of Osteopathy would be manifestly unjust, since in many respects they are faith-
ful to the highest aims they profess, it is unfortunately true that in certain
instances their influence has been harmful to the student body and obstructive of
sound management. The need is for the societies and their members to exemplify
more truly the real spirit of fraternalism—not to serve selfish or e.xclusive pur-
poses, but the larger causes of helpfulness to those who need it and of advance-
ment of the college and the Drofession.
^
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Kappa Psi Delta
Kappa I'.si Delta Sororil}-, licta Chapter, was organized at the I'hiladelphia
College of Osteopathy, November 7, 1908. During the years the growth has
been steady and sure and today. Beta Chapter is represented by seveniy-nine
nienibers in the field. Now we strive, as those before us, to measure up to those
ideals for our profession, our college, and our lives, for which the organization
stands. It is our hoi^e that the future will find us stronger and more useful than
ever before.
I-^OLL OF CHAPTERS
Alpha Los Angeles, Cal.
JJeta Philadelphia, Pa.
Gamma Chicago, 111.
Delta Kansas City, Mo.
Epsil( )n Boston, Mass.
SORORES IX FACULT.VTE
Mary Patton Plitner, D. O.
Sarah AW kui)!), D. O.
SORORES IX COLLEGIO
n
Louisa 1!. Brown
Marjorie K. Hunt
192?
] leien J. W'ilco.x
Liiretta McGrenra
Adelaide I. Miller
Mary G. Bisher
l-lorence .A.. Colton
Irma .\. Davis
Florence .\. Evcrhart
Dorotln- ( ialbraith
1926
C. Marion Griswold
Geraldine Jennings
Jennie \'. .Marmora
I'rsula C. Smiiii
Liizabeth Toomev
1927
Pauline \'. Garino
111
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^xis Club
I
S
The Axis Club, founded at Kirkcsvillf in isy9, enjoys tlie distincliuii of
being the first osteopathic sornrily nnd nt' iiaviu!;- had the hearty sanction and
support of Dr. A. T. Still.
The installation of .Mastuid Chajiter was obtained throuy;h the efforts of
several graduates of other chapters. Chief among these perpetrators is Dr. Jennie
M. Chase, whose work in establishing the local Axis clinic is to be commended.
ROIJ. 01-" CilAinERS
Odontoid Chapter Kirksville, Mo.
Hyoid Chapter Chicago, ill.
Sphenoid Chapter Des Moines, Iowa.
Afastoid Chapter Philadelphia, Pa.
-Arachnoid Chapter Boston, Mass.
Ethmoid Chapter Los .\ngeles, Cal.
SOROR I.\ F.\CUI/r.\Tl-:
Dr. Elizabeth Tinley
SORORES I\ COLLKC.K)
l'i_'5 1926 1927
Ellen Crosley Laura llernard Margaret .\nderson
Louise Croswell I-illian French Grace Clarkson
Myfawny {•".vans Hazel Ilayman Mabel Jackson
Marylliller .\iina Seiders .Marv Meiitzer
Edith Jewell Leona Spicer .Margot Sciileiff
TIazcl Lachner
Thelnia Ma^innis
Ruth Winant
&;
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wlota Tau Sigma Fraternity
The Iota Tau Sigma fraternity was foiinded at Kirksville, .Mo., May 21, 1903.
The Delta Chapter was installed in Philadelpiiia on January 15, 1909, and is at
present maintaining a house at 2018 Spring Garden Street.
Alpha Kirksville, Mo.
1 leta Ues M oines, la.
Gamma Los .\ngeles. Cal.
Delta Philadelphia, Pa.
Epsilon I'.oston. ^lass.
Eta Kansas City, Mo.
Zeta Chicago, 111.
FR.-XTRES IX FACULT.\TE
Edgar O. Ilolden. .V.B., D.O. Charles W. Barber, D.O.
William S. Nicholl, D.O. II. Williard Sterrett, D.O.
Edward W. Fritsche, D.O. John H. Bailev, Ph.C^. D.O.
Edward G. Drew, D.O. William Otis Galbreath, !).( ).
C. D. B. Balbirnie, Ph.G., D.O. II. Walter Evans, D.O.
Peter H. Brearlev, D.O. Edward A. Green, D.O.
James B. Eldon.D.O. James AIcGuigan. D.O.
Honorary ^lember—Dr. O. J. Snyder
FRATRES I.\ COLLEGIO
1025 1926 1927
Walter M. Hamilton Charles E. Hawkinson Henry S. Liebert
.Mian B. Randall Paul G. Germann Clyde Norton Tillotsoii
Edward II. Gibbs .Alfred G. Gilliss G. Kenneth Xoakes
Carl Fischer L'arson L. .Adam.s F. Dever Tucker
Douglas J. Rathbun l^rankliu L. llazelton William .A. Gants
J. Waller Larkin William F. Dunn W. R. Stephens. Jr.
Harold 1.. Colhurn Leo C. Wagner Foster A. Ma.xwell
William S. Si)aeth Thomas F. Drum Fred P. Rogers
James -Al. Woods I'uller G. Sherman Oswald B. Deiter
Tyce Grinwis William B. lUixton
iohn W. Lindsay Donald K. .Acton
1. Llo\-d Oliver
"
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Phi Sigma Gamma
i.
.
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The Phi Sigma Gamma Fraternity was formed in the June of 1915 by tin
coalescence of two chapters of Phi Omicron Ciamma and three chapteurs of Phi
Sigma ISeta, both National osteopathic fraternities at that time. The organization
of Zeta Chapter in P. C. O. occurred in the September of 1917. through the
efforts of l)rs. Nathaniel I'.oyd and Rice LeGrande Capers. .Mumni of Alpha
Chapter at Kirksville. Plans for a new chapter house are now in progress.
KOLI. OF CHAPTERS
Aljiha Kirksville, Mo.
[Seta L'OS Angeles, Cal.
Gamma Chicago, 111.
Delta I^es Moines, Iowa
lua IJoston, Mass.
Zeta Phila<leliJhia, Pa.
FR.VTRI'.S IX I'ACULT.VTE
Charles ]. Muttart, D.O. C. Paul Snvdcr, D.O.
D. S. li.'Peiinock, M.O.. Ml). G. H. Heckman. M.A.. D.O.
1. Ivan Dufur, D.O. Ralph L. Fischer. D.O.
Arthur M. Flack, D.O. Foster C. True, D.O.
William P. Mastcrson. D.O. Paul T Lloyd, D.O.
Honorary Member—Dr. O. J. Snyder
Post-Graduate—Charles l\. Socl'en, D.O.
1925
Jnhn \\'. Allen George W. Gerlach George 11. Slifer
Edward J. S. Anderson John N. Hines Paul P. Smith
Howard E. Bowman Peter P. Integlia Leslie P. Stringer
Adam E. Cole .\rthur H. Jensen Lawrence R. Trumbull
Ralph E. Cossaboom Ernest A. Johnson Enrique G. \'ergara
Tames F. Ent
FRATRR.S l.\ COIJ.FCJO
1926
Edgar L. Copp Kennard P. luhvards Robert M. White
Edward II. Cressman Thomas TI. Oxley William B. Strong
1927
Orrin G. Copp John J. Mcllenry Roscoe D. Smedley
Frank P. Fitzwatcr Fred W. Ramey Martin J. Williams
lames B. Izon Cicorge S. Rothmeyer Robert J. Wylie
1:3 i
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Theta Psi Fraternity
The Theta Psi Fraternity was founded at Kirksville, Mo., in the May o£ 1903.
Gamma Chapter was installed at P. C. O., on November 17, 1923, through the
efforts of Drs. Arthur Mayer and Stanley N. Brainard. The chapter is at
present without a house but i^lans are being laid in the right direction and the
coming year should tind us comfortably situated.
ROLL OF CH.\PTERS
Alpha Chapter Kirksville. Mo.
Beta Chapter Chicago, 111.
I lamnia Chapter Philadflphia, Pa.
FKATRES IX COLLEGIO
POST GRADU.\TE
Dr. K. n. .Sinsabaugh Dr. 11. M. Robertson
1925
James E. Shaw Tlun. W. van de Sande James E. Rishell
A. Lloyd Reid Jnlm W . I'dwcll j. I lorace Luscalzo
1926
Clarence W. Cook Donald Watt Daniil P. Donovan
Marry E. Gilliand L harks A. I '.lades
1927
Lincoln .\. Lewis Ral'ih R. Ross
vo
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Atlas Club
In the fall of 1898, in response to the need of a strong Osteopathic fraternal
organization, the Psi Omega Fraternity was organized under the leadership of
1 lenry Stanhope UuiUing. The atlas bone was chosen its emblem, typifying
the uijholiiing ut everything intellectual and worthwhile. The [)ermanent organiza-
tion was c()ni])kie i cm OecenilK-r 10, 189iS, and due to the choice of the atlas
bone as the symbol of the fraternity, its name was changed to the Atlas Club.
.Styloid Chapter was granted its charter and installed, May 10, 1924, at Atlantic
City. Brothers Dr. J. Ivan Dufur, Dr. Chas. J. Muttart, and Dr. D. S. B.
Pennock, the appointed trustees, were presented the Styloid Charter by the Grand
Council of the .Atlas Club
.'\11 chapters have lived up to the original ideals of the founders and today
we find the oldest and largest fraternal organization in the Osteopathic world,
with 1.500 jM-acticing field meniljcrs and 500 active members. The Atlas Club
is pr(jud of its record which is tcld in the deeds of its field members, anrl the
.Styloid Chapter is proud of its record as told in the activities of its active members.
"To the World, Health; to Ourselves, Prosl'crily"
ROLL OF CIL\PTERS
Axis Kirksville, Mo.
Hyoid Chicago, 111.
Mastoid Kansas City, Mo.
Xiphoid Des Moines, Iowa
Cricoid Los Angeles, Cal.
Odontoid Kirksville, Mo.
Styloid 1 'hiladclphia. Pa.
m
FR.\TR1-..S IX FACULT.\TE
I. Ivan Dulur. D.D.
I'hark's I. .Muttart. D.O.
D. S. ILPennock, D.O., M.D.
B. Reamy LeRoy. A.l!.. D.O.
Emanuel Jacobson, D.O.— Honorary
FR.XTRES IN COLLEGIO
Kybcrt M. CoUard
1926
r.iui IL IL-iicli
William ( ). Kini;sl)ur\'
George J. Moeschlin
TclTl T. r.assett
William M. Beck
Royal C. Broberg
Francis L. Cadv
Russell N. F.berlv
1927
I'rank .\. Cants
Albert T. Haskell
Charles C. llonsaker
1 iarold D. KaufTnian
131
Alvab II. Leeds
D. Cieorge Nclis
Clarence W. Shaub
Weston |[. Werst
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UMBDA OMICRON
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Lambda Omicron Fraternity
The Lambda Omicron Gamma I'ratcniity. fdiindt-il on the. gibraltic precepts
and ideals of universal benevolence, had its inciplinn in the Philadelphia College
of Osteopathy on Novcmlier 10, 1924.
After a series of concentrated ctVorts. nmiikil with iIk- vicissitudes and
adversities so consistently presented to the ])iiinecr, institutional recognition was
granted. This was later followed by an endorsement from the sanctuary of
interfraternal aci<nii\v]cdgmcnt and local cstalilisbmcnt was completed.
CHARTKR MF.MRKRS
S. .M. Kancv
-Alexander Levitt
William Friedman
Samuel Getlin
L ]M. Grossman
J. r.. .•\i)atofr
D. J. liachrach
II. Kohn
S. N. -Melnicoff
H. Rosenblatt
\,s^
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Founded in the Philadelphia Gillege of Osteopathy in 1924
HONORARY MEMBERS
Dr. Ed^^ar O. 1 lol.len Dr. Arlluir M. Flack
I
ACTIVE MEMBERS
Carl Fischer
George H. Gerlach
Edward H. Gibbs
Tyce Grinwis
Arthur 11. Jensen
Ernest A. Johnson
J. WaUcr Larkin
J. IJoyd Ohver
J. Edgar Shaw
George B. Slifer
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Sigma Alpha Omicron Fraternity
Ai.pu.v Chapter
OL'RIXG the early part of the present year the Sigma Alpha Omicron Fra-
ternity was organized as a scholastic honorary society. An organization of
this character has for several years been considered by the students of the
Philadelphia College, but it was not until December, 1924, that definite favorable
action was taken by the dean and the Faculty. A Faculty committee was appointed
for the purpose of organizing the fraternity, outlining requirements for member-
ship and drawing up a suitable constitution.
Although this fraternity cannot be justly called a national organization, it is
the plan to extend its membership to the other recognizedl colleges of Osteopathy
and enroll as many of the said colleges as possible on its chapter roll in the very
near future.
As a national body, with chapters in every college, we feel that the prospect
of advancing the standards of scholarship in the various schools is very bright.
Furthermore, it is our idea that the efficiencv of each individual graduate will be
increased. Again, it is our plan to aid the American Osteopathic Association in
its campaign for better colleges and better students. On the whole, therefore, the
object of this society will he the advancement of the scientific art of Osteopatlw.
Memeersiiip
There is no discrimination so far as se.x, color, creed, age and nationality are
concerned in the selection of members, consequently all students and graduates of
recognized colleges of Osteopathy who meet the requirements are eligible for
membership.
Included in the roll are five classes of members, namely, "Student Members,"
divided into "Class A" and "Class B ;" "Faculty Members," "Alumni iMcnibcrs"
aiifl "Professional Field Members."
For "Student Membership" the requirements for eligibility and nomination
are based primarily upon the grades or averages in every subject taught, in every
clinic conducted and in every laboratory period held. The grade or average main-
tainerl during the specified time must Ijc 90 per cent., or its equivalent, in class,
clinic and laboratory.
A student to be eligible for membership must not have been inexcusably
absent from more than 10 per cent, of all classes, clinics and laboratory periods
conducted during the specified time. Excusable ,nbsences or cuts are only tliose
which have been jjermitted Jjy llic Dean of the College.
The general conduct, mf)rais. appearance and attitude of the candidates are
carefully considered by the Faculty committee in the selection of members. This
inckules not only candidates' relations in the College, but also in the hospital and
clinic.
Practical ability, when required by the committee, is demonstrated in whatever
way the committee sees fit. .'\lso an interneship of at least four weeks in a recog-
nized hospital must be completed in a satisfactory manner. The Chief of Staff,
Hospital Committee or I'rofessional Superintendent furnishes the record of each
candidate for such interneshii).
Stuflents from other recognized colleges of Osteopathy are eligil)]c for nieni-
bershij) in this organization upon presentation of salisfaclory gr.'ides and ;illcnd;nKT
recor'ls, anr] upftn coin].>lction of at least eiglil <-(inscciilive nioiilbs nf alleinlaiicc
at the Philadel]>hia College of r)st(()palhy.
"C!lass A" members arc known as "elected members," and include those
students who have met all llic r'.quiicments of the organization for three cnHege
vears anrl a liajf.
m.
Im
"Class B" members arc callcrl "nominated members," and are those students
who have been selected after satisfying all the specified requirements for three
college years. These mcmijcrs can be drojiped from the chapter's roll at any time
that they do not maintain the jn-opcr standards as outlined, at the discretion of the
members in good standing and the l'"acully committee.
For "Faculty Membership" the requirements for election are somewhat elastic.
All or a part of the faculty of P. C. O, may be elected at the discretion and by a
vote of the "Student .Members," with the ap;)roval of the committee of the Faculty.
The "Alumni Membership" of this fraternity consists of those physicians who
have been " Class A" members in good standing at the time of their graduation
from a recognized college of Osteopathy.
The "Professional iMeld Membership" is composed of physicians who have
been elected because of unusual ability or accomplishment in the practice of
Osteo])athy after graduation from a recognized college of Osteopathy.
Election
A candidate is elected to this fraternity entirely at the recommendation of
the "Student .Members" and upon the approval of the committee of the Faculty,
after the record of his or her work and character is compared with the require-
ments, as outlined above.
There are no applications, the membership being entirely determined and
selected by the proper authorities.
Purpose
The main purpose of this society is to advance Osteopathy and improve the
knowledge of each student and practitioner of that science. In order to do that
we plan to hold open meetings periodically and supply leaders in the various
branches as speakers and demonstrators. We also plan to aid in the acquisition
of a lietter College library. Eventually, too, we will try to establish more and
better post graduate courses in conjunction with the various osteopathic societies
and colleges. The mainter.ance of modern equipment will be another aim of the
organization. Even-thing that will improve the standards of the students and
profession, therefore, will receive the support of this fraternity.
Re\v.\kds
The reward for merit is a suitably engraved "Certificate of Membership,"
accomjianied by a (lold Key, given to all members except those in "Class Pj" grou]i.
We hope that these symlmls of honor will in a short time assume theif jiroper
meaning to the osteopathic profession in general.
Further, the list of members will be submitted to the P>oard of Directors, be
posted upon the College bulletin boards, Ije printed in the College publications and
announced at Commencement exercises.
At present it is our jjlan to give the key and certificate publicly, at either the
Class Ti'dv or Commencement exercises.
Officers
.\t tile time of writing there are no officers of this fraternity, except possi!>l\-
the committee of the Faculty, consisting of Dr. Emanuel Jacobson, Dr. Francis j.
.Smith and Dr. Ralph L. Fischer, who have drafted all the data contained herein,
under the direction of Dean Edgar O. Ilolden. However, when the organization
is completed there will he a group of student officers elected by the ".Student
Members" for the Cdudiu-linn of regular meetings and the direction of the fra-
ternity work.
Ralph L. Fischer.
l^R.wcis J. Smith.
Em.\nuel Jacorsox.
Coiiiiiiitli'c of Piu-iilly.
^
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OI-FICKKS
J. Llciyd ( )livcr Presiclciit
Ursula C. Smith Secretary
SORORITY REPRESENTATIVES
Kappa Psi Delta Ursula C. Smith
Axis Club Rilitli I'. Jr\v<_'ll
FRATERXny REPRESEXTATIVES
Iota Tau Si^nia J. Lloyd Oliver
Phi Sipiia ( lanima Paul P. Smith
Theta Psi Clarence W. Cook
Atlas Club Russell X. Eberly
Lambda Omicrou Gamuia Alexander Levitt
^
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The Neurone Society
^'ri
lo The stucenl ijod}^ in llic Philadelphia College of Osteopathy is organized
under the head of the Neurone Society. This society was founded on February
24. 1902. having as its object the stimulation of scientific research and promotion
of good fellowship.
In its twenty-three years of college service, the Neurone Society has carried
with its numerous endeavors the high purpose of many leaders—notably con-
spicuous, the work of our Dean, Dr. Edgar O. Holden, who during his presidency
as a student, established the Axone as our college quarterly.
Each year brings new expression to the voice of this society—and as wc
hear in echoes of the past, promises for gymna'^iums, libraries, dormilorics, ;ind
science halls of the future—so, too, the Neunme r.unch Room is tins \'ear's con-
tribution to the -Mmighty Present!
"Time is too slow for those who wait"— lliis sociely's |)rogi-amnie for the
year 1924-1925 more rjefinitely besjjeaks ils inlluence ni the college life of cacii
and every student; no society in the l'hiladel])liia College of Osteo])athy allows
more opportunity for the social advancement and educational progress of its
members
!
%esume of the Neurone Activities 1924-1925
September 19—A Freshman Dance always presages new faces, features, forms
and stunts ! And this was no exception ! E. W. Wiley shall long be
remembered for his sallopin;;- cf)nsumi>tion of eicjlitecn bricks of ice cream
—
and we are not positive whether or not he was definitely responsible for losing
a sweet, young frosh in the suburbs of West Philly—but we have our
suspicions
!
September 25—I^ong has P. C. O. felt the ahduniinal need of a good constitutional
supjjort—and through the aggressiveness of .M. .\nderson, '27: M. Jackson,
'27; G. Clarkson, "27, and M. Perkins. '27, the Neurone f.unch was fitfully
born in the year of our Lord One, Nine, Two, Four! Its service to hundreds
daily merits appreciative mention!
,
Oelnber 4—Neurone-Dufur Day was officially recognized and approved this year
by the student body. Two chartered busses conveyed hundreds of students
to the beautiful country estate of Dr. J. Ivan Dufur whose hospitality, en
famille, is ever a permanent tribute to his success.
The Faculty Senior baseball game was conductive to many stiff situations
followed the ne.xt day by many "stitTer" realities—but lame joints were mild
contrasted with the "lame orchard" where j^arked the hungering students in
their first, few, faltering steps!
Supper served on the lawn proved the Osteopath's capacity for many things
—conscnrntkiely—hot dogs and doughnuts !
An evening completed by Interclass nnisic and levity brought to dose a
wonderfully harmonious day—and the Wissahickon shall long echo the sing-
ing voices which heralded glad tidings that night
!
October 12
—
Jenab-i-Fadil, Professor of Psychology ini the King's Medical
College at Terhian, presented Bahaianism to a variedlv impressed student
body!
October 30—Who shall ever forget the famous Kiddy Kar Polo staged on
Hallowe'en eve by Messrs. Gcrlach. llowman, Cossalioom and Powell in
The Senior Class, and Messrs. tiillis, Gillian. Gedney and Oxley in the Junior
Class, with Krnie Johnson, '25, referee?
Complete exhaustion manifested itself, and the resulting inertia registered
as late as midyears! "lie who laughs last laughs best"
—
years shall be
necessary to apjjreciate this last laugh, 'cause months have elapsed and
students are still chuckling at these gayly naked gladiators who wrecked not
only Dr. Dufur's croquet mallets and the Neurone Society's Kiddy Kars,
but the seriousness of many a retlected moment
!
Gcrlach as the modern Raffleer in his final auction sucoiimbid speechless but
triumphant
!
1J5
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The Frosh Apache Dance, and the Staphylococci Trio, representing Clarkson,
Anderson and ^^'inant, contributed the last touch to a perfectly riotous
evening I
November 19—Mabel C. Jackson, hostess, presided at the first afternoon Neurone
Tea—may it never be said of Mabel that she was cognizant of Lib Toomey's
collusion with Dr. Xewman—Dr. Soden being the victim of irreverent
spirits !
November 21—The !Miles Memorial Clock was placed in the Assembly Room
as an everlasting tribute to a student who gave of his time and life—a student
in the ranks of the Philadelphia College of Osteopathy.
December 19—The first Christmas Neurone IMusical was a great success, and
success is always measured in terms of support and co-operation.
Christmas carols were never more beautifully sung! Dr. Dufur's pertinent
personal address savored of much that filled the hearts of every student. It
struck a note which found harmonious expression in the many musical
numbers of that festive programme, glorifying: S. Kanev, '25; T. Maginnis,
'25; J. Lindsav, '25; A. Leeds, '27; M. Hough, '27; M. Perkins, '27;
^L Mentzer, '27, and A. Hestorfer, '28.
We want more Christmas Musicales, more wonderful music, more beauti-
ful spirit of fellowship
!
December 20—Good Will baskets were delivered to twenty-five little children
packed with Christmas food and toys. This precedent which we established
we hope shall be carried on in years to come—for such generosities bring
more than gratitude to the hearts of students when they sense the thanks of
these poor little urchins
!
The Axone
A9 f
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Ed\tvi III C /;u7
IChxkst M. Hunt, Mi,
Associate Editors
EniTii F. jEWKUi., '25 11. J. Haciirach, '27
Leo C. Wagner, '26 IIerrert R. Talmace, '28
Social Editor Humor Editor Exclianijc Editor
Helen J. Wiucox, '25 John N. Mines. Jr., '25 J. Eucar Shaw. 25
Si^orts Editor Art Editor Literary Editor
Edward H. Gidbs, '25 Wilrur P. Lutz, '25 Svpnev A. Cilli'm. 'J?
.\i.E.XANDER Levitt, '25, Business Manager
John Ulricii. '27, Assistant Business Manatjcr
Kkrman KolIN, '27, Advertising Manager
Charles W. Cattaneo, '25, Circulation Manager
/•^^"I'l 'l)l- \T lii\' at P. C. O. is periodically recorded and enlivened liy the
Vfi^l
. /.r();/c-, wliich is the pajier published quarterly by the student Ixidy. .\t
thr time of its incentidn. Hve years a,y:ii. it appeared as a small leaflet inib-
lislied under Neuron regime. Since that time it has evolved to a sizable collesje
mat^a/iiie. demanding the exclusive extracurricular indulgence of an individual
st;i'tT.
l.iterai\- ixirlrayal of intracollegiate activities as well as succinct dejiictures
of availalilc .\liiinni happenings constitute a portion of its comprising material.
Space is also devoted to tlie original contributions of the student and occasionally
of the faculty and profession with a condimental dash of humor incorporated in a
manner well deserving of literary jilaudits.
SYNAPSIS.
Junior Prom
^^:;^HL-: evening of April 24, 1925—the ca))ti(in df the rrd-leller i)a,L;o in
V
^ ,
Veonscientiou.slv maintained diaries—the event u|i(>n which many sdolhiiiL;
reminiscences are liin.q'ed—the i^'ala niLjht (if jiinidr j(ilhl\ !
Met in the North Hardens of the llellevue-Stratford i lotel several hundred
guests swayed in synchronism and revelled under the inlluence of the j^loom-dis-
pelling jazz sympony of Sid Coleman's musical acrohats.
The Junior I'rom Committee lahnred sincerely to make thai eveniiiL;' one to
Ijc long cherished in the nienmry dciiarlmcnt of our cerebrums. Did ihey suc-
ceed?—Not so much noise ahuui it ! I
^A
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^Nothing But the Truth''
GOMIXG as an iniiuvaiiun in intraccjlk-j^iatc ciulcavuvs, ilic Suph Play,
incsented at the Play and Players Theatre, may well be classified as an
ascending step and a laudable incrcnient tn the realm (if extracurricular
activities.
Under able dircctiun, tiie capal)lc cast presented to an appreciative audience,
a three-act comedy dealinij with the advantages and embarrassments of a strict
adherence to the truth. Dancing to the tantalizing otterings of llurtubise's
"East Coast Collegians" folldwcd ihe performance and concluded an excellent
evening.
It is "Nothing lUit the Truth" that the jilay was a success and was so eft'ectcd
by earnest, unselfish work on the part of the cast and Mrs. J. Ivan Dufur, Miss
Eria M. Stoudnmur. l"lii\d I',. Whitcbread. I'rank A. Cants. 1 tenrv Herbst. M. T.
V.'illiams. I'.. IV \ er Tuckrr, and R. X. Eberlv.
Madge L. .\nderson
Tefft T. Bassett
Grace E. Clarkson
Orrin G. t opp
Oswald P>. Deiter
Pauline \'. (Marino
.\lvah H. Leeds
Mary R. Mentzer
Vmia M. Minch
loseph E. Pisano
"Margot .\. Schleiff

Sci:relary
HELEN- J. Wilcox
Treasurer
William B. Buxton
Pkicsuiext Alexander Levitt Vice-President William O. Kincsbury
m
The Junior New York State Osteopathic Society
I fi
OR some \-ear?, a need was felt in the student body, and csjicciallv among
those ])iescnt from Xew York Stale, for an orLranization that would bind
those individuals into a working, harmonious unit. To satisfy this need,
the Junior Xew York State Osteopathic Society was established.
Through the energies of Miss R. II. Winant as temporary cliairman. organ-
ization was completed in the spring of 1924. During that year regular quiz
classes were held which did much to prepare the memljers for the examinations
of the New ^'ork State Medical Board.
After an a])parent interval of inactivity during the fall of the present term,
the society suddenly began to show new signs of life. \\'elI-known speakers
were selected to address the society, making activities more interesting and
acc(>ntuating those purposes which prompted the formation of the society.
It is universally believed that this bond of union is doing much to encourage
the members in their present work and promises fair to further scientific Oste-
Lipathy in the State of Xew \'ork. i
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Yellow Cab Club
I
BNEW diversion, incidentally a source of funds for the aspiring "self-
mader," has, during- the past year, driven golf, bridge, and studies com-
pletely ofif the week-end calendars of some twenty of the best known men
in the college. What is this new activity that so wholly occupies the attention of
some of our best students? Crnss-word puzzles? Xnl Mah Jong? Xol!
Bootlegging? No!!! It's taxi-driving.
Remember one Saturda\- or Sunday this spring, when a neatly uniformed
young chap rescued you fruin that unexpected storm or guaranteed to get you
to the station in "nothing flat" in bis little yellow bus? Did you look at him very
closely? For in other guise this same obsequious fellow who seemed hardly
more than a uniform and driving ability put together, may in the whitest of
clothes, and with the cleanest hands, be assisting the Chief Surgeon of the
Osteopathic Hospital explore the "innards" of some poor, unfortunate patient.
Through the courtesy and co-operation of the Yellow Cab Company of
Philadelphia, which is operating a special "Student Shift,'' many of the scions
of the profession are driving taxis on the gala week-ends. Then it is tliat the
twenty special drivers from Osteopathy "go on" and. disguising themselves in
warm and neat overcoats and caps, go abroad in search of adventure—and fares.
Faces are seen under the black caps at the cab stands week-ends which
may be recognized five other davs a week, not only about the college, but at
some of the most select affairs given by society. Sometimes the incognito is
really complete, and the secret of how Johnny manages never to overdraw his
allowance any more is zealously guarded from a proud family. Others spend
their week-ends in profitable labor with the sanction and blessings of their
])arcnts.
He's a worker, the la.xi-driver, and be hasn't much time for social tlivcr-
sions. The enforced loneliness of the driver's life is more than compensated for
by his adventures. Around the garage, a thousand bits daily enlighten the toil.
"Took a bunch of fellows and girls Fd known all my life from a dance the
other night—stood right under the arc light and got bawled out because the
company only sent one cab instead of two, and not one of "em knew me. "Sorry
sir,' I said himibly, 'Fll have to do. I guess I'
"Tt w.is r.iining and Fd just shipped a fare at the Academy of Music. Here
was an did duke with white whiskers standing in a puddle and waving his
umbrella. Blamed if he didn't try to climb right in. "Sorry, sir,' I said gently.
"Tliis cab's occupied' and oft' I drove leaving him standing in his puddle. It was
my uncle, and I trembled at dinner for fear he'd recognized me, but not a chance."
Modified exccrfl comfHalion of article which has al>l<earej in "Public Ledger."
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Athletics in a Co-educational College
The growth of athletics has become so evi-
dent in our modern colleges that an institution
without a definite recreational programme is com-
pletely lost in the realm of educational circles
today. The usual slogan, "Sports for All," has
l.ecome such an international item of discussion
that what was once considered play is now taken
as a serious asset to the general building up of
the boy and girl, man and woman.
Schools and institutions that have looked at
recreation and physical development as a waste
of time to fill a vacant period, have changed their
reaction to one of physical progress and con-
tinued development for the better man and woman.
The Philadelphia College of Osteopathy in
its short period of time has made such advanced
progress in the athletic world that it has become
an institution of wide reputation because of its champions and championships.
This is not due to the fact that the professional school has so much time to
'levote to its activity, but no work can be made effective without a change of
environment and this cannot be better accomplished than by a diversion in ihe
form of sports, which has found such a [jruniinent ])lace in the life of the sludcnl
today.
It is hoped that a future of strong men and women will make the ])rofession
'.norc able to conduct its activity in the same interest and in better health.
Mll/rOX F. D'ELISCUK
U. Sc, D. P. E.
I
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Fifth Annual Track Meet
i'\
Fivery yt-ar ilic Philadelphia
Ccillegc of ()steoi)athy pre-
sents to the si)orting jnihlic
one of the higgfest events of
the winter athletic season in
the form of a gigantic indoor
track meet. This year's was
number five, and one which
shall live long in the annals
of intercollegiate sports. It
was a decided success, and af-
forded local fandom an oppor-
tunity which may never be
duplicated. The bulk of credit
can go to none others than the
diminutive "Doc" D'Eliscu,
su|)ervisor of athletics in the
I'hiladelphia College of Oste-
opathy, and the energetic "Al"
c;illiss. manager of track, for
securing the track notables
that participated and for the
manner in which the meet was
liandled and the spectators
nccommodated.
The big feature of the even-
ing was the running of Paavo
Xurmi, recent Olympic phe-
nomenon, and at present the
most discussed athlete in the
world, \unni ran in a fea-
ture two-mile grind, and so
outclassed his opponent.s that
they appeared to be walking.
1
^i^:;^
Althongh Xunni did not fracturt" the
twii-niik record, lie did add another
record to the twenty-seven now credited
to him. In the mile and three-quarters
distance he was clocked at 8.17-5, which
clipped the old record of 8.18'.i for-
nierl\- held by W. D. Day for thirty-five
}ears. Nurmi traveled the two-mile
course with apparent ease, and lapped
every man in the event with him. After
the race his great stamina was displayed
when he trotted to the ropes and leaped
the four-fout barrier as though the. feat
just performed was but a mere work-
(jiit for him.
Another number which seemed even
to surpass that of Xurmi's was Willie
Ritola, the Americanized countr\-man of
Xurmi. This knight of the cinder path
ran three and a quarter miles, and, al-
though he started at a pace that simu-
lated a 220-yard sprint, he incre.iscd his
speed at everv lap; antl on the home
stretch uncorked a .sprint that made him
look like a 50-yard entry. So well did
he run that he lapped his nearest rival
four times, and at the end of the race
it was announced, amidst a great out-
burst of applause, that he had broken
the world's record for that distance,
making it in 15.38, and thereby clipping
,il' s off the old record.
Harold "I'.oots" Lever, former intercollegi-
ate dash chamijion, won the SO-yard event,
defeating, among ftthcrs, George Hill, ])resent
college sprint title holder of the University of
Pennsylvania.
The Phi Sigma Gamma team, composed of
Ivlwards, Gerlach, Fitzwater and Jensen, won
the intcrf paternity relay for the fifth consecu-
tive year. The Iota Tau .Sigma fraternity ran
.scconfl, and the .'\tlas Club won a close third
place. The other events of the evening were
as follows:
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One Mile Catholic Wv^h School Championship Relav—Won bv West Catholic
High.
One Mile Suhnrhan 1 Ugh Schools C!hanii)ionship Relay—Won by Palmyra.
440-var(l Rela\- for (jirls—Won l)y .Meailowbruok Club.
One Mile College Relay (Invitation)—Won by the University of Penn.
One Mile College Relay (Open)—Won by the University of Penn
600-var(l Invitation—Wf)n by X'incent Lally ( St. \'incent's .Vnslem A. C.
)
Fii'ty-yard High Hurdles—Won by C. H. Moore, Penn. State (world record
Running High Jump—Won by Sid Needs, University of Penn.
One Mile Club Relay—Won by Meadowljrook Club.
5000-nieter Team Race—Won in- Shanalian C. C.
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Coach
Georce Gilham
Assistant Mgr.
Tefft T. Basseti
B
Kr.ir K u: Briicllnril, X.iakcs, Sullivan, Mgr. Edwards. Fr..iu K..\v: Mcllmrv. Capt.
Gerlacli, Laughton.
\AKsiTv b.\ski:tb.\i.l TKAM
Gcrlach ( iuard
Aiiiiddii I-drward
Mel kiirv l-'iirward
Mc i Itiiiy l-orwaril
Nuakcs ( lUard
Sullivan Centi-r
L.autiliton Guard
lirad ford Forward (,
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Renr Kuw: Mgr. HrowTi, Marmora, Gants, Gariiio. Mincli. FnuU Row: Scally, Capt. Toomcy,
Conway.
Lai)tain 1 oomey .... s-rv. ...'.;. . •. Side C eiiicr
I'.rowii Cliiartl
.Mariimrn Forward
(
"laiits I-'urward
Miiicli Center
Conway Ciiiard
Garino Ciuard
\^]
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Manager—igs4
Kennahd Edwa
Freshman Basketball
'•«'m
REX'IEW OF THF. SEASON
y^J J 1 E FROSH TEAM opened their season with a real n|i|;oiieiit in the Frcsii-
V J man live of the University of Pennsylvania, at Wci'^lunian Mall, on
Dccenii)er 6. The boys fought hard, but could not break through an tarly
lead, and the opener went to Penn, 32-18. In the next game, on December 10, the
Fresh showed Germantown Academy a snow storm scene, and buried them beneath
a 40-22 score. On December 18 the embryos failed to have the same success, and
bowed to Media tfigh, 30-19. The boys played under difficulties, the court being
a slippery dance floor, and Weed chains were more in order than suction shoes.
Swarthmore Frosh tacked another defeat on the boys on January 9, following the
holiday layoff. The ne.xt game followed mid-years, and who could give their best
after such a tiring siege? The fast West Philadelphia High team took a 35-24
tilt. After this the boys journeyed to Phoenixville on January 23, hut returned
with the short end of a 29-19 score. February 26 also issued a reverse for the
battling Frosh, when West Catholic Fligh turned them back to the inglorious
score of 53-22.
In the Frosh team lies the future hopes for the Varsity s(|uail, and indications
do not warrant fearful concern for 1'. C. O.
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Row: MaiiaKcr Ikck, Sul ivan, Bradford, Captain Lauglnon. iMiddle Row : llartcr, Joii-
iiings, Youiijj, Von Lohr. Front Row : Gray, Spear.
FKi:SllMAX, '.'S, UASKETLiALL
Cajitain l.au.^lilnn tiiiard
I'.radlord I'orwanl
Sullivan Ci-iiter
Siiear Forward
] larter Center
Ietinin.s;s Forward
\ 1111 l.iihr Guard
Gray Guard
Vouug Guard
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H^o?ncn''s Sivifmnififf Team
Ruth Winant
Manager—ig24
Margaret Choswell
Manager— igs-,
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REMEW OF THE SEASON
^^^^ W ( > years a^jo the ori^anization of a Women's Swininiinsj Team introduced
l^)a new sport into the athletic reahii of the I'hihulelphia Colleii'e of Osteopathy.
^^"^
Its inception, ])resent development and success is largely a result of the
enthusiastic interest and commerid;iI)le energies of present Cajjtain Charlotte D.
Gants.
With the organization of the team an annual Women's Intercollegiate Cham-
jionshij) Meet was inaugurated, and has served well its jjurjjose in giving local
impetus to this true sport. The initial presentation of this event resulted in a win
or the University of Pennsylvania mermaids, with our fair swimmers traveling
n a close second herth. That local iiUcrest was attracted and focused is acknowl-
Iged. The second Women's Intercollegiate C'hamiiionsliip found Temple I'niver-
ity and Drexel swimmers tiling their resjiective entries. The meet was held on
January 22. and the University of Peiuisylvania nu-rniaids again showed lluir
fins to a hotly pursuing school of rivals.
.\ meet was held with Darlington Seminary on Novemher 4, at West Chester.
The P. C. O. amphibians ca|)tured all l)Ut two of the firsts, but were defeated
because of their number, for Uarlington's entries outnumbered llinsc of !', ( '. ( ).
two to f>ne, and seconds and thirds netted a 38-29 victory in our worib) (ippoiunls,
.\n event with the Universitv of Pennsylvani.i is to be held in llu' earlv spring,
aixl com|)arative figures predict a victory fm- onr voyagers. .\ culogN to ibe
entire Sf|uaf| is in order, for they, a.< a team willi but a year's prccc<lenl, have
certainly shown a rare f<irm of success.
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Left to RiKht: Cap!. Gaiits, Tod'ncy, Croswcll. GriswdUl. HilliT.
WOMKXS \AKS1I\' S\\ IMMIXC. I IIAM
Capt. (lants
Croswrll
Ciiiswolil
TuuiiK-v
'M
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Review of the Tennis Season
^^^ I i li 192-1 tennis season at P. C. O. can certainly be considered a successful
l^) one. When noting tlie type of colleges played, the team deserves, for its
^*^ showing a great deal of credit. P. C. O. is fortunate in having on its
team a man who is rated among the ten best tennis players in this country. Carl
Fischer, in 1923, under the colors of P. C. O., annexed the much-coveted Inter-
collegiate Tennis Championship. An abundance of credit goes to him as captain
and star of the team.
Among the results of the season was a tied match with Haverford and
another with Lehigh. In the tilt with Ursinus, the team turned in a laudable
5-1 victory. Matches with the other teams, though not victories, were hotly con-
tested and indicate that the boys were not easily defeated. Games with Princeton,
Navy and Swarthmore all resulted in victories for the opponents but to the
royally-battled tune of 4-2.
The jjrospectus for the coming season is Ijright. Under the guidance of
"Johnny" .Mien, the entire squad is hack to resi:)ond to the fust call for candidates,
and a jjromising Frosh delegation is certain to offer much for material. The
team, however, must work liard with a schedule calling for so formidable an
opponent array as the University of Pennsylvania, Swarthmore, Lehigh, Haver-
ford, and Pennsylvania.
^^
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m\o Left to Right : Sherman, Mgr. Fischer, Capt. Allen, Herbst.
VARSITY TENNIS TF.AM
Fisclier
Allen
Berber
Slu-vnian
Gilliss
Acton
Herbst
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Revieiv of the Baseball Season 1
Coach
George Gilham
Manager Johns Manager IIensel—192
Lii
OJ ^
y^-^ IIP- season's call for candidates was answered by the few remaining \'arsity
^ J men and a goodly number of new recruits. Among the former were
ico. Gerlach, of "Iron Arm" fame : "Eddie" Gibbs, who spears the apple
with either hand, out in the meadow; "Rabbit'' Shaw, the little man on the hot
corner; Captain "Dan" Donovan, who doesn't know the definition of a "passed
ball"; "Don" Amidon, who cavorts between third and second; his playmate of the
second sack, McHenry, and "Buss" Moeschlin, who roams the remote fields with
friend "Eddie."
On .April 7, the team played a practice game with Temple Dental College and
beat the "Dents," 3-2.
The season was formally opened April 8, when the team hied itself to College-
ville and lost a hard-fought game with LJrsinus with a 1-0 score. Four days later
the team lost to Dre.xel, 11-2. On April 23, in another rigid battle, the boys were
topped by Textile, 8-7. Again on Ajiril 26 the team went down in glorious defeat
at Myerstown against Albright College. In the game with I laverford on May 7,
the boys looked unusually good and returned home with a 7-2 victory. l\ reverse
was suffered two days later at the hands of Pennsylvania Military College to the
tune of 7-1. The last game of the season was on May 17, and Schuylkill College
was on the long end of a 14-7 score.
The outlook for next season is moix- than bright with not a man to be lost
by graduation and the team to be generaled by "laddie" Gibbs.
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Back row—Kauflfman, Manager Johnson, Coach D'EHscu, Assistant Manager Hensel, Ross.
Front row—Shaw, Amidon, Grinold Mocschlin, Tucker, Gibbs, Gerlach.
VARSITY HASKBALL TEAM
Gerlach Pitcher
Gibbs Outfielder
Shaw Third Baseman
Captain Donovan Catcher
Amidon Shortstop and First P.aseman
Moeschlin Oiittieldcr
Tucker Pitclicr
Ross Outfielder
Grinold Second P>aseman
P)ro\vn First I'aseman
Kauffman Outfielder
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The AJiimni Association
Secretary and Historian
Dr. James McGuigax
Treasurer
Pail T. Lloyd
President
Da. Chester D. Loses
Vice-Preside
Dr. Elizabeth R.
^-^ . Purpose of Alumni As.socl\tion
iC\ O FOSTER and larther College activities, to improve the educational
^^^ requirements for entrance and to elevate scholastic standing; to add to the
equipment for research laboratories in Osteopathy ; to bring- the College and
students in closer co-oi)eration ; to develop the interest of our undergraduates,
former students, and Alumni, in the affairs of tb.e Philadelpb.ia College of Oste-
opathy.
C.\MP.\IG.\S
In connection with the financial work of the Alumni a drive was started for
funds to endow the College. Numerous methods were employed. Finally a plan
by means of which each alumnus should contribute several shares of paid u])
Building and Loan Association .stock was tried and found to be ([uite successful.
The campaign of 1916 raised $60,000, the campaign of 1919 netted $102,000, and
that of 1924 contributed appro.ximately $70,000 to the general fund of the College
and Cjsteopathic llos])ilal. .\t present the finances of the College are easily suffi-
cient to carry on the progressive work of Ccjllege activities and further any new
project in view.
CoLf.KGE Lll!R.\RV
.\ new library was sorely needed by the increasing slmlcnl Ixuly. An a|ipc,il
was addressed to the Alumni for books. Immediate response was met with. Hooks
were sent from .Mumni members from many members of the eastern states. The
returns were truly encouraging and amazing. The library was started with a
gusto and threatens to grow into immense pro])ortions.
The j)ersonnel of the library committee is as follows:
Dr. J'eter M. IJrearley. Dr. Alary I'allon Ililiicr, Dr. James AfcCuigan,
Secretary of Alumni Association.
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Alum?ti and Commencement Banquet
On the evening- of June 5, 1924, our annual banquet was held at a promi-
nent hotel. About three hundred faithful alumni representing graduates of every
class since 1901. It was a memorable occasion, because our illustrious Dean. Dr.
Arthur M. Flack, was to retire from the Deanship of the College.
We, will I liad kniiwn him so long, felt deep sorrow at his severance of College
activities. 1 le liad acted as a father and guide to the undergraduates. To tlie
practising pjiysicians he was a brother, ever hel])ful and co-operative in any
enterprise he engaged, and thoroughly interested and interesting in any project
that meant the uplifting of Osteopathy. The debt we owe Dr. Flack, teacher,
dean, and executive head, leader in Osteopathy, we shall not lie able In repav.
Tile .Mnnini commended the appointment of Dr. Edgar O. 1 lolden as our
new (lean. The .\ssociation is ready to encourage any new project he wishes
fostered or to aid him to secure new equipment for the College.
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Roll of Ahimru
Acornley, A. H., "11 5228 Locust St., Phila., Pa.
Alexander, C. R., "11 ' Chester. South CaroHna
Altpeter, Blanche C, '15 Holley, N. Y.
-•Vnderson, ^Nlay R., '12.
Arthur. Alexander F.. "16.
Baer. Frederick J., '11 223 Washington St., Stroudsburg, Pa.'
Bailev, DeForrest C. "09.
Bailev, Tohn H.. '12 1623 Spruce St., Phila., Pa.
Baker. Fred D.. "12 67 Park Ave., New York City
Balbirnie, C. D. B., '11 1408 Spruce St., Phila.. Pa.
Balian, Sarkis, "17 718 N. 16th St., Phila., Pa.
Banker. Gene G., "12 5335 Knox St., Phila., Pa.
Barg. Isaac. "21 1729 So. Broad St., Phila., Pa.
Barnes. Finis E., 'OS Deceased
Barnes, John A., "04.
Barr. Guy Leon, '17 117 !Mahaiitongo St., Pottsville, Pa.
Barrett, Arthur S., '12.
Barrett, :Mabel W., '09.
Barrett, Onie A., '12 312 S. 16th St., Phila., Pa.
Bartlett, Leonard P., 'OS 1514 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
Beach, Evan G., '24 341 Madison Ave., New York City
Beale. Edna F., "14 Arrott Bldg., Pittsburgli, Pa.
Beale, Frederick A.. '08.
Bean, Clara Emilv, '23 34 Jeflferson Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Beitel, Walter L.,' '05.
Bellew, I fenrv McD. G., '20 1640 W. Erie Ave., Phila., Pa.
Benion, .Martha \'., '10 Widener Bldg., Phila., Pa.
Bcntlev, Lillian L 1533 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
Bissell', Elizabeth C, '20 208 Lake St., Madison, \\'is.
Bohrer, J. William, '20.
Bowman. C. Howard, '18.
Boyd, Nathaniel W., '18 126 E. Washington Lane, Phila., Pa.
Boylan, James F., '06 Deceased
Brainard, Stanley M., '23 21 Burnside Ave., Hartford, Conn.
Brandt, .\nna, '24 922 Fayette St., Conshohocken, Pa.
Brandt, Ruth A., '21 1211 W. Lehigh Ave., Phila., Pa.
Brandt. Wm. W\, '21 1211 'W. Lehigh Ave., Phila., Pa.
Brav, F.dwin W., '10 Denckla Bldg., Phila., V-a.
Brearley, Peter IL, '11 34 S. 16th St., Phila., Pa.
Brefzfelder, Carl B., '12.
Bricker, Robert O., '20 Chester, Pa.
Brill, Morris M., '05 18 FCast 41st St., New York City
Brittain, Ethel E., '10 E.still Springs, Tenn.
Brocklehurst, David, '24 348 Bloom Held Ave., Caldwell, N. J.
m
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Brookman, John L., '20.
IJriiwne, ( Jranthani, '09 12 .Maiuleville I'l., London. Kn^.
lirown. C. McK., '20 1417 1 1th St.. Altoona, Pa.
I'.rown, .Xiles .\.. '10 192 Walemian St., I'roviiience, R. I.
liruckncr, Carl I)., '10 1521 Spruce St.. Phila., Pa.
BruniKM-. -Morris \\'., 'OS Deceased
Bryan, Charles T., "05.
Bryant, Earl D., '20 150 Broad St., Bcthli-hrni. Pa.
Buehler, John I'.., '07 6.S0 .\ich(jlas .\ve.. X. V.
Biigbee. \\ ni. C ,il\in. '24 33 \\'atclnni;,'' .\ve.. Montclair, W J.
i
If
lliirdftl, l-'K'tchiT i I.. '2(1 41 [''.ast 42nd St.. New N'ovk City
Burjj^css. ( Icrlrudf. "16 Pcrrv l!l<lg.. i'hila.. Pa.
l'.urkc, Raymond J., '12 Weit;htnian' Bid;^.. Phila.. Pa.
Burkholdcr, John IX. '06 Woolworth I'ddt;.. i.ancastiT, Pa.
Burleish. Edward 1).. '11.
lUirt, James V-, '11.
Bush. "Lucius ^L. '20 516 Fifth .\vc.. .\c\v York City
Campbell, I<la S.. '12 81 \"auxhall St., New London, Conn.
Capers, Richard 1... '18 Arcadia. Louisiana
Cardcmonc, P. J.. 14 365 Chelten .\ve.. Phila., Pa.
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Carter, lledlcy \ .. '12 319 X. Charles St., Caltimore, M<1.
Carter, James M., '04.
Caryl, H., '11.
Casscll. Micliael I'.. '05 1744 X. 16th St., Phila., Pa.
Champion, Ivalph 1.., '24 Elmira, X. Y.
Champion, Will. I)., '23 306 Wall St., Kingston, N. V.
Chaney, Lnclla M., '18.
Cliastiuy. James E., '24 Osteopathic Hospital, Phila., Pa.
1S7 Kiirtoii St., Ilasljrouck His., X. J.
Chisty, -Mela I.., '21.
Cleveland. Edward \V., '12 IVess Bldg., Binghampton, X. Y.
Coffee, Eugene M., '05.
Cohalan, J. A.. '06 Stephen Girard Bldg., Phila., Pa.
Cole, Robert E., '24 7 Steuben Park". L'lica. X. Y.
Collins, Alice L., '10 21 H Chestnut St., I'hila., Pa.
Colyer, Esther, '23 Amit} ville. Long Island
Conger, Walter M., '11 I'enn .Ave. ancl lloardwalk, .Atlantic Citv, X. J.
Conrow, Rebecca W., '23 Real Instate Trust Bldg., Phila.. Pa.
Comstock, Carolyn E., "04.
Cook, Georgene W., '06.
Cook. C;. W., '05.
Corby, Marie, '06.
''iV
Cornell, Florence. '22 Bangor, Pa.
Costello, Blanche V., '12.
Cox, Robert C. 'IS Pittsburgh. Pa.
Coye, \'elma I., '15 12 \ an I'.rcrean St.. Hollev, X. Y.
Crandall, C. L., '05.
Oandall, George K., "11 19 Wilson .St., .Salamanca, X. Y.
Crandall. Louis V., '05 705 Edgemore .\ve., Chester, Pa.
Creatore. Tommaso, '15 1923 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa. '
Cromis, George D., '04. j'ij
Cnrran, Cecelia G., '07 1112 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa. '
Cutler, Lvnn L., '06 Berlin. X. 1 1.
Dailey, L'illian B., "1 1 626 Granite Bldg., Rochester. X. V.
Daniels, W. Xelson, '05.
Dark, Howard A., '23 Glens Falls Ins. P.ldg., Glens Falls, X. Y.
Davidson, Ralph W., "11.
Davis. Clinton P.. 'OS.
Davis, J. :\I.. '11.
Davis. Thomas P.. '23 17 Xorthcrn Blvd., .\lbanv, X. Y.
^
Davis. Wm. Chester, '23 17 Xnrthern lilvd.. Albany. X. Y.
Jj 1 Decter, Ruth .\., '11 Rose \alicv Sanitarium, Media, Pa.
-.,-'
'.
Delp, William S., '24 2038 E.' Chelten Ave.. Phila., Pa.
l")illciil)eck, Waldo F... '2.^ Xortlnvestern, X. Y.
Downing. Ivlwin M
.,
'1
1 Schmitt. ^ork. Pa.
Dr.iper, D. !•., '10 33 W. 42d St.. New York City
I ')rcnn:ni. \nn;i. '11.
I )ie\v. I'.dw.iici G, 1 I Tenkintown. Pa.
Drrw, ha W., 11 4610 Wavne .'^ve.. Phila.. Pa. \
1 iinni, iTnilnii 1',. '11. 'l
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Dunn, Eniest W.. '10.
Dunningfton. ^Margaret P... "11.
Dunnington, ^Irs. R. K., '10.
Dunnington, W'eslev W. '07 Stephen Girard Fildg.. Phila., Pa.
Durkee, H. \".. '09
' 122 Inroad St., Bridgeton. N. J.
Dve, Walter ^\^, "11 734 Morsjan Ave., Palnivra, X. [.
Eiler, Isabel, 09.
Eldon, James B., "14 1741 N. 13th St., Phila,, Pa.
Eldridge, Rov K., "16 South Ardniore, Pa.
Ellis. Thomas \V.. '04 5326 Vine St„ Phila., Pa.
Ehvell, M. Lawrence, "20 24 Exchange St., Rochester, N. V.
Evans, Earl C. "20 Chester, Pa.
Evans, 11. Walter, '17 1228 Lehigh Ave., Phila., Pa.
Evans, Richard ^\"m., '25 316 \\'ashington Ave., Scranton, Pa,
Ewart, Irving D., "23 Albany, Georgia
Earson, Anna, '12 1314 Spruce St., Phila., Pa.
Fasnacht, Walter K.. "24 14 N. Sixth St.. Reading, Pa.
Finch. 1-rank J.. "11 321 N. 63d St., Phila.. Pa.
Finnerty, Francis, 11 40 Park St., jMontclaiv, W J.
Fischer. Albert E., "06.
Fischer. Herbert, '23 Cynwyd, Pa.
Fischer, Ralph L., "21 60-13 Gerniantown Ave., Phila., I 'a.
Fitzgerald. Paul A.. "21.
Flack, Arthur .M., 06 3414 Baring Ave., Phila., Pa.
Fleming, ( Mrs. ) Eva Lena, "12 China
Flint. Effie A., "10 1801 Oxford St., Phila., Pa.
Flint, Rali)h W.. "10 1634 N. l.'^th St., Phila., Pa.
I'oresnian, Jane, "24 f.ock 1 laven, Pa.
Fox. -Mil.lred. '23 19 .Main St., Mt, Holly, N. J.
Frame. Elizabeth B.. "11.
I'rame, Ira, "11.
Freas. George R., '08.
French, Eare B., '17 315 S. 51st St., Phila., Pa.
Fritsche, Edward 1 1., "07 1824 W. (iirard Ave., Phila., Pa.
Furev, Charles .\.. "12 Real F.stalo Trust Bldg., Phila.. Pa.
Inire'v. Wm. J., '12 421 Widener Bldg., Phila., Pa.
Futef. .Marion E.. "23 404 N. 52d St., I'hila., Pa.
Galbrcath, .\Iberl L., "05 Oakland, 111.
Galbreath, J. W.. "11 WidciuT I'.ldg., I'hila., 1 'a
Galbreath, Rence L, "06.
Galbreath. Wm. Otis. '05 Land Title I'.ld-
.
I'hil.i., I 'a.
Gates. James .M.. '23 66 X.irlh IVarl St., I'.rid-vlon, \. |.
Gehr, Cora Ii., '12.
Gercke, George .\.. '14 4676 Frankford Aw., I 'liila., I '.i.
Gibbs. Stephen B., "15 Plant P.ldg., .State St., .\rw I .(niddii
Gochring, Ilarrv .VL, '07 Dianmiid Hank P.ldg., Pittshin-gh, Pa.
G,old. M. Ilolleiibach, "23 ^.TOl N. 17th St., Phila., Pa.
Gomel, .Maud I.. '12 Areola, 111.
Goorlev. Lois S.. '24 407 P.road St., Trenton, .\. |.
Gruild,' Grace. '10 Deland, I'lorlda
3,
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.(.ulrl, ( iracc I'.laii'i, 10 Florida
(juwman, Corydon P., '24 Liradford, I'a.
(Graves, George B., '09 Hutchinson and Lehigh Ave.. Phila., Pa.
Graves, Armstrong W., '06 I'ark and .Mlegheny .\vf., I'hila.. I'a.
Green, luhvard A., '23 20 W. Montgomery .\vc., .\rdmurc. Pa.
(ireenburg, Wilfrid, "21 240 We.sl lind .\ve., Xew York, N. V.
Gregory, Roger M.. '21 916 Delaware .\ve., Wilmington, Uel.
Crenelle, .Mice, '2.? Atco, X. J.
Grimes, Isabella, '09.
Groat, John E.. '15.
k
of
< .rnlur, (has. K.. l.S 62')0 Oinev .\ve., Phila.. I'a.
i ladro, \ aleria P., '23 414 Land Title I'.ldg.. Phila.. I'a.
llaigis. ICdward S., '12.
Ilalcox, W. J., '06.
Hale, Walter K.. '07 115 West .Main .St.. .Sparlansburg. S. G.
Hallani. James 1'... '05 Ill West ()8th St., New York. X. Y.
Halliday, Philip, '11 128 Stanley St., Montreal, Gan.ida
Hanson. John L., '15 6031 Thompson St., Phila.. Pa.
Harrison, Peer C. '12.
1 lart, Sylvester T.. '10 1540 X. I5th St., Phila.. Pa.
1 lart, Wm. H., '12 22J West Main St., Moorestown, .X. I.
1 laskin, R. C. C.. '1 1 1S09 Pine St., Phila.. Pa.
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Hayman, George T., "05 153 East State St., Dovlestown, Pa.
Hawes, Win. F., '07 4823 Work Road, Phila., Pa.
Heard, Charles R., '16 960 Hamilton St., Allentown, Pa.
Heatwole, Webster S., "12 Alasonic Temple, Salisbury, Md.
rieibel, George E., '18 133 Broad St.. Grove City, Pa.
Heisley, Mary L., '04.
Henke, Ernest AL, '24 31 Lincoln I'ark, Xcwark. X. J.
Henry, Mary B., '11 1634 X. 12th .St., Phila., Pa.
Herdeg, Howard B., '1?> 1584 Heric-I .\vl-.. liuffalo, X. Y.
Herring, Ernest A!.. "05.
Hertzef, Mary, 'U.
Pless, Elmer "C, '15 2550 X. 1 1th St., Phila., Pa.
Higinbotham, Carrie, '10 I lonesdale. Pa.
Hille, Louise, '23 42 E. Morris St., Bath, X. Y.
Hilliman, Herbert \'., '15 393 West End Aye., Xew York, X. Y.
Hiscox. Ruth G., '19 Norwich, Conn.
Hitner, Mary P., '18 330 S. 15th St.. Phila.. Pa.
,
Holden, Edgar O., '22 51 \Vinsor Ave., Highland Park. Pa.
Holden, (Mrs.) Phyllis, '23 51 Winsor Ave., Highland Park. Pa.
LFoopes, Charles L., '09 218 E. King's Highway, liaddonfield. X. J.
Ilouck, Lloward M
.,
'1 1 1506 Linden Ave., Baltimore, Aid.
Hough, Clara E., "10.
Hough, Jeanne, '11.
] lough, Jennie S., '08.
Houghton, Jennie W
.,
'10.
Howe. Marion L., "21 43 Summer St.. Fitchburg, Mass.
Howell, T. C, '11 11 West Pine St.. Orlando, Fla.
Hnwells. Anna G., "10 Box 160, Washingtonville, X. ^.
Howells, Clifford, '10 Box 160, Washingtonville, N. Y.
Hudson, Benjamin T., '24 \'cntnor and Austin Aves., \'entnor, X. J.
Hughes, .\ngie C, "23 229 Genessce St., L'tica, X. Y.
Humphreys, Emily L., '21.
1 lumphrey. Emily E., '08 171 Sclmol St.. Roxbury, Mass.
1 lunler. William X..'!}! 5032 Scluivler St.. Germantown, Pa.
Ilurlock, Harry D.. '10.
iiutchinson, Louella, '09.
IngersoU, I'ranklin I!., '12.
Irwin, Wm. M., '15 429 Chestnut St., Sunburv, Pa.
Irwin, Grace Gould, "10.
Jack. Alvah G., '21 19 Main St.. .\l,.unt I loljv. X. f.
Jackson, Mary K.. '09 1719 X. 15th St., I'hila., Pa.
Jennings, Mildred G., '23 379 Ocean .\ve., P.rooklvn. X. Y.
"fohnson, Burdsall F., '05 ,S814 X. Broad St.. Phila.. Pa.
Johnson. Elsie L., '23 306 Main St.. Lakewood. X. J.
Jr.hnsiin, I'lvan ."X., '20.
jnhnson, Julie A.. '06 .=^06 Monroe St.. Asburv Park. X. [.
^
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Jones. Walter J.. "05 1411 Wahnn St., I'liila., Pa.
Joyner, Anna L., '10.
kann. Frank P... '11 315 X. Second St., Harrisburs'. Pa.
Keller, Benjamin H.. '20.
\^
''Jf
Keenc, Ik-rtha (',., '09
Kecnc, W. I!., '11
Keiper, l''re'lericl< M., '2.3
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Kelly, John A., '24 3249 X. 16th St., Phila.. Pa.
Kelly, John J., '21.
Kelly, Lawrence J., '11 107 X. 60th St., Phila., Pa.
Kcnderdine, Clarence K., '10 15.39 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
Ketcham, Anna -M., '07 1829 .M St., Washington, D. C.
Kiser, Herman Y., '23 Osteopathia 1 lospital, Grove Citv. Pa.
Kraiker. F. W., '06 1210 W. Allegheny Ave., Phila.. Pa.
Kraus, Eugene R.. '12 2345 IJroadway, Xew York, X. Y.
Krech. Julia E., '19 305 \V. 45th St.. Xew York. X. Y.
Lancey, Lilla y\..'24 Perry liuilding, Phila.. I'a.
Lap, Irene K., '12 Granite Building, Rochester, X. Y.
Leach, John, '23 317 iv. Centre St., Shenandoah. Pa.
Leonard. Harry .\., '04.
Leopold, i\l. D., '14 79 Lansdownc Ave., Lansdowne, Pa.
Leuzinger, Jacob E., '24 4937 X. Marvine St., Phila., Pa.
Lewis, George L., '24 140 \V. Lurey St., Phila., Pa.
Osteopathic Hospital, Phila., Pa.
Lidy, L II., '06 117 Mahantongo St., Pottsville, Pa.
Lindsey, Charles E., '23 S37 Madison Ave., Scranton, Pa.
Lippincott, Lvdia E., '12 429 Thomas .\ve., Riverton, X. T.
Llovd. Paul t.. '23 Del. Trust BIdg., Wilmington. Del.
Loc'kwood, Travis D., '04 33 W. 42d St., Xew York. X. Y.
Long, Frederick A., '24 Real Estate Trust Bldg., Phila.. Pa.
Long, Custer B., '21 Clarion, Pa.
Losee, C. D., '20 37 Elm St., Westfield. X. J.
Losee. Gorgon O., '17 37 Elm -St., Westfield. .V. J.
Loux, Wendell P.. '24 Clcnienton, \". J.
Lynch, Alice E., '09.
McEwen, Margaret, '12.
Macjennet, Wm. D., '23 Feder.ition Bldg., Elmira. X. ^'.
^tcClennev, '12.
:\!cCurdv.'Chas. ^^^, '03.
McDowell, Roy, '19 Dollar Title and Trust Bldg., Sharon, X. ^".
McGee, T''"nes, '20.
McGraw, Donald, '22.
McGuigan, James. '23 4339 Walnut St., Phila.. Pa.
McKinnev. Edna M.. '21 1118 Chestnut St.. Phila.. Pa.
AlcXeal, Ethel M., '10.
McNelis. A. J., '09 Real Estate Trust Bldg.. Phila.. Pa.
Magill. (Mrs.) M. E.. '09.
Magilton, Florence, '24 Wallingford. Pa.
Magilton Marguerite, '20 Shire Bldg., Swarthmore, Pa.
Marks. Robert A., '19 216 E. 23d St„ X'ew York. X. Y.
Markward. Wm. H., '08 664 Brooklyn St., Phila.. Pa.
Mnrrincr. L. C. '06 Denckla' Bldg.. Phila.. Pa.
Marsliall, Florence G., '21 524 ^^'est End .Ave.. New York. X. Y.
Marx, Melville, '12.
iJ)
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Masterson. Wm. P., '12 1726 S. ISth St., Phila., Pa.
Matchinskv. Marie A., '06 2027 W. Master St.. Phila., Pa.
Maxwell. Elizabeth, '23 929 ^'i;^e St.. Williamsport, Pa.
Maxwell. Bertha. 'U , 508 W. 4th St., ^\'ilIiamspoIt, Pa.
Maxwell. Harr\- T.. "12 i\lon-istown, X. J.
Mav. Sarah A.." "04 1011 Stratford Ave.. Melrose, Pa.
Mavbee. Mildred L.. "19 .341 Madison Ave.. New York, N. V.
Maver. Arthur D.. "23 393 \\'est End Ave.. New York, N. Y.
Medlar. Sarah A., 'OS 1112 Chestnut St.. Phila., Pa.
Meeker, Olive, '23 Succasanna, N. J.
Merrick, Chariotte, '18 307 I li,i.;ii St., Pott.stown, Pa.
Merrill. I larriet E., '23 474 3d St., Brooklyn, N. \'.
Merriman, Josiah C, '15 I Intel ( mnmodore, New York, N. N'.
.Miller, John \V., '05 Snnhury, I 'a.
.Miller, .Stella I!., '05 3227 Race .St., i'hila., I 'a.
Miller, I''rank. '12 Realtv I'-lds'.. ChaHotle, N. C.
Miller, John K., "10 \U) Washin-tun St., Rome, N. Y.
Mitchell, Frank I!., '22 .Montclair, N. |.
Mittlcman, Abe .\., '20.
Molynen.\, Albert J.. '10 2X.-') Hoidcvanl, |cr,sev Cilv, N. J.
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Mulvneux, Cora I!., '10 2859 ^(julevard, Jersev Citv. X. I.
iM(joniaw. Mary C, '04 172 W. 79th St., New York, X. "i".
Moore, Frank P., '09 630 N. 40th St., Phila., Pa.
Morris, Paschall, '05 1.^8 L(jcust St.. Phila.. Pa.
Morrison, Jane, '10.
Morton, ( Mrs.) Mav, '22 7 \'illa Park. Montclair, X. J.
Alullet. Sevilla IL, '23 Continental. Ohio
Miinson, Eleanor P., '11 W. I-'orest Ave., Portland. Maine
Mulschler, O. C, '11 129 X. Duke St., I^-incaster, Pa.
Mvies, George W.. '21.
Xewell, Carl L., '19 3531 X. 19th St., Phila., Pa.
Xc-ison. Frank C, '12 506 Highland .\ve.. Maiden. Mass.
(Jher, Vincent 1 1., '23 Real Estate Trust I'.ldg., Phila., Pa.
r)'i;rien, Emma F., 22 434 Riinnymede Ave., Waj'ne, Pa.
O'l'rien, Francis R.. '11 1521 Spruce St., Phila., Pa.
O'Malley, Minnie. '24 719 E. Chelten Ave.. Phila., Pa.
O'.Xeil. Addison J Davtona. Fla.
Oshorn, Harry C, '10 1320 X. Charles St., IJaltimore, Md.
Oswald, (Mrs.) Elsie. '24 2104 Sprint^ Garden St., Phila., Pa.
Outt, Walter J.. '22 27S7 P.oulevard. Jer.sev Citv. X. f
.
Patterson, Harry IX. '17 429 4th St., Elwo'od City. Pa.
Payne, Charles C, '04.
Pease, Mav H.. '18 192 Waterman St., Providence. R. I.
Peck, Eher K., '21 320 E. Market St., Clearfield, Pa.
Peebles, E. Steele, '17 Northfield, Mass.
Peebles, E. Florence, '17 Northfield, Mass.
Pcnnock, (Mrs.) D. S. 1!., '11 KwO W. Allegheny Ave., Phila.. Pa.
Perkins, Doris, '23 288 Union St.. Xew Hcdford. M;iss.
Perrv, (Mrs.) Florence, '11.
i'into. M. P., '19 Dime Trust I'.kl-.. Sh.-miokin. Pa.
IMoss, Annette R.. '05.
Pollock, (Mrs. ) .\nna. '12 Woodward I'.ld-., Washington. 1 ). C.
Powell, (Mrs.) Marion, '11 Dovvninijton, Pa.
Presbrey, .Alice, '24 1915 Green St., Phila., Pa.
Presslv, Mason W.. '04.
Pruitt] Mary .\.. '10.
Randall. Helen M.. '06 Lansjhorne. Pa.
Read, Rachel, '11 Tokio. T-'iiian
Reit^art, Morris Griffith, '19.
Reinhardt. ]\larie, '1 1.
Revnolds, Nel. i '
Rice, (~;!adys G., '09 612 W. 137th St., Xew York. X. ^".
Kicliardson, Martvn. '08 Paul-Gnle-Grcenwood Pdds;"., Xorfolk, \'.i.
Rickold, Charles S., '20 "... Muncv. Pa
Riley, (Mrs.) A. \'. T.. '11.
Roeder. Julia D.. '.'3 Glen Rock. Pa.
Ross, Simon D.. "05 Land Title Pldsr., Phila., Pa.
Rossniini. ( lien <").. '24 Greenville, Pa.
Rossnian. W. I".. '15 ( n-ove Citv. Pa.
Roinii;. Kathirinc A.. '07.
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Ronk, B. B., '10.
Roome, Norman S., '23 393 West End Ave.. New York, X. Y.
Ru|>ertus, Olive, '04.
Rupp, Arthur, '12.
Rupp, Sarah W., '15 Commonwealth Bldg., Phila., Pa.
Ryan, Thomas J., '09 Lillev Bldg., Waterbury, Conn.
.Sacks, Robert, "21.
Saile, Harold J., '21 8th and: Chestnut Sts., Lebanon, Pa.
Sawyer, Nellie W., '04 222 W. 8th St., Topeka, Kansas
Sawyer, Thomas J., '14.
Sawyer, William E., "06.
Schenck, Aletta, '10 74 N. Arlington .Vve., East Orange, N. J.
Schmitt, Elmer A., '24 Utica, N. Y.
Schmoyer, Paul P., '23 77 Noble St., Kutztown, Pa.
Schawb, Alice E., '22 150 W. Broad St., Bethlehem, Pa.
Scott, Jane P., "05 Widener Bldg., Phila., Pa.
Scutt, Walter J., 21.
Shenton, (Mrs.) Lillian B., '12 11th and Poplar Sts.. Phila., Pa.
Sherwood, Warren A., '06 237 East King St.. Lancaster, Pa.
Shinn, Grace C, '15 632 Ocean .\ve., Lakewood, N. J.
Silver, Elena L., '15 Palmyra, N. Y.
Simmons, Margie D., '06 Patterson, N. J.
Six.x, Clark D., '09 Towanda. Pa.
Sixx, (Mrs.), '09 Towanda, Pa.
Slaugh, Harry J., '12 1413 W. Allegheny Ave., Phila., Pa.
Slifer, Svlvia M., '23 4803 N. 15th .St., Phila., Pa.
Slough, John S., '09 1321 Marlborough St., Phila., Pa.
Smith, Carl E., '08 1307 Walnut St.. Phila., Pa.
Snyder, Paul C, '10 1721 Walnut St., Phila., Pa.
Snyder, James C, '1 1 1.721 Walnut St.. Phila., Pa.
Spaeth, Louis, '05 62d and Haverlord Ave., Phila., Pa.
Spencer, Margaret, '11.
Stahlman, Harrv E., '18 6 X. 5lh Ave, Clarion, Pa.
Stearne, L T- '14 3124 X. 15th St., Phila.. Pa.
Stegman, Harry A.. '24 5035 X. 5th St.. Phila., Pa.
Stem, Harold f... '12 First National Bank Bldg., Canton. Pa.
Sterrett, flenry W.. '17 4939 Rubicon St., Phila., Pa.
Stevens, Paul A., "12 79 Lincoln Park. Xewark, .\. J.
Stevens, Margaret, '15 Atlantic House, Old Orchard, Me.
Stim.son. Joanna P., '24 Perrv Bldg., Phila.. Pa.
Stocckel, Florence P., '09 5332 Wavne .^ve.. Phila., Pa.
Storey, Robert J., '06 1328 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
.Street, Carlton, '24 Southampton, N. Y., OsU'0]ialhic Hospital. Phila., Pa.
Sullivan, Mortimer T- '21 Montclair, N. T.
Sullivan, Thomas \"!, '09 1 142 Eopp St., Wheeling, W. \'a.
Surrev, Sarah H., '23 74 Centre St., Middleboro. Mass.
Tait, P. Lander, '\7 5205 Wayne Ave., Phila., Pa.
Taylor, Pruella, '12.
Tavlor, (Mrs.) Janet Real Estate Trust Bldg.. Phila.. Pa.
Thcbcau, Albert C, '10.
O
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Thayer, Edna, '08 W'lllianisport, Pa.
Thomas Ada I., '09 333 Miner St., West Chester, Pa.
Thomas, Paul R., '16 5412 Berks St., Phila., Pa.
Thomson, Lindsay H., '18 3551 York Road, Phila., Pa.
Thorburn. (:\lrs. I Lvdia, '24 251 W. Slst St., New York, N. \'.
Thorburn, Donald, '23 ' 241 \V. Slst St., New Y'ork, N. Y.
Thorburn, T. R., '14 600 West End Ave., New York, N. Y.
Thomley, Harry E.. '12 Belief onte, Pa.
Thumian, Edwni L., '10 285 Jackson St., Americus, Ga.
Thurman. i^Mrs. ) Edwin L.. 10.
Tilley, Russel M.', '23 295 St. John's Place, Brooklyn, N. Y\
Tinges, George H., '23 5241 Baltimore Ave., Phila., Pa.
Tinley, EHzabeth R., '23 Oxford and Wakeling Aves., Phila., Pa.
Todd, Katherine, '23 Kingston, N. Y'.
Townsend, Earl B., '24 Welhnont Theatre Bldg., Montclair, N. J.
True, Foster C., '22 Pladdon Pleights, N. J.
Turkington, Joseph C, '10 2841 N. 9th St., Phila., Pa.
Turner, L. Newell, '10 10 E. Jones St., Savannah, Ga.
A'ail, Charles H., '19 Real Estate Trust Bldg., Phila., Pa.
A'an Riper, George S., '23 3502 Brewster Ave., Flushing, L. I.
Van Ronk, Charles, "12 610 E. Colton Ave., Phila., Pa.
Van \\'agnen, Cornelia D., '23 6043 Germantown Ave., Phila., Pa.
A'aldane, Arvid E., '24 17 W. 71st St., New Y'ork, N. Y.
^'aughan, ^lerrit C, '23 602 Beach Ave., Charlotte Station, Rochester, N. Y^.
\'ick, Henry H., '12.
Walker George D.
Wallace, John W., '06 1703 N. 17th St., Phila., Pa.
Walters. Jeanne, '06 55 \\''. 33d St., New York, N. Y.
Ward, Rhoda E., '19 10 N. Ave., Cranford, N. J.
Warden, Eva R., '04.
Warren.. Samuel P., '08 1112 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
Wabb, Ida D., '10.
Weinert, Arthur L., '23 225 N. First St., Leighton, Pa,
Westerman, James M., '23 129 N. Duke St., Lancaster, Pa.
Weston, Sherman, '15.
W'hitaker, Henry, '21.
Wiggins, Harold W., '14 Succasunna
Wigham, Mae E.
Wildsmith, Thomas E., '09.
Wilson, Raymond H., '23 321 N. 13th St., Miami, Fla.
Winkleman, Anna !:., '20 39 Elm St., Lebanon, N. II.
Winsor, I lenry I iaverford, i 'a.
Wolfendon, Elizabeth B., '23 Cardington, Pa.
Wolfert, William J., '05 94 limad St.. Red Bank, N. J.
Wood, ("Mrs.) Emma C... '11 178 .Maiilcwnod Ave., Majjlewood, N. J.
Wood, Charlotte C, '10 10 S. 18th St., Phila., Pa.
Wright, Paul P.., '16.
Yeater, Ira P., '07 1213 8th St., Altoona, Pa.
Yerg, Linley If., '12 Goshen, N. Y.
Yocum, George P.. '23 /Xrdmorc, Pa.
Zindel, Frank fC.. '06 .3219 Di.-unond St., Phila.,
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Philadelphia County Osteopathic Society
Dr. William J. Furev, President
Dr. H.\rrv E. Leox.\rd, Treasurer
Dr. Feter H. Bre.-vrley, Vice-President
Dr. M.\ry Patton Hitniui. Seeretary
msi
EXECUTIVE BOARD
Dr. Arthur M. Flack Dr. Mary Elizabeth Henry
Dr. O. J. Snyder
XN 1903, a small number of osteopathic physicians gathered in the office of Dr.
J. Ivan Diifur. Fifteenth and Walnut Streets, and choosing Dr. Charles J.
Aluttart as their president, planted the seed of an organization which, in
after years, was to blossom forth and be the medium through which great legislative
battles have been won, the high standard of the profession upheld, the closer
bond between the County and State established, clinics operated, a recognized
College of Osteopathy maintained, an Osteopathic Hospital instituted and sup-
ported, and thousands of dollars raised to defray legislative expenses and pur-
chase, equip and sustain suitable properties for an Osteopathic College and!
Hospital. This organization is knovm today as The Philadelphia County Osteo-
pathic Society.
On November 5, 1907, the osteopathic physicians of Philadelphia met in
the College Building, Thirty-third and Arch Streets, for the purpose of reor-
ganizing the society. A new Constitution and By-laws were drawn up and adopted.
The first meeting of the reorganized society was held December 3, 1907, with)
Dr. C. W. McCurdy as president, and fiftv-three members enrolled. Dr. McCurdy
was succeeded in office by Dr. W. L. Beitel, 1908-10; Dr. A. M. Flack, 1910-11
;
Dr. W. S. Xicholl, 1911-13; Dr. S. P. Ross, 1913-15; Dr. C. D. B. Balbirnie,
1915-16; Dr. Jane Scott, 1916-17; Dr. E. H. Fritsche, 1917-18; Dr. C. J. Muttart,
1918-21 ; Dr. C. P. Snyder, 1921-22; Dr. E. G. Drew, 1922-23; Dr. W. J. Furey,
1923-25. Nine monthly meetings are held during the year and the present records
show a membership of ninety-three, 95 per cent, of whom are in good standing.
Thus in reviewing the great achievements made possible through the unsel-
fish service, indomitable courage and unlimited faith of those whose loyalty to
a great cause has given us our present status as osteopathic physicians, and
among these the name of Dr. O. J. Snyder stands out prominently, we, who today
reap the rewards of work well done fand what Osteopath in the County and
State does not) should recognize and fulfill the duty we owe ourselves and
our associates by supporting and strengthening an organization whose object and
purposes, as set forth in the Constitution, are to promote, protect and subserve
the best interests of its members and the science of Osteoi)alliy in the City and
vicinity.
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Membership 1924-25
Bailey, John H.
Balbirnie, C. D. B.
Barber, Charles W.
Bellew, Henry
Benion, Martha V.
Boyd, Nat. W.
Boyer, W. Brent
Brandt, Anna E.
Brearlcy, Peter H.
Bruckner, Carl D.
Campbell, A. D.
Chase, Jennie M.
Cohalan, John A.
Couch, Xorol G.
Dceter, Rutli A.
Delp, William S.
Drew, Ira W.
Dufur. J. Ivan
Dunnington, Margaret
Ellis, Thomas VV.
Evans, H. Walter
Farrand, F. C.
Fischer, Herbert
Flack, Arthur M.
French, Earl B.
Furey, Charles A.
Hess, Elmer C.
Weissberg, E. B.
Williams, L. W.
Brandt, Ruth A.
Brandt, William E.
Furey, William J.
Galbreath, J. Willis
Galbreath, William Otis
Gercke, George A.
Graves, W. Armstrong
Gruber, Charles J.
Hart, I. Sylvester
Hart, W^illiam H., Jr.
Hayman, George T.
Henry, Mary Elizabeth
Hitner, Mary Patton
Hoffman, Herbert
Holden, Edgar O.
Holden, Phyllis W.
Jol-.nson, Burdsall F.
Kcndcrdine, Clarence
Kirk, Elisha T.
Kraiker, Frederick W.,
rown Lanccy. Lilla M.
Leonard, Harry E.
Leuzinger, J. Ernest
Lewis, George L.
Long, Frederick A.
McGuigan, James A.
McNelis, Anthony J.
Masterson, William P.
Cole, Julia Mowcry
Collins, A. Alice L.
Drew, Edward G.
Fritsche. Edward H.
Ripley. G. H.
Matchinsky, Marie A.
Medlar, S. Agnes
Moore, George Washington
Muttart, Charles J.
Nicholl, William S.
Noeling, George D.
Ober, Vincent H.
O'Brien, Francis R.
O'Malley, Minnie E.
Presby, Alice
Reigart, Morris G.
Roberts, W. L.
Rodney, Matilda
Ross, Simon Peter
Slaugh. J. Harry
Smith, Francis J.
Snyder, C. Paul
Snyder, James C.
Snyder, O. J.
Stegman, Harry A.
Stimson, Joanna Fisher
Thomson, Lindsay H.
Wsrren, S. Fletcher
Whallev. Irving
Wood, Charlotte G.
Zindell, Frank E.
Fldridgc, Roy Kerr
Hawes, William F.
Hcckman, G. H.
Tinges, George H.
«-M
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THE SPELL OF THE COLLEGE
i
(Apologies to Robert II'. Service)
I icaiited the title, and sought it.
I studied aud crainiiied like a slave.
Was it a quic or e.miii—/ fought it;
I hurled iii\ youth into a graz'e.
I liwifed the title, and got it—
Came out zcitli a D.O. last fall—
Yet, soniclioiv, life's not wJiat I thought it,
.-laud somehozv the title isn't all.
No. Tliere's a college, (tlave you foitnd it?)
It's the queerest place that I knozv,
From the big factories and smoke that surround it
To the din and the rattle of trolleys below.
Some say man zvns tired zvhen he made it
;
Some say it's a fine place to shun.
Maybe. But there's some as zvould trade it
For no school on earth—and Tin one.
You come to get knoivledge (damn good reason)
;
You feel like an exile at first.
And then you hate it like hell for a season,
And you knozv it is zvorse than- the zvorst.
Then it grips yoti like some kind of sinning,
And tzvists you from foe to a friend.
It seems it's been since the beginning;
It seems it zcill be to the end.
I zvanted the title, and sought it;
And missed all the dances and games, like a fool.
Was itte.vtbook or notes—/ bought it.
And passed up all social activities of school.
I zvanted the title, and got it—
Came out zvith a D.O. last fall—
Yet, somehozv, life's not zvhat I thought it.
And somehozv the title isn't all.
1%
LAST WILL MD TESTAMENT OF
THE CLASS OF 1925 OF THE PHILADELPHIA
COLLEGE OF OSTEOPATHY
XN THE name of bones, so be it.Be it remembered that the Class of 1925 of the Philadelphia
College of Osteopathy, having stood the test of mind, memory
and understanding and being sound to the core and then some,
and intending to dispose of all the disposable properties, real
and personal (especially personal) of the Class does make, pub-
lish, and declare the following to be the Class last will and
testament
:
Item. All that is real with the exception of one portion of
such property hereinafter described— the Senior room with
its sound-proof windows, the merry-go-rounds, the reversible
chairs, the electric wall plug, the skeletons, the blackboard
with its especially designed chalk rack, the improvised couches
and the smoking room — we give and bequeath to the Class
of 1926.
Item. The ambulatory, otherwise known as the platform,
and being the exeption noted in the foregoing paragraph, we
recognize as the peculiar property of the instructors and we
give and bequeath to them all the space some of us occupied with
our various equipment, both real and personal.
Item. All that intangible something spoken of as Class
Spirit we give and bequeath to the Alumni,
Item. The broken rules so assiduously maintained in the
broken state we give and bequeath to the Class of 1927.
Item. We give and bequeath Robert Stollery's diagnostic
laboratory to McClelland Bashline.
Item. We give and bequeath personal assets as listed
here following:
John Allen's Jersey mosquito hum to J. Alfred Whitehouse.
Edwin Anderson's title to the sobriquet of Beau Brum-
mel to Thomas Drum.
"Ted" Berber's moustache to "Ted" Weinert.
Howard Bowman's affinity for nurses to Robert White.
DeWitt Brake's ready response to "Syl.' O'Brien.
Louisa Brown's timidity to Frances Everhart.
Chas. Cattaneo's reticence to Paul Hatch.
Harold Colburn's sales agency to Alex Bothwell,
Adam Cole's sneeze to the president of the Class of 1926
to be disposed of at his discretion.
"Cossie" Cossaboom's Bundle of His with a well-worn
stethoscope and a polygraph to Kenneth Edwards.
m
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Ellen Crosley's four-foot niche to Lillian French.
Louise Croswell's blush to Florence Colton.
James Ent ' s hilarity to Edwin Cressman.
kyfanw^y Evans' temper to Laura Bernard.
Carl Fischer's tardiness to George Price.
George Gerlach's histrionic propensities to Edgar Copp.
Edward Gibbs' six-foot niche to Al Gilliss.
Tyce Grinwis' gymnasium to Fred Rogers.
Walter Hamilton's sang froid to W. B. Strong.
Mary Hiller's boisterousness to Anne Seiders.
Jack Hines' rotundity to H. Hensel.
Ernest Hunt's somnambulatory to Robert Lewis.
Mrs. "Billy" Hunt's preoccupation to Mrs. Frank Gants.
Peter Integlia's school girl complexion to Thos Oxley.
Dr. Jacobson's taciturnity to Charlie Worrell.
Artie Jensen's foot racing medals to Fuller Sherman.
Alex Levitt and Chas. Cattaneo's two front seats to Al
Gilliss and Dorothy Galbraith.
Edith Jewell's aversion to men to Leona Spicer.
Ernie Johnson's lethargy to Paul Norris.
Syd Kanev's mantle to Robert Simpson.
Hazel Lachner's sotto voce to Leo Wagner.
Walter Larkin's reducing exercise course to "Tiny*
Hazleton.
Jack Lindsey's reticence in the presense of the ladies
to A. Russell Dean.
Horace Loscalzo's curling iron to Clarence Cook.
Wilbur Lutz's dual personality to Wm. Buxton.
Thelma Maginnis' coy demeanor to Marian Griswold.
Loretta McGrenra's trumpet to Hazel Hayman.
Paul Mengel's mysticism to Donald Acton.
Adelaide Muller's sombre color schemes to Lillian French
J. Lloyd Oliver's entree to the Axis Club received from
Dr. Tilley to Wm. F. Dunn.
John Powell's knowing smile to Paul G. Germann.
Allan Boyd Randall's dignity to "Tex" Hawkinson.
"Mike" Rathbun's drollery to Carson L. Adams.
James Rishell's treatise on the therapeutics of
psychology to L. H. Johnson.
H. M. Robertson's fickleness to Danold Watt.
Jimmy Shaw's terpsichorean medals to Rowland Dey.
Dr. E. D. Sinsabaugh's complaisance to A. Nicosia.
George Slifer's place in the city government to Harry
Gilliand.
Paul Smith' s rocking chair attitude to W. B. Frye.
Dr. Soden's clinic practice to Wm. Kingsbury.
Wm. Spaeth's demonstrations to Sam Getlin.
Bob Stollery's collateral library to James Lansing.
Leslie Stringer's job as manikin to John Whitehouse.
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Lawrence Trumbull's thunder to Geraldine Jennings.
E. Vergara's menagerie to Dr. I. M. Grossman.
Theo. Van de Sande ' s affability to Daniel Donovan.
Helen Wilcox's daring to Elisabeth Toomey
Ruth Winant ' s clipping bureau to Henry Sawyer.
James Woods' and "Mike" Rathbun's copy of the story of David
and Jonathan to Rowland Dey and Robert White.
Sol Yoder's brushes to Ellis Metford.
Lloyd Reid's Pullman section to Joseph Py.
We nominate, constitute and appoint the president of the
Class of 1926 as executor of this, our last will and testament.
In witness whereof, we, the testators, have to this, our last
will and testament, caused to have set the hand of our repre-
sentative and our seal, this 12th day of January, one thou-
sand nine hundred and twenty-five.
Signed in the presence of a host of witnesses.
I take all the blame. (Signed) J. W. Lindsay.
In any first-class osteopathic college a student is taught to he
:
A blacksmith
A beekeeper
A bootlejTger
A good fellow
A detective and
A scrapper
Because they tell hiin :
All about wheals.
A lot about hives.
How to deliver a case.
To treat a patient.
How to trace an impulse.
And to fight disease.
"Ohio" is getting quite bald oi late, and says lie's thin.king of swapping his
conih for a tlv swatter.
About tlie time a man gets to thinking he's a big gunv|pomehody fires him.
loy
!.|'^
W'ilbr-r-r was inveigled into posing for this picture bv
the La Ropa shown "in situ.'' Bald Bill is seen corrob-
orating his belief that among other things, the boy's
heart is displaced and "Cat" is looking for four leaf
clovers.
DO YOU REMEMBER?
"Did the bell ring?"
'Nobody knows, but I'll tell you."
"The question is " "The answer is
"'
"The absorbing power of the skin is nil."
'Now, take the electric current for example. It will run a vacuum cleaner,
furnish light or sufficient to cook with."
"Dees ees a steef queez. No chee-ting, huh?"'
"Stimulus—Tendency—Reaction."
Women and cigarettes are similar, in that
—
I'.fith are hard on athletes.
Some you would walk a mile for.
Still others—what a difference a few cents will make
!
Some bite your tongue.
Once you get the habit, it's hard to break.
They are no fun unless had alone.
Some arc straight Virginian.
And others arc blcMvled.
.Sf>mc are [jcrfumed.
Their popularity must be deserved.
.Sonic folks broaden as they age ; others merely grow fat.
20O
i This is a picture of Bob heading" for Frosh Hall to dis-
sect the piano. In his left hand is a wrench for tuning
purposes and in the fellow of the opposite side, is a fist-
full of broken felt hammers.
m Why she ran into our clinic, no one knows. Maybe some one told her sliecould get a doctor there. Anyway, she was all excited and "worked up."
"Oh. doctor, please tell me what is wrong with my chickens ! They went to
roost apparently well. This morning I found six on the floor, stiff, combs white
and their feet in the air. Oh, what can it be?''
"Madam'' (it was the deep, sonorous voice of a Junior), "your chickens are
dead !"
OVERHE,\RD IN OUR CLINIC
'Rastus, wat chu all doin' heah?"
T'se sick. My veins is all too close."
'Wat chu mean, yo' veins is too close?''
'De doctah jes tol' me I'se got vera close veins."
'You bringing this child in to be examined ?"
'Yes, sir."
'What's his name?"
'Opium."
'Opium? Why did you call him opium?"
'Because he came from a wild poppy."
'There goes a man who can't bear children.'"
You can't clean up this world with soft soap—it requires grit.
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The following incident will serve to reveal the extent to which the power of
observ'ation has developed in our midst. A man limped into the clinic. His face
wore a most agonizing- expression. It plainly bespoke excruciating pain. His
clothes were soiled and torn. He was unable to move his right arm. His face was
scratched and bleeding. Slowly, painfully, he struggled up to a white-coated,
bespectacled interne.
"Doctor." he breathed, "I'm hurt."
The phetal physician carefully sized him up. ''Why, man, you have been in
an accident I"
Four notables "shot" on the "campus."
Excuse "Grube's" apparent caution but he
nearly lost his watch down town one day,
while gaping up at City Hall and he isn't
taking any more chances.
Q One of our Frosh strayed into the clinic one day when it was crowded to
capacity, as usual.
"Say, there's some crowd here," he ventured.
"Yes," answered one of the "doctors." "How many people do you suppose
are here?"
"One hundred and fifty-four," he returned.
"Righto! How did you guess it?"
".Simple," resijondcd the I'Veshman. "I just counted the number of feet and
divided bv two."
Mike—"Have a cigar, G. O. ?"
G. O.—"No, thanks, \lii<c. I'm trying ttV get rid of mine, too."
Ir Many a true word is sj)okcn through f;dse teeth.
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MEDICAL jl'rispkldexcl:
Scene—Courtroom in a lymph node.
Plaintiff—Endothelial cell.
Judge—Body Resistance.
Jury—Round cells.
Defendant—Streptococcus erysipelatus.
District Attorney—Neutrophilc leucocyte.
Officers—Polymorphonuclear leucocytes. '*
Charge—Killing an endothelial cell.
Weapons Used—Toxin.
Lawyer for the Defense—Colon bacillus.
TRL\L
Lawyer for the defense, Colon Bacillus, stated that the accused, Streptococcus
Erysipelatus, was sent by the shrewd Dame Nature to remove from the body,
debris, which if allowed to accumulate would be injurious to the bod}'. Upon
entering the blood stream, a group of Endothelial Cells attacked him and in self
defense, he. Streptococcus Erysipelatus, by means of poison killed an Endothelial
Cell.
The District Attorney, Neutrophile Leucocyte, pleaded' to the jurv that the
defendant did not kill in self defense, instead killed Endothelial Cell in cold blood
(37 C) and rancor. Furthermore, Streptococcus Erysipelatus had alwavs lived
a parasitic life and such an existence could lead to nothing but murder in cold
blood.
The District Attorney showed also an attempt on the part of accomplices of
Streptococcus Erysipelatus, namely, Mr. Late Hours, ^Ir. Wine, and Miss Song'
to bribe the Right Honorable Judge Body Resistance.
The jury found Streptococcus guilty in the hrst degree and placed him in a
cell (lymphocyte) to await annihilation.
'( )nr Mary"' is a '"wiz" on bedside
tei.-lini(iue and Al states his pleasure of
being a jiatient, particularly after a
ni^iht out.
\lh \ good t'uie is seldiim had b\- al
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Dr. "Dave" liroug-ht along- the batteries' Surgery Exams
<1, using them for a home plate, dared "GO" to make
m reach for "em.
'1 I
This sure proves it! Somebody's ,i;Ml
'25's animal and judging by the inhibiting
headgear, that somebody's not a '25cr.
Course it's the '26ers . . . and run-
ning true to cstal)lished form.
1 1 was rumored that "Dina Mite" D'Eliscu swung a
-\ickcd cudgel Init here he's coaxing Dr. Rupp to toss
lini 'n easv one tliat he might impress the bleachers.
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EUREKA ! ! AN OSTEOPATHIC CHEWING GUM ! !
!
(Editor's Note—-Several of the boys, in an attempt to meet overdue tuition, back
rent, unpaid fees and social obligations, have compounded an Osteopathic
chewing gum as a questionable method of redeeming their financial status.
Taking advantage of the general Osteopathic principle, that where there is a
joint there should be motion, and with a joint immobilization are concomitant
discrepancies in blood and ner\-e supplies, the budding scientists aim to prove
that pyorrhea and dental caries are but the mere resultants of lesions of the
gomphotic joints formed by the teeth and the mandibular sockets. These, by
way of resistance reductions, pave the way for the nefarious Bacillus Damfino
and the skulking Streptococcus Suityourself, and are thus directly responsible
for the aforementioned and related conditions. The intended purpose of the
Osteopathic chewing gum is to accomplish, by lingual manipulations of the
resinous cud, an adjustment of these afore-referred-to lesions, and thereby
re-establish the very desirable correctness of relationship between the tooth
and its respective socket. The sponsors and perpetrators of this buccal ballast
hold high hopes for the success of their project, and also for the continuation
of their present obscurity.)
OSTEOPATHIC CHEWING GUM
(The Gomphotic Gum)
THE ACHIEVE^kJENT OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY!
THE Gmi THAT OUT-WRIGGLED WRIGLEY
!
CHILDREN NOT ONLY CRY FOR IT—TIIEY BECOME HYSTERI-
CAL!
DEPENDABLE
!
MEET PROSPERITY WITH TIM
ING GUM.
THE MOST BEAUTIFUL GUM IN AMERICA !
THE GUM THAT HAS BEEN CHEWED ON PIKE'S 1M<:AK!
ASK THE OTHER TEN MILLION CHEWERS ABOUT IT
!
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DO YOU KNOW THAT—
OSTEOPATHIC CHEWING GUM will cure headaches, toolliaches, earaches,
backaches, stomachaches, and relieve tiiat tired feeling?
OSTEOPATHIC CHEWING GUM will positively cure lues, carcinoma, Neis-
serian infection, neuritis, neuralgia, pneumonia, influenza, sleeping sickness,
measles, malaria, mumps, typhoid, T. B., retroflexions, antiflexions, vicerop-
tosis, cardiac disturbances, tabes dorsaHs, dementia precox and other mental
disturbances?
OSTEOPATHIC CHEWING GUM removes morbific zymosis, as_ well as the
danger line, to say nothing of halitosis, coughs, colds and bunions ?
IF ANY OF THE ABOVE-MENTIONED DISORDERS are not cured after
one carload of OSTEOPATHIC CHEWING GUM has been chewed, we
will gladly refund your money. Further, anyone who has chewed one package
of O. C. G. and has a tooth left in his head will be given a beautiful hand-
crocheted bedpan.
THE FOLLOWING UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS SPEAK FOR
THEMSELA'ES:
B. V. D. writes : "Having once chewed O. C. G., I can chew no other."
R. S. \'. P. pens : ""^'our recent letter, enclosing $1000 check for a testimonial,
at hand, and would say, though O. C. G. is everything you state it to be, and then
some, I highly recommend it to anyone suflrering from the diseases you mention,
as well as kleptomania, encapsulated hydrocephalatus and sternocleidomastoiditis."
P. D. O. broadcasts : "I have often wondered how tough an old horse ^^'as.
but, thanks to O. C. G., I now know."
Father John says: "My medicine has been on the market for years and years,
but O. C. G. has it stopped." (In justice to Father John, we should say that he is
now using a new air-tight cork in his bottles.)
Lydia Dvnklnm states: "I tliougbit my medicine could cure more diseases
than any other marketed dope, but I take my hat off to Osteopathic Chewing Gum."
Harold Teen spills : "Lillums has been chewing O. C. G. daily for two years,
during which time several severe and painful bunions and eight corns have left
her."
Andy Cknu]) narrates: "I attribute my failure in the recent presidential
campaign to my weakened condition. Had it not been for O. C. G. I would have
been in mv grave todav. But. thanks to O. C. G.. it stuck by me and I chewed my
way back to health."
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The record to date of this preten-
tious array of atliletic talent is eight
l^ent windows, two battered screens,
one fractured smeller, six necktie-
strangled halfbacks and three dissected
coats.
BELIEA'E IT OR NOT, BUT—
Dr. Fischer forgot his watch chain one day.
Dr. H olden asked a dn-ect question.
Dr. Jacobson gave a lecture without swearing once.
Dr. Dufor wore a collegiate shirt and collar to match one day.
Dr. Bailey gave a lecture without reading a newspaper clipping.
A\] the Juniors and Seniors were present once for Dr. lleckman's clinic.
We had a general assembly during which no one tried to sell the students
anything.
"Dot" and "AV refrained from holding hands for an entire day.
Don Acton had his suit pressed.
Laura Bernard went an entire day without eating candy.
Gilliss answered a question directly and without asking one.
The fire engines went Ijy the College one day without stopping.
"Lib" Toomey sat through one of "Jake's" classes without once showing her
incisors.
Sherman gave a dime at a collection williout growling.
J
T HE combination of an
osteopathic
colleg-e and a hospital is the ideal
plan of organization for giving a student
the necessary clinical training. This
feature is emphasized at
The Philadelphia
College of Osteopathy
This college has availed itself of the
benefits derived from the most recent
advance in osteopathic teaching and
scientific equipment, while not departing
from that conservation which gives sta-
bility.
Edgar 0. Holden, A.B., D.O.
DEAN
^09
We did everything- ijut shanghi Dr. "Ed" for a ]iicture
ami we finally caught him wintlniilling it in knickers
. in action, as usual
!
An absent-minded professor was seen walking down the street with one foot
in the gutter and the other on the curb. A friend, meeting him, inquired
:
"How do you do. Professor? How are you?"
"Well. I don't know," he answered. "I've just been to my Osteopath, and he
tol'l me that I had a sacroiliac lesion which made one leg longer than the other.
I didn't at first believe him, but now I don't know what to think."
Don't be deceived by that "bold huntsman" exjires-
sion. "Hank" ran over the beast with the car seen in
the garage and what chance did a "tired" deer have
with ! larrv ?
It pays to be straight. See how the corkscrew lost out?
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PHILADELPHIA COUNTY
OSTEOPATHIC SOCIETY
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While Dr. Dufor has never reall}- confirmed this story, we have reason to
believe it to be true. Dr. Dufor was showing- Dr. Jacobson through the Dufor
Hospital, when one of the inmates approached "Jake" and begged him to take
his case before a magistrate and obtain his release from the hospital. "Jake,"
wanting to humor the patient, promised to do so.
"Now you won't forget ?" pleaded the lunatic.
"Oh, no," answered "Jake."
"You are sure you would forget?"
"Absolutely not I"
Then, as "Jake" turned to go. he received a swift kick that sent him Hying
through the air.
"That," said the lunatic, "is in case you do forget."
"Syd" is here showing the boys one
of those good times. He just ended
one of those little novelties and is now
giving the boys a chance to air their
lungs.
"Rabbit" Shaw dreamed he was eating shredded wheat the oilier nighl. W'lien
he woke up half the mattress was gone.
Eddie Cop[j wishes to announce that his name is pronounced like "puliccnian."
Keniember : ,\11 is not bliss thai blisters.
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DR. O. J. SNYDER
Co))ipli»i('nts of
DR. D. S. B. PENNOCK
Compliments of
DR. S. P. ROSS
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GRIN
{With apologies to Robert II'. Seiz'icc)
If you're up against a lesion and vou can't get any motion—Grin.
If you're feeling pretty groggy and you've raised much commotion—Grin.
Don't let him see you're failing; let him know with even- thrust,
Tho' your hands are sore as hell, you'll set that bone or bust.
Just stand upon your pins until the beggar's in—and grin.
. . . and the boys did assem-
ble in scholastic diligence, discus-
sing, explaining, and applying
technic to their content and the
belated janitor's disgust.
John Powell and Loscalzo take delight in telling of the recent party that
broke up when Reid recited "Water, Water Everywhere and Not a Drop to
Drink."
On a recent h'.mting trip Charley Worrell comlied the woods witlnout finding
a single hare.
A scene in reminiscence of the Skull
I ap ."^iiiiad of '27. The ('"rosli were ])er-
mi,h1((1 to ])cise for tins "shot" by the
promise- loIly])ops for all !
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Dr. Mary Patton Hitner
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of a
Friend
Compliments of
H. A. NEWMAN
Compliments of
DR. SARAH W. RUPP
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By observation, we have arrived at the conclusion that there are some of the
boys who give promise of being highly successful Osteopaths by the way they can
"roll the bones."
Our Editor and the Junior Class Secretary detected in
their recently attempted impersonation of Tarzan of the
Apes. All went well until a vagrant squirrel scared the
boys back to Spring Garden Street.
THE VAMPIRE
When forth to steal she softly stole,
Her bag of chink she chunk.
And many a wicked smile she smole,
And many a wink she wunk.
Wanted—Room and board in ])rivatc familv near Vgn. Ry. yard for my wife;
no children, for aljout six months. Reference, Vgn. Ry. yard office.—Classified
advertisement in the Roanoke (\'a.) Times.
Somcb'jdy recently said that the oidy time jimmy West went aiouiid wilii a
girl was in the revolving floors at I Ifirn & I lardart's.
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Dufur Osteopathic Hospital
City Office
Witherspoon Huildint;!;
Philadelphia
Tilcphones:
Hcispital, Ambler 110
City Office. Walnut 13S5
I. I\ AN 1)1 I TR. I). ()., Tresidi'iit
AMBLER, PENNA.
Welsh Road and Butlpr Pike
The only Osteopathic Hospital in the East for NERVOUS AND
MENTAL DISEASES; has a present capacity of eighty-two patients and
represents
AN INVESTMENT OF ABOUT $500,000.00
A corps of competent nurses, physicians and attendants is always at
the service of patients.
Diagnostic and X-ray laboratories are complete.
Patients are supplied with fresh vegetables in season, fresh eggs and
milk and a guaranteed supply of artesian water from our own wells.
For further information address.
Dr.
This is the lil' feller sobriqueted as "Tiny," all of which
proves that there are some "big"" men in our gang. He's
won mr.ch fame as a pabulum packer.
It hai)i)enei in our Freshman year. The Sophomores gave a little "get
acfjuainted" dance for our Ijenefit. "Hank" Gilliand—fresh from New Bruns-
wick—was there. "Pud" Lloyd, who was the trombone player in the orchestra,
seemed to fascinate "Hank," and he watched "Pud" steadily for many minutes.
Finallv "Hank" turned his head. There was a look of wisdom in his eye.
"Tiiat guy can't fool me," said "Hank." "There's a trick to it. He doesn't
swallow that thing everv time."
We hereby present for your careful
inspection the Streptococcic Trio of
liarn Dance fame. Don't take too
seriously that Bottle of P)liss. Andy
borrowed the vinegar prison of the
.Venron T.tinch for the occasion.
All fools arc not dearl yet, and some of them are not even sick.
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ComplimenU of
BERNEY-BOND GLASS CO.
CLARION, PA.
B. F. HAZELTON, Jr. F. P. HAZELTON
THE /^PPEfNDKTOny.
^s= STORM 5s=
Binder and Abdominal Supporter
Murk
Reg.
Siicto.||i.c Spcd.l
For Ptosis, Hernia, Pregnancy, Obesity,
Rela.xed Sacro-Iliac Articulations, Float-
ing Kidney, Iligh and Low Operations.
etc.
Ask for :i<t-pacr Illuslralvd Folder
Mail (ird.Ts fillod nl IMulndrlphia .inlv
—
«ilhin
-J I hinirs
Katherine L. Storm, M.D.
OriiiiiuUor, Piilciilcc, O'Viii-r ,iii,l Maker
1701 niAMOXn ST. rHILADEI.PnTA
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The fun-loving Tim hopped off his private car (seen in
the rear) to volunteer himself in the study of practical
anatomy. The letter on his jersey is for his identification in
case he becomes lost.
Doctor (taking case history)—"Husband living?"
Patient (giving it)—"He fell off a train last week and got conclusion of the
brain."
Doctor—"You mean concussion of the brain."
Patient—"Xo, I mean conclusion, doctor. He died."
Ruination of man—slow horses and fast women.
Jacken—"^^'as it you that was carrying on that conversation in the back of
the room?"
Jill
—
".\aw. that was Tiny talking in his sleep."
Dr. Dufur—"It's a wunian's prc-rogativc to end all arguments."
We suggest the ni(jdilicati(jn—"It's ;i. woman's habit ''
I'ircs liavc conii' Id be such common
Dccurrcnccs al I'. ( '. O. that we are
.iblc Id ("ill ;ill Ihc local lircnicn by
ibcii firsl names.
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The Lafayette Brush Company
wishes to congratulate "The Synapsis"
of 1925 on its maiden voyage.
Lafayette Brushes offer the stu-
dent who wishes to work during the
vacation period an opportunity to make
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Inquire from the Lafayette Brush
salesmen in your class for further
details.
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Arcadia Restaurant
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GOOD FOOD
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In taking; case histories, alw ays ask
—
What children's diseases did your grandmother have
?
Do yon lose your appetite after meals ?
Do you get drowsy at about 3 o'clock in the morning?
Are vou out of breath after running a mile ?
Doctor—"Have you seen any war service?"
Patient—"Yep, been married four years."
"Well, cldctor, if I have my appendix removed, will it show?"
"It shouldn't."
Ilaljy's Night was a recent Kappa affair, and hoy,
A .isn't il .
.
. but then, no bovs were allowed ! !
!
Tom Oxley says that whenever he takes a hath at his boarding house he has
to sing while he's bathing, because the lock on the bathroom door is out of order.
None arc so blind as those who drink wood nii-olujl.
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1900 GREEN STREET
OUR labor-saving devices, up-to-
date machinery and unusual as-
sortment of new and artistic type
faces enable us to produce
—
the Class of Printing that has
Individuality and Character
and yet does not cost any more than
ordinary printing.
Wc specialize in Distinctive
Sfationerit
Central Printing Co.
1 SOUTH 5IOLE STREET
iHclow .\tarl;ct. West of tflh St.)
[Bell Phone Rittenhouse 6316
We defy any skeptic to say Osteopathy is without merit. We offer the follow-
ing proof of what can be done by osteopathic treatments. Don Watt had been
treating a woman twice a week for several months. One day she came and said
:
"Doctor, when I first came here I couldn't spank my bab\- : now I can thrash my
husband. Heaven bless vou !"
Dumb—"Whv do they call this hospital the Philadelphia Osteopathic Hos-
pital ?"
Bell
—
"Because that is its name."
Jee—"Do vou mean to tell me that by feeling tlie bones of my back you can
tell me what I'm going to eat?"
Hee—"Xot exactly that, but I can tell you what you're going to eat by feeling
the bones in my pocket."
We carried this picture to X-Ray
Newman for a diagnosis. He, on the
strength of the hemifilled knowledge
ho.x, promptly declared the lightheaded
gentleman a Soph. Of course, the
dependable Daily Duo warrant the
usual, "Ain't love grand?"
"So, at 2 o'clock in the morning your wife had twins?"
"Yup."
"Boy, you're lucky it didn't haiipen at 6 o'clock."
Conceit may puff a man up, but never prop him up.
Our latest song hit—"The Pyocyanic Blues."
'J'o know how to wait is the greatest secret of success.
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-This Afternoon
You can prevent that three o'clock
fatigue and have think-ability all
day, if you give your body a fight-
ing chance with natural foods.
W. E. CRANSTON
10 Chestnut St., Fhila., Pa.
ME SKOIT
Me goil's name is Goity Moiphy.
She soilainly is a bold.
She Hves on Toity-second Street,
Right next to Toity-toid.
She knocks off woik each Toisday.
We goes to Coney Isle.
I asks me goil to marry me, and
She knocks me fur a gool.
Ain't she some goil?
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Dr. Pennock—"Two cases that I had went bad."
Wiseacre—"How come, doctor, weren't the corks in tight?"
THE RUBBER MAN
Paavo Xurmi. the phenomenal Phinn, is going to run here, and, pecuharly
enongh, he selected the Osteopathic games.—Newspaper clipping.
Will folks ever learn that Osteopathy isn't "just rubbin' ?"
^ly: "I once knew a man that nursed his own child.
Grace: "Gwan."
Shus : "Must'er been a milkman."
Serv'ice means doing something for someone besides yourself.
A Cute Practice—Pediatrics.
The height of conceit—the man who thinks he is the one out of five that
doesn't have pyorrhea.
HOW TO KEEP FROM GROWING OLD
"No, Mary, the bichloride tablets are in the other drawer. These are the
cough drops that I have in my hand."
Ward Patient No. 1—"And they put ten stitches in my abdomen."
Ward Patient No. 2—"Ten? Is that all? When they carried me in after the
acciflcnt I hf-ard tlic doctor call, 'I'.ring out the sewing machine!' "
We have often wondered why the students with opera glasses sit in the last
row of the am[)hitheatre. And now we have found that their glasses are so
])Owerful that if they sat any closer the oi)cralif)n would look to be Ix'iiind them.
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YellowCab
Locust3200
Yello"W Cab provides Philadel-
phia with dependable, responsible and eco-
nomical cab service. Yellow Cab today, with nearly
a thousand cabs, dominates the motor transportation
business.
Yellow Cab has developed this
enormous business because of its superior
equipment and its courteous drivers.
Yellow Cab drivers are v^orth-
while citizens — well paid and thoroughly
trained.
Oftentimes the man on the front
of the Yellow that you call is a P. C. O.
undergraduate earning in his off hours money to pay
for his education.
Yellow Cab is proud of its
drivers and it feels it is rendering a real serv-
ice in affording these young men an opportunity to
enter a profession.
Yellov^ Cab employment depart-
ment always has part time openings in its
driving force for serious -minded undergraduates.
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Prophecy of the Class of 1925
r.v 1'al'l C. JNIengle
( This article has not been edited by request
)
XT IS several years now since I toured the Orient, primarily in the interestof Medical Science. But I temember especially that I prolonged my stay in
India through the Summer and Fall of 1904 and found the days there almost
unbearable to people from temperate climates. So it was that after a scorching
day, my wife and I strolled out for an evening's walk, little expecting- toi happen
upon an old school chum of mine. After a few moments for exchange of greet-
ings, he told us he was bent on visiting an old Hindu gentleman who had sivc-
ceeded in unfolding the mysteries of the air. j\ly friend urged that we accompany
him, and as we had had no definite purpose in our walk, we went along.
On the way, he explained how this Hindu's invention coupled \xp sound
waves with simultaneous light reflections. It was but a short walk and on
entering a huge arched gate, we were surprised to learn that we were residing
so near a garden of such splendor. It was a unique scene. A dark-skinned
Magi was there gazing' intently into the radiance of a crystal globe. We
approached the spot unnoticed until our presence had disturbed the spell, causing
the Magi to become agitated. After a brief introduction, he inquired of my
friend if he had made clear to us the possibilities of the crystal and if^ we needed
further convincing. Being Americans, we had to be shown.
It seemed coincident that a previous discussion with my friend had brought
to my mind the days of P. C. O., and that now the very 'faces and voices could
be brought to me by just stating- my wish. So I begged of him to take me back to
America and let me follow the success of my classmates. The Magi again
squatted before the crystal, and uncovered our side of the globe.
A seeming spell was cast over everything. The turbulent glow of the crystal
began to take shape and there before our eyes was Portland, Maine. On the
sixth floor of a large building was the office of an Osteopathic Physician. A
patient was asking for Dr. Trumbull and before his secretary could answer,
Lawrence sent his resounding "here" through the air. That day he cancelled
twelve apijointments in order to appear in his latest hit, "Presidents and Their
Troubles."
The coast of New England was in view and a ship appeared. It was the(
"Reflex" off for a cruise around the world. However, this was of no particular
interest until I noticed the ship's physician, who at that time was trying \o sell
some jjatent remedies anfl half solved cross-word puzzles to the passengers. This
doctor was making marvelf)us reductions and bargains, such as I had not heard
since Rathburn tried to sell "ponies" during examinations. Sure enough it was
"Doug" himself.
The surgeon on the ship was busy working on an old car down in,' the hold.
He was explaining to several spectators that this was the ambulance whiqh
would be used in various foreign lands they would tour. For once, Randall had'
no sign for sale on his Forrl. "Al" had succeccded in growing a fine nuustache
and his care-free air harl been rejilacefl by one of professional dignity.
Scenes shifted and in a quiet residential section of I'oston, there were two
signs on neighboring windows; the one rear, "Dr. Edith Jewell," and the other,
"r3r. Lloyd Oliver." Strange to say, both Osteojjathic Physicians had the same
office hours, so we surmised that our suspicions of P. C. O. days had become
a reality.
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The \"ienna of America was located at New Haven, Conn., tor here was
another famous clinic to which men of science from all parts were attracted^
A glance into the amphitheatre showed three eminent physicians in consultation.
As heads nodded and swayed in approval and disapproval, I recognized Drs.
Blake, Integlia and Johnson—three of my colleagnes of a by-gone day.
.\mong the society resorts of Long Island, Dr. Mary Hiller had made her
professional reputation. The office was closed and a sign on the door said : "Off
to Europe—Back after three months."
The well-known AMlcox Sanitarium nestled quietly among the hills of Olean,
X. Y. Dr. ""Willie" was just completing her book on Diseases of the Nervous
Svstem and had made the study of her subject more interesting to students by
discussing various kinds of ballet dancing as a therapeutic aid in treating these
maladies.
The tennis tournaments were on at Forest Hills and the Veteran Finals had
just ended. The crowds were proclaiming Dr. Fischer a champion. Besides a
flourishing Quaker City practice, Carl had found time to be World's Champion
several times and now had made his debut as a veteran.
At a very opportune time did we glance at lower jManhattan, as the 01}Tnpic
athletes were just leaving for the games abroad, and with them their medical
director. Dr. Jensen. When "Artie" joined the boys in waving their farewells
from the deck, the cherished memory returned to me of how he delivered a
message while under fire during the decisive battle of Spring Garden Street.
Situated in the Metropolis, and joining the other sky-scrapers in their heavenly
loftiness, was a fine building devoted to Osteopathy. On the ground floor to the
left of the entrance were the offices of Drs. Levitt and Cattaneo, Specialists in
Rare Diseases. At the expense of some twenty patients in the reception-room,
the two physicians were discussing, "What had become of the appendix now
extinct in 80 per cent, of cases." Over the door was a little motto : "Patients
come and patients go, but arguments go on forever."
Direcdy across the hall. Dr. Berger met the problems of life. Ted seemed
ven,' busy, and, as he was a member of the New York Osteopathic Board, there
was little doubt that he was making out .some "stickers" for the next examina-
tions. The walls of his office reminded me of the old Senior room blackboard
because they were decorated with many pictures, some wise, and some otherwise.
A suite of rooms on the top floor comprised the headquartersi of the A. O. A.
Journal. The editor was seated at his desk, pen in hand, but fast asleep.
Naturally it was Dr. Ernest Hunt, not yet having caught up in sleep.
Over in lirooklyn practised a physician who some years back had been
known as Dr. jlnnvn, but now Dr. Brown ])lus. In the guise of a patient Cupid
had apparently taken some of her time and records showed 100 per cent, results.
Then there apjjearefl a scene in northern Jersey. The New Jersey Osteoixithic
Convention had adjourned the day before, and Dr. and Mrs. Gibbs were enter-
taining a week-end party of Twenty-fivers at tlicir country home. Dr. Grinwis,
"he new State President, and Dr. Hamilton, Secretary of the A. O. A., were
the guests of honor. Although Dr. 1 lazcn Lachner was Jersey City's leading
children's Specialist, she still retained her dcmureness and quietly arrived driving
Icr electric coupe. Drs. Hal Colburn and I'aul Smith, each with their families,
vera motoring over from Montclair in their Rolls l^oyces. Dr. Bowman, the
chief surge<-m of the Atlantic City playground, was delayed by the emergencies
omplicating the Beauty Pageant. Hrs. "Les" Stringer and "Syd" Kanev had
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deserted their thriving New York practices, and were furnishing- the music to
accompany Dr. Cossaboom's solos. "Cossie" was now Seabrig'ht's leading' physi-
cian and church soloist. Dr. "Gus" Reid alighted from his aeroplane, a little late
as usual. He had been down to Cape ^lay to pick up Dr. Loscalzo, but as Horace
had a date for a beach party, he had to decline the flight. Dr. Lindsay, a promi-
nent aurist, had motored over from Morristown to enliven the festivities. Hie
was still the same "Jolly Jack." Everything progressed smoothly until suddenly
Hal Colburn, Jr., and the vounger Smith staged an impromptu bout to ilecide
whose father had signed the more death certificates. The fathers ended the
argtmient, both sides claiming" the decision.
The National Association of Physical Directors was in session at Camden
and was being addressed by Dr. John Allen. As lead-off man on that famous
roll call, "Johnnv" could give some personal ideas on the necessity of keeping*
physically strong and alert.
The Profession in Philadelphia had been strengthened by more members
of that illustrious class of '25 than any other one place. .V number of these had
associated themselves with the North Eastern Osteopathic Hospital. Realizing
that first impressions go a great way, the appointment of Obstetrician was given
to Dr. Muller. Contrar\- to all symptoms and signs manifested during college
days, Adelaide had set sail on the Sea of Matrimony by sharing th^ responsibilities
of a Minister.
Pedriatics was well taken care of bv Dr. L.utz, At last he had found a'
wav to give free play to his suppressed desires. A glance into his office showed
him doing a side-bend flexion and rotation trick on the chandelier for the benefit
of his little patient.
The famous twin specialties G. U. and G. Y. were ably handled by Drs,
Anderson and Spaeth respectively. "Andy" was still the same Beau Brummel
and Rill's alopecia greatly added to his professional dignity.
Chief consultant and advisor was none other than Dr. Cole. His favorite
prescription had not changed since clinic days, invariably being the Buick Daily
Dozen.
The surgical part of this Staff was filled by Drs. Ent, Gerlach, and Slifen
These three were so efficient in stimulating the auditory tract to a state of cerebral
fatigue and general analgesia, that anesthetics were rarely neededi. Their motto
was, "Surgery first, last and all the time."
tude combined with her prescriptions for calisthenic dancing had greatly increased
Dr. McGenra had made a re])utation as a Geriatrician. Her sympathetic atti-
the human span. However, in order to get them corning and going, Loretta had
wedded an unflertaker—a great organization and even greater co-operation.
Scenes changed, and at 19th and Wallace streets, we discovered Dr. Jacohson's
laboratory. As in former days, his co-worker was Dr. Winant.
On the sight of our old hunting grounds, some twenty buildings greeted our
eyes. These represented our college home. Within the assembly hall, opening
exercises were just starting and the s[)eaker addressing some three hundred and
thirteen freshmen was heard to say, "It is indeed a iM'ivilege and a pleasure to
stand before the most intelligent looking group of students that ever matriculated
. . .
You should be the most sncessful class' thai ever graduated, l'"lc., and Etc."
The next address was made by Dr. Larkin, another ])rofess()r nn liic l''aculty<
The only Eady I^hysician tf) speak was Dr. Myfanwy Evans, Dean of the Women's
College, the two schools having been separated) since 1930.
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Soothing, cooling- and healing to all mucou.s surfaces,
easy and economical to use.
The practitioner of today realizes the importance of
personal hygiene in maintaining bodily health and vigor.
In offering Douchol to the Profession, we believe we
are offering a product ideal for the purposes indicated.
Douchol is an absolutely non-poisonous powder imme-
diately soluble in warm water, yielding a non-toxic solu-
tion, alkaline in reaction of powerful antiseptic properties,
entirely safe and harmless to use on all mucous and skin
surfaces, prevents infection and acts as a rapid .solvent of
mucous secretions.
For Leucorrhea and Vaginitis, its action will be
found truly marvelous. A heaping teaspoonful dissolved
in two quarts of warm water produces a solution free
from disagreeable odor, invigorating and pleasant to use.
For the Nose and Throat, one-half teaspoonful dissolved in a glas.-^
of waiTn water, using a nasal douche cup, will afford prompt relief in
Catarrhal conditions, in Rhinitis and Coryza, as a gargle for the relief of
sore and ulcerated throats, its action is prompt and sure.
For tired, aching and sore feet, grateful relief will be experienced, by
soaking the feet in a solution of Douchol.
For bathing Skin Eruptions, Measles, Chicken Pox, Prickly Heat, fre-
quent applications of a solution of one tablespoonful of Douchol to a pint
of water will give comforting relief.
Douchol is offered in screw-cap jars at $1.00 each—six jars for $5.00.
We will also supply Douchol in small packages for dispensing to your
patients at $2.00 per dozen. Or in bulk at $1.00 per pound—five pounds
for $4.50. All prices include delivei-y charges.
Write today for a sample ; don't delay.
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The Post Graduate Department was graced by the presence of Dr. Stollery, his
third return to P. C. O. "Bob" was quite well known by his widely advertised
products especially his "'Antiseptic Mentholated Ointment" and his book, "A Little
Knowledge is a Dangerous Thing."
North Philadelphia had attracted one of our number back in! the dark ages of
1925, so we were little surprised to find the office of Dr. Woods along the boule-
vard. In addition to a fine practice, "Jimmy" was the proud possessor of that
same attraction which, by the way, grew greater day by day.
Dr. Ellen Crosley as such could not be located, for now that name was only a
prefix. The old saying, "Two heads is better than one" holds good, even in tha
osteopathic field.
The Baltimore Osteopathic Hospital was well established by 1940. A strange
thing indeed to see the great surgeon. Dr. Hines, in the operating room, gaining
altitude with the aid of a small bench.
In the fertile Lancaster valley, we found the famous Shaw-Powell Sanitorium,
an institution in which many of the reports current in scientific circles had their
origin. Closely associated with it, and of equal renown, in the Osteopathic world,
were the van de Sane laboratories. By virtue of her sex. Dr. Louise Croswell was
very successful as head of the publication department.
The offices of Dr. Klinger Hunt were located at Harrisburg. Although closely
associated with the practice of Medicine, she still remained true to the colors of
Osteopathy.
The practice of Dr. Voder was confined to the wilds of Pennsylvania. With
an office in Bellefonte and several high-powered motor cars, his field was as wide-
spread as the fresh air of which he has been an advocator for the past twenty
years.
Among the remains of the old city of Johnstown, the following sign was
discovered, "Dr. James Rishell, physical examiner for the Flunk Insurance Co."
The eminent physician was preparing to exainine a young patient by explaining to
her the importance of a complete physical examination. Evidently the trouble en-
countered during "Jimmy's" Junior year was only the beginning of such difficulties.
Chicago with its college was ushered in with a roar, and there to our surpri.se
was Dr. Soden. techniquing as usual. Enrolled in the Post Graduate Department,
but this time as professors, were Drs. Sinsabaugh and Robertson.
Nothing of importance attracted us until a coral isle appeared in mid-Pacific.
At last Dr. .\lclnnis had [tut her phenomenal voice to some use, for there beneath
a threatening cocoanut-trec she was exjiounding the English language to a group
of natives.
The Philippines presented a very interesting scene, especially when I found
that I knew the .Sanitary Engineer, Dr. Vergera. So familiar did Enri(|ue seem,
tliat I was just going to have one of those fine chats with him, when I was reminded
it was all a vision.
The old Magi laughed, for I had been under his spell during this wonderful
experience. I was satisfied as to the possibilities of his invention, and as we strolled
back to our bungalow, life found a new light, for 1 knew that the Class of 1925
had made its mark.
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Place Your Record Booli
In Good Hands
W^hcthcr your record will nicasure up to your ideals,
—
or be a disappointment, will be determined in a great
measure by the extent with which you can depend upon
your printer for counsel, co'Operation and support.
It is with pardonable pride we give below extracts from letters received,
showing our interest and help is perhaps more intimate and personal
than is the rule.
"In the name of the class, I wish to
Ihank yon for your co-operation with,
and kindness to us in all matters per-
taining to the book. The present grad-
uating class is to be congratulated on
having such an excellent House to pre-
pare its Record."
"In behalf of the Class, J wish to ex-
press our appreciation and entire satis-
faction zvith our Record, its quality and
appearance. The service and co-operation
you gave us is highly commendable."
"I wish to thank you for the Class and
particularly for myself, for the assistance
and advice you have given in getting out
our book."
"I wish to express my appreciation of
the excellent work done by Clark Print-
ing House. I also wish to say that
your help and advice liave been invaJu-
able."
"I have found the Clark Printing House
stands for promptness, dependability, ac-
curacy and service. These qualities make
the putting out of a Record a pleasure."
"Books are going fine. Letters ore pour-
ing in from faculty, department heads
and students congratulating us on the
hook. J zvant you to share in it, for to
you the major success of this book zvas
We arc interested in producing Records of the highest standard,
books in which the School and ourselves can take pride.
To this end our entire organisation is committed. You arc assured of
that helpful co-operation, care in handling, best workmanship and atten-
tion to small details that show in the finished work.
It will mean much to you to have your Record in competent hands.
CLARK PRINTING HOUSE, INC.
821 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.
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